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Abstract
The rapid progress of nanotechnology in the last decades has allowed
the development of integrated nanosystems, capable of interacting at
the nanoscale. Despite their unique capabilities, the small operation
range of nanosystems limits their usefulness in practical macro-scale
scenarios. Nanonetworks, the interconnection of nanosystems, will
extend their range of operation by allowing communication among
nanosystems, thereby greatly enhancing their potential applications.
An important question in this area concerns how communication net-
works will scale when their size shrinks. In order to answer this
question, this thesis presents a scalability analysis of the performance
metrics of communication networks to the nanoscale. The main per-
formance metrics in the two main paradigms which have been pro-
posed to implement nanonetworks, namely, diffusion-based molecular
communication and graphene-enabled wireless communications, are
identified.
The analyzed performance metrics in nanonetworks show unique scal-
ing trends with respect to traditional wireless communications, thereby
confirming the need of novel communication protocols and techniques
specifically adapted to nanonetworks. The obtained results provide
guidelines that may help researchers to design the future network ar-
chitecture of nanonetworks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter begins with the introduction of the background of this thesis in
Section 1.1. The rapid progress of nanotechnology has allowed the development
of nanosystems with a microscopic size which may be interconnected by means
of nanonetworks. Several potential applications of nanonetworks are outlined in
Section 1.2. Section 1.3 describes the state of the art on the two main techniques
that have been proposed to implement nanonetworks: diffusion-based molecu-
lar communication and graphene-enabled wireless communications. Finally, Sec-
tion 1.4 expresses the motivation of this thesis and Section 1.5 describes its main
contributions.
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Nanotechnology
Nanotechnology, first envisioned by the Nobel laureate physicist Richard Feyn-
man in his famous speech entitled “There’s plenty of room at the bottom” in 1959,
is giving rise to devices and systems in a scale ranging from one to a few hundred
nanometers. During the last few decades, emerging research areas such as nano-
electronics, nanomechanics and nanophotonics are allowing the development of
novel nanomaterials, nanocrystals, nanotubes and nanosystems that promise to
revolutionize many fields of science and engineering.
Molecular nanotechnology, popularized by Eric Drexler [1], is a particularly
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advanced form of nanotechnology based on the ability to build molecular machines
by means of mechanosynthesis. Since biology clearly demonstrates that molecular
machines are possible (living cells themselves are an example), the manufacture
of bio-inspired molecular machines using biomimetic techniques is envisaged in
the near future.
Nanotechnology is a multidisciplinary field with almost uncountable potential
applications. A few examples are presented next. First, in the biomedical domain,
nanoparticles such as dendrimers, carbon fullerenes (buckyballs) and nanoshells
are currently used to target specific tissues and organs [2]. Another area where
nanotechnology plays an important role is environmental science, where molecular
and genomic tools are used to uncover the complexity of the induced defense
signaling networks of plants [3]. Finally, in the industrial field, molecular-scale
filters and pores with well-defined sizes, shapes, and surface properties allow to
engineer better functionality in molecular sieving [4].
The envisaged nanosystems are the most basic functional units able to perform
very simple tasks at the nanoscale, including computing, data storage, sensing,
actuation and communication. In the EM domain, the latest advances in nan-
otechnology have allowed the implementation of devices that perform some of
these tasks, such as graphene nanosensors or lithium nanobatteries [5]. In the
biological domain, cells are a clear example of living nanosystems. Therefore,
even though a complete nanosystem has not been manufactured to date, simple
artificial nanosystems are expected to become a reality in the near future.
1.1.2 Nanonetworks
Because of their tiny size, the operation range of nanosystems is limited to their
close nano-environment. In consequence, a huge number of them will be required
in order to perform meaningful tasks in a real scenario. These nanosystems will
also need to control and coordinate their functions, leading to several research
challenges in communication at the nanoscale.
Nanonetworks, the interconnection of nanosystems, provide means for cooper-
ation and information sharing among them, allowing nanosystems to cover larger
areas and fulfill more complex tasks [6, 7, 8]. The traditional mechanisms used in
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traditional communication networks, such as mechanical, acoustic and EM com-
munication, have been found inappropriate at the nanoscale, due to the difficulty
of scaling down current transceivers and energy constraints [9]. A nanonetwork
cannot thus be implemented by merely downscaling a conventional network; on
the contrary, classical communication techniques need to undergo a profound re-
vision before being applied to this new scenario. To date, several mechanisms
have been proposed to interconnect nanosystems, leading to two novel network
paradigms at the nanoscale: molecular communication [10, 11] and graphene-
enabled wireless communications [5]. These two schemes are thoroughly reviewed
in Section 1.3.
Nanonetworks have emerged as a novel research field which has attracted
the interest of researchers from the domains of information and communication
technology, nanotechnology and biology. A proof of the thriving research activity
in this area is the appearance of dedicated journals [12] and the organization of
specialized workshops and conferences [13].
1.2 Applications of nanonetworks
Nanonetworks will boost the range of applications of nanotechnology, bringing
new opportunities in fields as diverse as Information and Communication Tech-
nology (ICT) (e.g., programable matter [14]), biomedical technology (e.g., coop-
erative drug delivery systems [2]) or environmental research (e.g., distributed air
pollution control [4]).
1.2.1 Wireless Nanosensor Networks
One of the main application scenarios for nanonetworks which have been proposed
to date is in the field of nanosensors [15, 16]. A nanosensor is a device that makes
use of the unique properties of new nanomaterials to detect and measure events
at the nanoscale. Since the detection range of nanosensors is limited to their close
environment, communication among nanosensors will be needed to cover larger
areas. Wireless Nanosensor Networks (WNSN), a particular case of nanonetworks
but probably one of the most promising ones, implement this communication
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual diagram of a nanonetwork using graphene-enabled wire-
less communications. The upper left corner shows a magnified individual nanosys-
tem. [5]
by encapsulating nanosensors into nanosystems, which communicate in order to
cooperatively monitor physical or environmental conditions over a large field.
A sample conceptual diagram of a WNSN is depicted in Figure 1.1. The infor-
mation is transmitted wirelessly among the nanosystem until reaching a central
hub, which acts as an interface to the macro-scale world.
A biomedical scenario where WNSN could be applied is an intelligent disease
detection and targeted drug delivery system (Figure 1.2, left), constituted by an
intrabody distributed network of nanosensors and nanoactuators. Nanosensors
that have already been successfully manufactured are able to detect lung cancer,
asthma attacks, the influenza virus, or the parasite responsible for malaria [17, 18].
Several nanoactuators that have also been synthesized include nanoheaters based
on magnetic nanoparticles able to kill cancer cells by heating them [19, 20], and
magnetic nanoparticles and gold nanoshells which may be used as drug containers.
The contained drugs are released through the application of local heat, which
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Figure 1.2: Intrabody nanonetworks for healthcare applications (left) and the
interconnected office (right). [22]
melts the containers [21].
Another interesting application of WNSN is the interconnected office (Fig-
ure 1.2, right), where every single element normally found in an office is provided
of a nanotransceiver which allows it to be permanently connected to the Internet,
thereby allowing their remote tracking and control permanently. This applica-
tion may lead to a new networking paradigm known as the “Internet of the
nano-things” [22], defined by the interconnection of nanosystems with classical
networks and ultimately the Internet.
A number of scenarios where WNSN could be useful are given by the research
project “Guardian Angels for a smarter life” [23], aiming to develop ever more
compact and streamlined technology that slips seamlessly into our daily lives.
Nanosystems inserted into the fabric of clothing or in a simple bracelet, as shown
in Figure 1.3, would enable the continuous monitoring of health conditions and the
prevention of accidents. Other applications consider nanosensors which observe
the ambient conditions for environmental threats, and devices which perceive the
emotional or affective conditions of people.
1.2.2 Graphene-enabled Wireless Networks-on-Chip
The integration of wireless comunications in an on-chip scenario represents an-
other promising application of nanonetworks. Indeed, nanonetworks implemented
with the paradigm of graphene-enabled wireless communications can be effectively
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Figure 1.3: On-body nanonetworks envisaged by the Guardian Angels
project. [23]
used as a way to communicate the different processors or cores of a chip multi-
processor. This new communication technique is known as Graphene-enabled
Wireless Network-on-Chip (GWNoC, illustrated in Figure 1.4). Deployed over a
state-of-the-art on-chip interconnection network [24], a GWNoC enables point-
to-point, broadcast and multicast communications in the terahertz band, which
potentially offers enough bandwidth in this data-intensive scenario. From the
multicore architecture perspective, such feature creates a large range of possibil-
ities with potential to cause a paradigm shift in how processors interact between
them and with memory [25], for instance in terms of data/cache coherence, con-
sistency or synchronization. Some of the main research challenges in this area
include the development of new communication protocols suited to GWNoC, as
well as novel scalable multicore architectures that minimize many of the issues
present in multiprocessor environments.
GWNoC, where multi-core processors are equipped with antennas for com-
munications, show potential to cause a paradigm shift in how processors interact
between them and with memory, resulting into a radically new multicore archi-
tecture. Therefore, GWNoC represent an opportunity to revolutionize the area
of interconnect technologies in multi-core processors.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of a 16-core Graphene-enabled Wireless
Network-on-Chip (GWNoC). [25]
1.3 State of the art
The main focus of this thesis is to study the scalability limits of communication
networks to the nanoscale. With this purpose, the state of the art in the two
paradigms that have been proposed to date to enable nanonetworks, namely,
molecular communication [10, 11] and graphene-enabled wireless communica-
tions [5], is reviewed next.
1.3.1 Molecular communication
Molecular communication is inspired by communication among living cells [26].
A typical cell size is of 10 µm and a typical cell mass is 1 nanogram, in the
same order of magnitude than the expected size of nanosystems. This fact has
led researchers to study communication mechanisms among living cells with the
objective of applying them to implement nanonetworks in biological scenarios.
The molecular communication techniques found in biology are very distance-
dependent. In other words, different communication techniques must be used
depending upon the distance between emitters and receivers. These techniques
can be classified into three categories: short-range (nm to µm), medium-range
(µm to mm) and long-range (mm to m) techniques:
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 For the short range, two methods have been proposed [6]. The first one is
molecular signaling, based on encoding the information in the emission of
molecules which diffuse in the medium. The second technique is based on
molecular motors, protein complexes that are able to transport molecules
from transmitters to receivers through microtubules [27]. A schema of the
communication process using short-range molecular communication tech-
niques is depicted in Figure 1.5.
 Two mechanisms have also been proposed for medium-range molecular com-
munication: flagellated bacteria [28, 29, 30] and catalytic nanomotors [31].
Both methods are based on encoding the information in DNA sequences (a
DNA packet), which are carried from transmitter to receiver using bacteria
or nanomotors, respectively. Figure 1.6 shows a diagram of these commu-
nication techniques.
 Finally, several techniques have been proposed for the long range, such as
pheromones, pollen, spores and light transduction [32], which are used by
many species to communicate. Examples include quorum sensing [33], a
decision-making process used by bacteria to coordinate their behavior, and
neuronal networks [34], where a group of neurons communicate by sending
electrical and chemical signals through axons. Some of these methods are
illustrated in Figure 1.7.
Diffusion-based molecular communication
Among the diverse techniques that have been proposed to implement molecular
communication, Diffusion-based Molecular Communication (DMC) is the most
relevant one. DMC is a widely studied molecular communication technique, since
it allows modeling calcium signaling [26, 35, 36, 37], one of the most important
communication mechanisms among living cells. Calcium signaling is based on the
use of calcium ions (Ca2+) to encode and transmit information. Moreover, DMC
can also be used to model other types of molecular communication processes,
such as quorum sensing or the propagation of pheromones, amongst others.
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Figure 1.5: Short-range molecular communication techniques: molecular signal-
ing (top) and molecular motors (bottom). [6]
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Figure 1.6: Medium-range molecular communication techniques: flagellated bac-
teria (top) and catalytic nanomotors (bottom). [28, 31]
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Figure 1.7: Long-range molecular communication techniques: neuronal networks
(top) and light transduction (bottom). [32]
A DMC process can be described as a set of nanosystems which communicate
by means of molecular diffusion in a fluid medium. As shown in Figure 1.8, a
DMC process is composed of three main phases: emission, propagation and re-
ception. First, transmitter nanosystems encode the information to be sent into
the release pattern of molecules to the medium. The emitted molecules move
following a random erratic trajectory, due to the collisions between them and the
molecules of the fluid. As a consequence of this movement and of interactions
among the emitted molecules (such as collisions and electrostatic forces), the
emitted molecules diffuse throughout the medium. This diffusion causes the con-
centration of molecules to propagate and spread throughout the space. Finally,
receivers are able to estimate the concentration of molecules in their neighbor-
hood. This measurement activates specific signal transducing mechanisms which
allow the receivers to decode the transmitted information.
In DMC, the evolution of the molecular concentration throughout space and
time is modeled as a diffusion process. Depending on the scenario, different
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Figure 1.8: Schematic diagram of a DMC process. The transmitter nanosystem
(left) emits molecules which propagate through molecular diffusion until they
reach the receiver nanosystem (right). [38]
diffusion models may be used, which can be grouped into two categories: normal
diffusion and anomalous diffusion [39].
On the one hand, normal diffusion refers to the case when the movement
of the emitted molecules can be modeled by Brownian motion [40], which is
valid when viscous forces dominate the motion of the emitted molecules and
the interactions among them can be neglected. In this case, the movement of
each of the molecules is uncorrelated and the diffusion process can therefore be
macroscopically modeled with Fick’s laws of diffusion [41].
On the other hand, anomalous diffusion appears when interactions among
the emitted molecules affect their diffusion process. For instance, in a particular
case of molecular signaling known as calcium signaling [36], based on the use of
positive-charged calcium ions (Ca2+), the electrostatic forces among these ions
impact their diffusion process. Another example of anomalous diffusion includes
the case in which the concentration of emitted particles is very high and the
collisions among them affect their movement, a scenario known as collective dif-
fusion [42]. In these cases, the diffusion process can no longer be modeled by
Fick’s laws of diffusion and it needs to be analyzed with other methods, such as
correlated random walk [43].
The integration of the molecular transceivers needed for the emission and re-
ception of information into nanosystems is inspired on the mechanisms developed
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by nature for communication among living cells, such as the ligand-binding re-
ception process [44]. Moreover, the use of chemically-driven transceivers ensures
the bio-compatibility of the communication process, as well as an extremely high
energy efficiency [45]. Bacteria populations have been proposed as transmitter
and receiver nanosystems [46, 47, 48].
Several authors have provided analytical models for DMC, either focusing on
the physical channel [49], or determining the channel capacity from an information-
theoretical point of view [46, 50, 49, 51, 52, 53, 54]. Moreover, the definition of
fundamental concepts such as noise [49, 44], caused by the randomness of the dif-
fusion process, and interferences from multiple simultaneous transmissions [55, 56]
in DMC has also been addressed.
Furthermore, an energy model is useful to determine the energy budget in
DMC [57]; as opposed to the EM case, the energy is defined as the chemical
energy (measured in ATP) required to produce the messenger molecules and
release them to the environment. Several modulation techniques for DMC have
also been proposed in the literature [58, 59].
A few works take a higher-level approach and consider the analysis of DMC
networks. The definition of protocol primitives allows the design of novel pro-
tocols for DMC networks, such as the transmission of information by means of
bacteria which follow specific attractants [10]. A unique feature of these networks
is the node mobility, which is usually modeled as Brownian motion (analogously
to the movement of molecules under normal diffusion) [60]. A promising research
direction is the implementation of DMC networks inside the human body [61].
Some researchers consider particular application scenarios of DMC. For in-
stance, extracellular communications in blood vessels can be modeled by a dif-
fusion process together with a drag force, which corresponds to the flow of the
blood stream [62]. Given the high concentration of calcium ions present in the ex-
tracellular environment, other carrier molecules such as cytokines are considered
in this case [63].
A remaining challenge is the experimental validation of most of the exist-
ing models and protocols for DMC. By linking existing biological experiments
in the fields of bacteria communication, membrane nanotubes and neuronal net-
works with the theoretical models of molecular communication, a fully opera-
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tional molecular communication solution may be obtained in the future [64]. For
example, preliminary experimental results obtained a microfluidic test-bed and
a population of genetically engineered Escherichia coli bacteria have been re-
ported [48]. In this work, a chemical stimulus of C6-HSL was delivered in one
end of the flow channel for a pulse duration and the bacterial response was mea-
sured fluorescently at the other end. These results may allow the observation of
the diffusion process in an in-vitro environment and the validation of analytical
DMC models.
However, to the best of our knowledge, the existing literature does not capture
all the particular characteristics of DMC networks. For instance, the expected
simplicity of nanosystems will prevent the use of complex modulations or sig-
nal detection schemes, and the expectedly huge propagation delay will require
rethinking the synchronization protocols of traditional wireless networks. There-
fore, a framework that evaluates the performance of DMC networks while taking
into account the uniqueness of their physical channel is needed to help designers
of protocols and techniques for this networking model.
1.3.2 Graphene-enabled wireless communications
A different approach considers implementing wireless communications among
nanosystems by means of EM waves [5, 22]. In this case, there are doubts about
the feasibility of scaling current metallic antennas down to a few micrometers,
mainly because of the low mobility of electrons in microscale metallic structures
and especially because their resonant frequency would be extremely high [65].
The resonant frequency f of a free-standing metallic antenna can be obtained by
solving the standard dispersion relation c = λf , where c is the speed of light and
λ is the wavelength. The first resonant frequency of this antenna corresponds to
the case when the antenna length L is equal to half a wavelength, i.e., L = λ/2;
then, it has the expression f = c/2L. In consequence, for the expected size
of a nanosystem (a few µm) [5], the frequency radiated by a metallic antenna
would be in the infrared and optical range (hundreds of terahertz). Such a high
frequency would result in a very large bandwidth, but also in a huge channel at-
tenuation which, given the expectedly very limited power of nanosystems, would
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greatly reduce the transmission range of nanosystems. Moreover, it would be
difficult to implement the transceivers able to operate at the optical frequencies
required by such metallic antennas. These two reasons appear to render the
practical implementation of wireless communications among nanosystems using
metallic antennas unfeasible. In order to overcome these fundamental limitations,
Graphene-enabled Wireless Communications (GWC) have been proposed to im-
plement communication among nanosystems [66, 25]. An overview of graphene
RF plasmonic antennas, which constitute the cornerstone of GWC, follows.
Graphennas: graphene RF plasmonic antennas
Graphene, a material consisting of a flat monoatomic layer of carbon atoms tightly
packed in a two-dimensional honeycomb lattice, has attracted an intense attention
of the research community due to its extraordinary mechanical, thermal, chemical,
electronic and optical properties [67, 68, 69]. Due to its unique characteristics,
graphene has given rise to a plethora of potential applications in diverse fields,
ranging from electronics to chemistry.
In particular, the high electron mobility of graphene makes it an excellent
candidate for ultra-high-frequency applications. For instance, prototypes of sev-
eral graphene devices have been experimentally fabricated and measured in the
last few years, such as graphene FET transistors working at frequencies of hun-
dreds of gigahertz [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77], as well as graphene ambipolar
devices for analogue and RF circuits [78, 79], such as LNAs [80], mixers [81]
and frequency multipliers [82, 83]. Even complete graphene integrated circuits
have been experimentally demonstrated [84] and have been the object of several
patents [85, 86]. In consequence, graphene is considered to be among the main
candidates to become the silicon of the 21st century [87].
In the field of wireless communications, graphene has been proposed to im-
plement miniaturized RF antennas [88]. In particular, graphene RF plasmonic
antennas, or graphennas, with a size in the order of a few micrometers show
plasmonic effects which allow them to radiate EM waves in the terahertz band
(0.1-10 THz). This frequency band is up to two orders of magnitude below the
optical frequencies at which metallic antennas of the same size resonate, thereby
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enhancing the transmission range of graphennas and lowering the requirements
on their future transceivers.
Preliminary studies on dipole antennas formed by carbon nanotubes found
unique properties with respect to similar metallic antennas, due to the conduc-
tivity of carbon nanotubes and their plasmon effects [89, 90]. The main draw-
backs of carbon nanotube antennas are their very low radiation efficiency and the
difficulty of contacting them to feed an EM signal into the antenna.
Graphene patch antennas were analyzed for the first time by Jornet et al. by
means of a tight-binding model of graphene [91]. Using a quantum mechani-
cal framework, a patch antenna with dimensions of several hundred nanometers
was found to resonate in the terahertz band, from 1 to 5 THz. Later, gra-
phene nanoribbon antennas were analyzed based on the conductivity of graphene
nanoribbons and the plasmonic properties of graphene [92]. The results showed
again a resonant frequency in the terahertz band, at a much lower frequency than
equivalent metallic antennas.
A radiation efficiency of up to 25% in a graphene patch antenna has been
obtained by simulation, comparable to or better than metal implementations [93,
94]. At the same time, the antenna input impedance was found to be relatively
high compared to metallic antennas, in the order of several hundred ohms; this
aspect will reduce their impedance mismatch when graphennas are fed with pho-
toconducting sources, which have a typical impedance of 10 kΩ [93, 94]. A com-
parison of the properties of graphennas at microwave and terahertz frequencies
demonstrated that graphennas are able to operate in a wide frequency range [95].
Even though graphennas have only been analyzed to date from a theoretical
perspective and by simulation, terahertz plasmonic resonances of graphene de-
vices have been experimentally observed by several groups [96, 97, 98, 99]. Due
to this fact, together with the plethora of experimental graphene devices pre-
viously mentioned, graphennas are expected to be successfully manufactured in
the near future. Since graphennas are envisaged to provide wireless communi-
cation capabilities to future nanosystems, an analytical framework that provides
guidelines and predicts the performance of GWC will prove useful for designers
of graphennas, nanosystems and GWC networks.
In this thesis, a simple model for a graphenna is considered, composed of a
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Figure 1.9: Schematic diagram of a graphene RF plasmonic antenna (graphenna).
finite-size graphene layer mounted over a metallic flat surface (the ground plane),
with a dielectric material layer in between and an ohmic contact [91]. The con-
ceptual design of the considered graphenna is shown in Figure 1.9, where L and
W are the antenna length and width, respectively, and D is the thickness of the
dielectric substrate.
The working principle of a graphenna in reception is as follows:
 When an EM wave irradiates the graphenna perpendicularly (wave prop-
agation in the z-axis in Figure 1.9), it excites the free electrons on the
graphene layer. The electronic response of the graphene layer to an EM
field is therefore characterized by its conductivity. Because of the impor-
tance of the graphene conductivity in the performance of graphennas, the
state of the art in graphene conductivity is reviewed in Section 4.1.
 At the interface between the graphene layer and the dielectric material, Sur-
face Plasmon Polariton (SPP) waves are excited. SPP waves are confined
EM waves that result from the coupling between surface electric charges at
the interface between a metal and a dielectric, and an incident EM wave.
Graphene plasmonics have been the focus of many theoretical and experi-
mental works [100, 101, 96, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 105].
 By exploiting the propagation of SPP waves in graphene, graphene plas-
monic antennas can be developed. The main difference between a metallic
antenna and a plasmonic antenna is that the electrical length of the plas-
monic antenna is much smaller than that of a metallic antenna, due to the
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much lower wavelength of SPP waves in the plasmonic antenna compared to
free-space EM waves [110]. This results in far more compact plasmonic an-
tennas which can be integrated into nanosystems. Plasmonic antennas are
not a new concept, but have been investigated before [111, 112, 113, 114].
The novelty of graphennas is that they propagate SPP waves at frequencies
in the terahertz band (0.1-10 THz), up to two orders of magnitude below the
optical frequencies of SPP waves observed in classical plasmonic antennas,
made of gold and other noble materials [115]. In addition, the properties of
SPP waves in graphene can be tuned by material doping, which opens the
door to tunable graphennas [116, 65, 92, 117, 118].
According to the antenna reciprocity theorem, the behavior of the graphenna
in transmission can similarly be explained as follows. When a time-varying elec-
tric current excites the graphene layer, an SPP wave is generated at the interface
with the dielectric material layer. If the length of the graphene patch corresponds
to integer number of half plasmon wavelengths of the SPP wave, the plasmonic
antenna resonates and the radiated EM field from the antenna is maximized. Ul-
timately, the radiation properties of graphennas, such as their radiation efficiency
and their radiated power, depend on the properties of the SPP waves, which in
turn depend on the material conductivity and need to be solved by means of
multi-physics simulation.
Channel models for wireless communications in the terahertz band
Graphennas radiate EM waves with a frequency lying in the terahertz band.
Therefore, the evaluation of the performance limits of GWC requires an analysis of
the wireless terahertz channel at very short transmission ranges (below 1 meter),
which is the expected operation range of graphennas.
Short-range high-bandwidth terahertz wireless communications have been pro-
posed for indoor scenarios with the objective of their standardization within the
IEEE 802.15 Terahertz Interest Group, but they are aimed for transmission dis-
tances of several meters. In those cases, the propagation of terahertz waves is
usually modeled by means of ray tracing [119] and the atmospheric attenuation
shows several peaks in the terahertz band [120].
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However, these models are not directly applicable to a scenario of GWC, which
usually comprise communication distances of less than 1 meter. At this short
range, the phenomenon of molecular absorption will influence the propagation of
the terahertz signals in the atmosphere [121].
Molecular absorption is the process by which part of the wave energy is con-
verted into internal kinetic energy of the excited molecules in the medium. Indeed,
since several molecules present in the standard atmosphere (such as water vapor
molecules) have thousands of resonances in the terahertz band, they are excited
by the terahertz EM waves radiated by graphennas, converting part of the radi-
ation into internal vibrations [120]. Molecular absorption acts as an additional
factor of attenuation to the propagated signal in wireless communications in the
terahertz band. It can be modeled by the following analytical expression [121]:
α(f, d) =
1
τm
= ek(f)d (1.1)
where f is frequency, d is distance, τm is defined as the transmittance of the
medium and k is the medium absorption coefficient. This last parameter depends
on the medium composition, i.e., the particular mixture of molecules that the
propagating wave finds along the channel. Figure 1.10 shows the total path loss
in the terahertz channel, comprising both the free-space path loss and molecular
absorption, as a function of frequency and distance.
In addition, the absorption from molecules present in the medium not only
attenuates the transmitted signal, but it also introduces noise. Indeed, when a
terahertz wave is propagating through the atmosphere, the internal vibration of
the molecules in the medium turns into the emission of EM radiation of the same
frequency that the incident waves that provoked this motion. Thus, molecular
noise needs to be taken into account as a new source of noise in a scenario of
GWC.
The highly frequency-dependent molecular absorption has a key impact on the
communication performance of GWC. Moreover, its influence is highly dependent
on the transmission distance, which determines the number of molecules that the
radiated terahertz waves will find along their path.
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Figure 1.10: Total path loss in dB as a function of frequency and distance in a
standard medium with 10% of water vapor molecules. [121]
1.4 Motivation
As described in the previous section, even though several analytical models of
nanonetworks based on both DMC and GWC can be found in the literature,
very few experimental results of communication among nanosystems have been
reported to date. On the one hand, despite the latest advances in synthetic biol-
ogy, an experimental setup of DMC among engineered nanosystems is still very
challenging to build. In consequence, most of the existing literature in this area
is focused in the proposal of communication protocols specially suited for DMC,
information-theoretical studies of the performance of a DMC system, analytical
channel models and simulation-based characterizations. On the other hand, even
though a wide range of high-frequency graphene devices have been experimen-
tally demonstrated, a complete GWC system has not been manufactured yet.
The research in GWC networks is therefore also mostly based on analytical and
simulation-based studies.
Given the theoretical nature of most literature in the field of nanonetworks,
a key question naturally arises: what will be the performance of nanonetworks,
particularly when compared to traditional wireless networks? The purpose of this
thesis is to answer this question by means of a fundamental scalability study of
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the performance metrics in a communication network to the nanoscale.
Scalability theories have hitherto set a framework for the development of cir-
cuits based on CMOS technology and derived a roadmap driving device designers
to make circuits smaller such that the desired performance metrics can be op-
timized [122, 123, 124]. Essentially, the main parameters in a CMOS circuit,
such as the minimum channel length, the substrate doping and the power supply
voltage, were all scaled in each new CMOS technology generation by a scaling
factor λ [124]. During the 1980s, CMOS circuits followed a scaling theory known
as constant voltage scaling which maintained the power supply voltage accross
generations. As consequence of the constant voltage scaling, the electrical field
inside the transistors kept increasing as their dimensions were reduced. By the
early 1990s, serious problems with excessive power dissipation and heating made
more and more difficult to further scale down the dimensions of CMOS circuits.
Fortunately, a scaling theory known as constant field scaling allowed overcoming
these issues by reducing the power supply voltage by the same factor λ as the
dimensions in each CMOS generation. This scaling law kept the electric field
inside the transistors constant across generations and allowed a rapid improve-
ment in the performance of microprocessors during that decade. In summary,
these scaling theories for the downscaling of CMOS circuits made the well-known
“Moore’s law” possible.
The field of communications networks has also taken advantage of scalability
theories to study their performance and design new protocols. As opposed to the
case of electronic circuits, most existing solutions on network scalability in the
literature consider scenarios in which the number of nodes in the network tends to
infinity [125, 126, 127, 128, 129]. For instance, Gupta and Kumar [125] found that
the throughput per source-destination pair of a wireless network with n randomly
located nodes scales as Θ
(
1/
√
n log n
)
as the number of nodes increases.
Inspired by these scalability theories, the scalability of the main performance
metrics in a network of nanosystems is analyzed. In this thesis, however, as
opposed to the case of most of the existing literature in network scalability, which
considers the case when the network grows, the focus is placed on a scenario where
the network size shrinks to the nanoscale. For both cases of DMC networks and
GWC networks, the most relevant performance metrics are identified and their
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depencence with the network dimensions are found.
As previously explained in Section 1.1.2, nanonetworks cannot be realized by
simply reducing the size of traditional wireless networks. On the contrary, the
physical channel of both DMC and GWC presents several fundamental differences
with respect to traditional wireless communications. On the one hand, in a DMC
scenario, information is encoded in molecules or DNA strings which are physically
transported from the transmitter to the receiver by different mechanisms. On the
other hand, in GWC, plasmonic effects appearing in graphene alter the radiation
properties of graphennas. In consequence, graphennas are able to radiate EM
waves in the terahertz band, a much lower frequency than what would be obtained
if current metallic antennas were shrunk to the nanoscale. As a consequence of
these singularities, the communication metrics of communication networks at the
nanoscale will not necessarily be the same than their equivalent in traditional
wireless and optical networks.
The scalability of these network performance metrics will determine whether
the actual implementation of nanonetworks is feasible, thereby answering our
initial question. Therefore, this thesis analyzes how the performance metrics of
communication networks scale as their dimensions shrink, thereby exploring the
scalability limits of communication networks to the nanoscale. The final objective
is to derive guidelines that will help researchers to design future communication-
enabled nanosystems and nanonetworks.
1.5 Main contributions
Several tasks are needed in order to find the scalability limits of communication
networks to the nanoscale, which represents the main goal of the thesis. The
main results of this thesis are depicted in Figure 1.11, where the vertical axis
corresponds to the two communication paradigms that have been considered and
the horizontal axis corresponds to the scale parameters considered, namely, the
antenna length L and the transmission distance d. In DMC, the main result
concerns the derivation of the analytical expressions of several communication
metrics of DMC as a function of the transmission distance, assuming a modula-
tion based on the emission of molecular pulses. In GWC, the resonant frequency
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Figure 1.11: Summary of the main results of this thesis. The vertical axis cor-
responds to the paradigms of Diffusion-based Molecular Communication (DMC)
and Graphene-enabled Wireless Communications (GWC), and the horizontal axis
corresponds to the scale parameters considered: the antenna length L and the
transmission distance d.
of graphennas is found to show novel scaling trends as a function of the antenna
length, and molecular absorption introduces impairments which are largely de-
pendent on the transmission distance. Finally, the channel capacity of GWC is
found to scale both as a function of the antenna length and the transmission
distance.
The contributions of this thesis are described in more detail as follows:
Physical channel model for DMC
Because of the fundamental differences between the physical channel of DMC
with respect to that of EM communications, its characterization is first needed in
order to address the scalability of DMC networks. With this purpose, a system
of a point-to-point communication by means of DMC is considered. A simple
modulation based on the transmission of short pulses which diffuse throughout
the environment is proposed, as well as two pulse detection techniques, namely,
amplitude detection and energy detection. These schemes are inspired in sim-
ilar techniques in current impulse radio communications, but their definition is
adapted to the new scenario of DMC.
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Next, several important communication metrics in DMC, such as the pulse
delay, the pulse amplitude and the pulse energy, are defined. Analytical expres-
sions of these metrics are calculated and validated by simulation. Finally, the
scalability of these metrics as a function of the transmission distance is obtained
and compared to the case of traditional wireless communications. This contribu-
tion is detailed in Chapter 2.
Challenges and principles in DMC networks
Chapter 3 analyzes the implications of the unique properties of the DMC channel
in the performance of DMC networks. The diffusion-based propagation of signals
will create novel challenges in the design of DMC networks, such as the very high
propagation delay or the random mobility pattern of nodes in these networks. At
the same time, the unique characteristics of DMC also allow for the design of novel
algorithms and schemes that take advantage of them, such as modulations, coding
schemes and MAC protocols specifically conceived to optimize the performance
of DMC networks.
Radiation properties of graphennas
Graphennas support the propagation of SPP waves, which show a significantly
different behavior with respect to the propagation of EM waves in metallic anten-
nas. In Chapter 4, a study of the plasmonic properties of graphennas is presented,
by means of analytical models of the graphene conductivity and the dispersion re-
lation of SPP waves in graphennas. The scattering and absorption cross sections
of graphennas is also obtained analytically and by simulation.
Next, the implications of the plasmonic properties of graphennas in the scal-
ability of GWC are considered. In particular, the scalability of the resonance
frequency of graphennas with respect to several paramenters, such as the an-
tenna dimensions, the quality of the graphene sample and the applied chemical
potential is considered. A comparison of the scaling properties of graphennas
with respect to metallic antennas as their size is reduced shows interesting in-
sights. Indeed, the scaling trend of the resonant frequency in graphennas shows
a significant improvement over the case of metallic antennas.
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Furthermore, a realistic technique to feed a pulsed EM wave into a graphenna
is proposed. A graphenna fed with a photoconductive source is designed and its
radiated terahertz power is estimated by means of full-wave EM simulations.
The terahertz channel in GWC
Finally, Chapter 5 studies the terahertz channel at the very short range (from a
few millimeters to a few meters), which corresponds to the expected operating
scenario of graphennas. Two main aspects of the terahertz channel are consid-
ered. First, the effect of molecular absorption, a process by which part of the
energy of terahertz waves is absorbed by molecules present in the atmosphere, in
this scenario is evaluated. The scalability of molecular absorption in the channel
bandwidth (in the frequency domain) and the channel impulse response (in the
time domain) as a function of the transmission distance is found. Second, the
scalability of the channel capacity in GWC is derived when the dimensions
shrink to the nanoscale. The unique scaling properties of the resonant frequency
of graphennas as their size is reduced are found to give GWC a scalability ad-
vantage, in terms of channel capacity, with respect to the case when metallic
antennas are used.
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Chapter 2
Characterization of the physical
channel in diffusion-based
molecular communication
This chapter focuses on a DMC scenario whose physical channel is governed by
Fick’s laws of diffusion. The impulse response, the transfer function and the
group delay of this communication channel are derived. A pulse-based mod-
ulation scheme is then proposed and used to obtain analytical expressions of
relevant communication metrics. Two schemes for the detection of the transmit-
ted molecular pulses are proposed, namely, amplitude detection [130] and energy
detection [131]. The analyzed communication metrics are the pulse delay, the
pulse amplitude and the pulse width in the amplitude detection scenario, and
the pulse delay, the pulse energy and the pulse duration, in the energy detection
scheme. In both cases, quantitative expressions for the relevant communication
metrics are analytically derived, validated by simulation and compared to their
equivalent in traditional wireless communications. Finally, the scalability of the
performance metrics corresponding to both signal detection mechanisms for DMC
are compared to their equivalent in traditional wireless communications.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 describes the considered DMC
scenario and the proposed pulse-based modulation scheme. Section 2.2 represents
the impulse response, the channel transfer function and the group delay of the
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DMC channel. In Section 2.3, the amplitude detection and energy detection
methods are introduced. Then, in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, analytical expressions
of the relevant communication metrics are obtained in the amplitude detection
and energy detection scenarios, respectively. Section 2.6 compares the scalability
of these metrics in both scenarios with their equivalent in traditional wireless
communications. Finally, Section 2.7 summarizes this chapter.
2.1 Modulation scheme for DMC
The DMC channel that will be characterized can be described as a couple of
nanosystems which communicate through molecular diffusion in a fluid medium,
as shown in Figure 1.8. A transmitter nanosystem encodes the information to be
sent into a molecular release pattern. The emitted molecules cause a variation in
their local concentration, which propagates throughout the medium. A receiver
nanosystem is able to estimate the concentration of molecules in its neighborhood
and, from this measurement, recover the release pattern and decode the sent
information.
In the envisaged scenario, the concentration of emitted molecules is much
lower than the concentration of the fluid molecules. Under these conditions,
the interaction among the emitted molecules (e.g., collisions and electrostatic
forces) can be neglected. An example of this kind of scenario is calcium signaling
among cells, where extracellular concentration of calcium ions is in the millimolar
range [36], while the concentration of water (the main component of extracellular
fluid) is of 55.5 molar, more than 4 orders of magnitude higher.
In this case, which corresponds to the scenario of normal diffusion described in
Section 1.3.1, each of the molecules released by a transmitter moves according to
Brownian motion. Since the movement of each molecule is independent, molecular
diffusion can be modeled by Fick’s laws of diffusion [41] with a homogeneous
diffusion coefficient both in space and time. In this case, the diffusion equations
are linear [132].
Furthermore, the expected simplicity of nanosystems will prevent the use
of complex modulation schemes in DMC, such as OFDM and spread-spectrum
techniques. For this reason, a pulse-based modulation scheme for DMC is pro-
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posed [130]. According to this scheme, whenever a transmitter nanosystem wants
to communicate some information to its neighbors (e.g., after it detects an in-
fectious virus [18]), it instantaneously releases a pulse of molecules. This creates
a spike in the molecular concentration at the transmitter location, which then
propagates through space and time. The propagation of this pulse can be ana-
lytically modeled by solving Fick’s laws of diffusion. If the transmitter releases Q
molecules at the instant t = 0, the molecular concentration at any point in space
is given by [133]:
c(d, t) =
Q
(4piDt)3/2
e−d
2/4Dt (2.1)
where DC is the diffusion coefficient of the medium, t is time and d is the distance
from the transmitter location.
This expression is denoted as the pulse equation. Figure 2.1 shows a graphical
representation of the molecular concentration measured by a receiver as a func-
tion of time, where the dashed blue line corresponds to the analytical result given
by (2.1) and the red dots are simulation results, obtained using the simulation
framework N3Sim (described in Appendix A). In this example, the diffusion coef-
ficient is set to DC = 1 nm
2/ns, similar to that of ionic calcium in cytoplasm [134].
The transmitter is modeled as a point-wise source, whereas the receiver is repre-
sented by a sphere with a radius of 0.4 µm which is able to measure the average
molecular concentration in its interior. The number of transmitted molecules is
set to Q = 5 · 105 and the transmission distance is d = 3 µm.
It can be observed that the concentration measured by the receiver is initially
zero, but it quickly increases until reaching its maximum. The time instant at
which this maximum occurs can be interpreted as the pulse delay. After the
concentration peak is reached, the impulse response slowly decreases, forming a
long tail due to the effect of diffusion. The difference between the expression of the
pulse equation and the simulation results shows the presence of diffusion noise,
which appears as a result of the stochastic nature of Brownian motion [135].
The diffusion noise represents the main limitation in the minimum molecular
concentration that can be detected by a receiver, i.e., the receiver sensitivity. The
expression of the diffusion noise n(d, t) has zero mean and its standard deviation
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Figure 2.1: Molecular concentration as a function of time measured by the receiver
nanosystem. The dashed blue line shows the analytical expression and the red
dots correspond to simulation results.
is given by [135]:
σ [n(d, t)] =
√
c(d, t)
(4/3)piρ3
(2.2)
where ρ is the radius of the spherical receiver. Clearly, the diffusion noise has an
inverse dependence on the receiver size: the larger the receiver is, the lower the
diffusion noise will be.
As shown next, the pulse equation allows modeling important communica-
tion metrics in a DMC environment, which present fundamental differences with
respect to traditional wireless communications and prove the uniqueness of the
physical channel in DMC. Since the pulse equation considers the average value of
the molecular concentration, this analysis will not be affected by the zero-mean
diffusion noise.
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Figure 2.2: Normalized channel impulse response.
2.2 Physical channel analysis
The pulse equation (2.1) describes the concentration measured by a receiver lo-
cated at a distance d from the transmitter as a function of time. Since the pre-
viously described DMC channel is linear and time-invariant [136], this measure
can be interpreted as the channel response to an impulse of molecules, i.e., the
channel impulse response h(t, d). Figure 2.2 shows the impulse response of the
DMC channel, normalized to values between 0 and 1. The transmission distance
is set to d = 200 nm and the diffusion coefficient to DC = 1 nm
2/ns.
The channel transfer function is then obtained by computing the Fourier trans-
form of the impulse response. The magnitude of the channel transfer function
H(f, d), shown in Figure 2.3 in dB, can be interpreted as the channel attenuation.
The results indicate that only low-frequency signals can be reliably transmitted
through the channel. A notch at f = 500 kHz is observed, related to the delay
caused by the diffusion process.
Figure 2.4 shows the group delay of the DMC channel. At low frequencies, two
peaks appear: a positive peak at f = 0 Hz and a negative one at f = 500 kHz.
The latter one is due to the delay that causes the notch in the channel transfer
function at the same frequency. At higher frequencies, the channel group delay
is approximately zero.
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Figure 2.3: Magnitude of the normalized channel transfer function in dB. Inline:
Magnified channel transfer function from 0 to 1 MHz.
Figure 2.4: Channel group delay.
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Figure 2.5: Magnitude of the normalized channel transfer function in dB as a
function of the transmission distance.
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 plot the magnitude of the normalized channel transfer
function and the group delay, respectively, as a function of both the frequency
and the transmission distance. The transmission distance ranges from 100 to
450 nm. As expected, the channel attenuation increases both with the increase in
frequency and in transmission distance. The channel group delay also increases
with the the distance from the transmitter, and is nearly zero for frequencies
higher than a few hundreds of kHz.
2.3 Detection methods for DMC with a pulse-
based modulation
In this section, two methods are proposed for receivers to detect the transmitted
pulses in a DMC network. First, using amplitude detection [130], receivers mea-
sure the variation of the local concentration of molecules over time. Then, the
measured signal is interpreted as a bit “1” if its maximum concentration is over
a given threshold, and as a bit “0” otherwise. The value of this threshold should
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Figure 2.6: Channel group delay as a function of the transmission distance.
be selected as a function of the expected amplitude of the received signal.
An alternative technique for pulse detection in DMC is energy detection [131].
Making an analogy to EM communications, where the pulse energy is calculated
as the integral of its power over time, the pulse energy in DMC is defined as
the integral of the molecular concentration over time. Using this method, a
receiver measures the energy of the molecular signal. The received signal is then
interpreted as a bit “1” if its energy is over a given threshold, and as a bit “0”
otherwise. A simple way for receivers to measure the pulse energy would be by
accumulating the number of molecules received during the pulse duration.
Considering the pulse-based modulation scheme introduced in Section 2.1, the
characteristics of the physical channel of DMC using both detection methods are
explored next by analyzing the pulse equation (2.1). With this purpose, several
metrics that will allow the assessment of the communication performance of DMC
in different scenarios are identified. Analytical expressions for these metrics are
obtained and validated by simulation with N3Sim. In order to make this analysis
as general-purpose and technology-agnostic as possible, no constraints are set on
the actual physical implementation of transmitters and receivers, nor on the size
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and type of the emitted molecules.
2.4 Amplitude detection
Three relevant communication metrics in a DMC scenario using amplitude de-
tection are analyzed next: 1) the pulse delay, which will determine the communi-
cation delay between the transmission and reception of molecular signals, 2) the
pulse amplitude, which, as previously mentioned, will have a key impact on the
detection of molecular signals, and 3) the pulse width, which will represent the
main constraint for the achievable throughput using this technique.
2.4.1 Pulse delay
In order to find an expression for the pulse delay, the time instant for which the
pulse equation (2.1) reaches its global maximum is computed. As observed in
Figure 2.1, this function has only one local maximum, which is also its global
maximum. The position of this maximum can therefore be computed by taking
the time derivative of the pulse equation and finding the time instant at which it
is equal to zero:
dc(d, t)
dt
=
d
dt
Qe−d
2/4Dt
(4piDt)3/2
= 0. (2.3)
From this equation, the time at which the pulse has its maximum is obtained
by isolating the variable t. This time can be interpreted as the pulse delay td:
td =
d2
6DC
. (2.4)
Note that the pulse delay is inversely proportional to the diffusion coefficient
DC . Hence, the higher the diffusion coefficient, the faster the molecular pulses
will propagate.
In order to validate this result, the transmission of a pulse of 5 · 105 molecules
is simulated using N3Sim. The diffusion coefficient is set to DC = 1 nm
2/ns
and the local molecular concentration is measured at distances from 1 to 4.5 µm,
at intervals of 0.5 µm. Figure 2.7 shows a comparison between the analytical
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Figure 2.7: Pulse delay as a function of the transmission distance. The dashed
blue line corresponds to the analytical expression and the red crosses show the
simulation results with 99% confidence intervals.
expression of the pulse delay (dashed blue line) and the averaged results obtained
with N3Sim after 30 simulation runs with 99% confidence intervals. These same
simulation conditions will be used throughout this study, unless otherwise stated.
2.4.2 Pulse amplitude
It is also worth investigating the variation of the pulse amplitude over space,
which may be interpreted as the channel attenuation. This amplitude is obtained
by evaluating the pulse equation (2.1) at the time instant at which the pulse
reaches its maximum value, which has been previously found in (2.4):
cmax = c(d, t)|t=td =
(
3
2pie
)3/2
Q
d3
. (2.5)
It is interesting to note that, as opposed to the pulse delay, the pulse ampli-
tude is independent from the diffusion coefficient. In consequence, the diffusion
coefficient of the medium will have no effect on the attenuation of the molecular
pulses throughout space.
As previously, this result is validated by means of simulation. Considering
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Figure 2.8: Pulse amplitude as a function of the transmission distance. The
dashed blue line corresponds to the analytical expression and the red crosses
show the simulation results with 99% confidence intervals.
a pulse transmission with the same characteristics as used to validate the pulse
delay, the pulse amplitude is measured as a function of the transmission distance.
Figure 2.8 shows a comparison of the analytical expression and the simulation
results, which confirms the correctness of (2.5).
2.4.3 Pulse width
Another important metric in a scenario of DMC with amplitude detection is the
pulse width, since it will be the main constraint on the achievable throughput.
As it is usually done in EM communications, the pulse width is computed at the
50% level, i.e., the time interval at which the pulse has an amplitude greater than
half of its maximum value:
c(d, t) =
Q
(4piDt)3/2
e−d
2/4Dt =
cmax
2
=
1
2
(
3
2pie
)3/2
Q
d3
. (2.6)
The following expression is obtained by isolating the time variable:
t = − d
2
6DW
(− 1
22/3e
) (2.7)
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Figure 2.9: Pulse width as a function of the transmission distance. The dashed
blue line corresponds to the analytical expression, and the red crosses show the
simulation results with 99% confidence intervals.
where W is the Lambert W function [137]. This equation has two solutions,
corresponding to the two time instants at which the pulse amplitude is equal to
half of its maximum value. These instants are given by:
t1 =
0.0728
DC
d2, t2 =
0.5229
DC
d2. (2.8)
Finally, the expression of the pulse width tw is obtained by subtracting these
two instants:
tw = t2 − t1 = 0.4501
DC
d2. (2.9)
In this case, as it happened with the pulse delay, the pulse width is inversely
proportional to the diffusion coefficient of the medium. Therefore, the larger the
diffusion coefficient is, the narrower the received pulses will be.
As before, the obtained expression is validated with N3Sim, using the same
parameters as in the previous sections. Figure 2.9 shows that the simulation
results are close to the values of the analytical expression, which confirms the
validity of (2.9).
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Achievable throughput
The expression of the pulse width also allows obtaining an estimate on the achiev-
able throughput of the pulse-based modulation scheme in DMC. Let us consider
the case where a nanosystem needs to transmit a bit stream. With this purpose,
it may send a train of pulses by using different molecule types to represent the
bits “0” and “1”, respectively. In this case, the minimum separation between
the transmitted pulses needs to be approximately equal to the pulse width at the
receiver, so that pulses can be correctly distinguished and the information can
be decoded (assuming that the transmitter and receiver are synchronized). The
achievable throughput in this scenario is therefore approximately equal to the
inverse of the pulse width at the receiver location.
The transmitter is able to compute the pulse width at the receiver by using
Eq. (2.9) and it can set the interval between the transmitted pulses accordingly.
For example, for a transmission distance of 200 nm, the received pulse width will
be of 18 µs. Figure 2.10 represents the received signal when a train of pulses
is transmitted by a nanosystem located 200 nm away with an interval between
pulses equal to the pulse width at the receiver. The simulation results show a
stream of distinguishable pulses and thus confirm that the transmitted signal can
be correctly decoded by the receiver.
2.5 Energy detection
An alternative to the detection of molecular pulses by measuring their amplitude
is that the receivers implement energy detectors to decode the transmitted in-
formation. In the scenario of energy detection, some of the metrics that have
been identified in the amplitude detection case (such as the pulse delay) are still
meaningful, but new communication metrics will become relevant as well.
In particular, in the amplitude detection case, the pulse amplitude determines
the receiver sensitivity, i.e., the ability to distinguish whether the received signal
represents a bit “0” or “1”. In an energy detection scenario, however, a new
communication metric needs to be analyzed to evaluate the receiver sensitivity,
namely, the pulse energy.
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Figure 2.10: Concentration measured by the receiver when a train of molecular
pulses is transmitted from a distance of 200 nm. The interval between pulses is
equal to the pulse width at the receiver location.
Furthermore, as described in Section 2.4.3, the achievable throughput in DMC
using amplitude detection is limited by the pulse width. As shown next, in an
energy detection scenario, the pulse duration needs to be defined as the commu-
nication metric that will determine the maximum achievable throughput.
In what follows, analytical expressions for the two communication metrics
that have just been identified, namely, the pulse energy and the pulse duration,
are obtained. Further, they are validated by simulation and their impact in the
performance of DMC using energy detection is discussed.
2.5.1 Pulse energy
The most important metric to consider in the energy detection case is the pulse
energy; indeed, energy detectors will decode the received signals by measuring
their energy and comparing it to a threshold, which will be a function of the
expected pulse energy. Since the pulse energy in DMC is defined as the tempo-
ral sum of its molecular concentration, the energy of a molecular pulse can be
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Figure 2.11: Pulse energy as a function of the transmission distance. The dashed
blue line corresponds to the analytical expression, and the red crosses show the
simulation results with 99% confidence intervals.
computed by integrating the pulse equation (2.1) over time:
Ep =
∫ ∞
0
c(d, t)dt =
∫ ∞
0
Q
(4piDCt)3/2
e
− d2
4DCtdt =
Q
4piDCd
. (2.10)
In order to validate this result, as done in the previous sections, the transmis-
sion of a pulse of 5 · 105 molecules is simulated using N3Sim. Figure 2.11 shows
a comparison between the analytical expression of the pulse energy (dashed blue
line) and the averaged results after 30 simulation runs with 99% confidence in-
tervals. In this case, even though the analytical and simulation results show a
similar dependence with respect to the transmission distance, the values obtained
by simulation are lower than the analytically-obtained pulse energy. The reason
for this difference is that, since molecular pulses have an infinite tail due to the
effect of diffusion (see Figure 2.1), a receiver would need an infinite time to mea-
sure the exact value of the pulse energy, i.e., that derived by solving the improper
integral in (2.10). Since, in a practical scenario, receivers will only have a finite
time to measure the pulse energy (e.g., the performed simulations have a duration
of 50 ms), the pulse energy measured by a receiver will always have a lower value
than the energy predicted by the analytical expression.
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2.5.2 Pulse duration
As opposed to the pulse width in an amplitude detection scenario [130], it will be
the pulse duration which will determine the achievable throughput in DMC using
energy detection. As it was just observed, if the pulse duration were defined as
the time needed by a receiver to measure the pulse energy Ep, it would have an
infinite value. Instead, in order to allow receivers to detect molecular pulses in
a finite amount of time, the pulse duration is defined as the time interval from
the pulse transmission until the instant when a fraction γ of the pulse energy
has reached the receiver location. In other words, the pulse duration is the time
needed to measure an energy γEp, where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. The pulse duration tD is
computed by solving the integral equation:∫ tD
0
c(d, t)dt = γEp = γ
Q
4piDCd
(2.11)
which can be analytically solved and yields the following solution for the pulse
duration:
tD =
d2
4D erfc−1(γ)2
(2.12)
where erfc−1 is the inverse complementary error function [138]. Figure 2.12 shows
a semi-log plot of the pulse duration calculated by (2.12), as a function of γ, in
a scenario of energy detection with a transmission distance d = 2 µm. As usual,
the analytical results (solid blue line) are validated by simulation (black crosses).
The pulse duration is also compared to the equivalent metric in the amplitude
detection case, the pulse width (dashed red line), as obtained from (2.9).
As expected, the pulse duration increases monotonically with γ, the fraction
of the pulse energy considered, and it tends to infinity when γ approaches one:
limγ→1 tD = ∞. Therefore, from the point of view of the pulse duration, lower
values of γ yield a better performance. However, selecting a too low value of γ
might cause detection errors due to diffusion noise [135]. Therefore, a realistic
value for γ will probably be between 0.5 and 0.8. In the amplitude detection
case, the pulse width is tw = 1.8 ms. When comparing both scenarios, the pulse
duration in the case of energy detection is found to be lower than the pulse width
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Figure 2.12: Semi-log plot of the pulse duration as a function of the fraction of
the pulse energy required to detect a pulse γ. The solid blue line corresponds to
the analytical expression, and the black crosses show the simulation results with
99% confidence intervals. The pulse width in an amplitude detection scenario
(dashed red line) is shown for the sake of comparison.
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Figure 2.13: Required energy to detect a pulse, as a function of the fraction of
the pulse energy required to detect a pulse γ. The dashed blue line corresponds
to the analytical expression, and the red crosses show the simulation results with
99% confidence intervals.
for γ < 0.292, and higher otherwise. In particular, for realistic values of γ, the
pulse duration will be significantly higher than the pulse width when amplitude
detection is used. For instance, for energy detection with γ = 0.7, the pulse
duration is almost one order of magnitude higher than the pulse width.
Furthermore, Figure 2.13 shows the required energy to detect a pulse γEp, as
a function of γ. The analytical results are obtained from (2.11) with a pulse of
Q = 103 molecules transmitted to a distance d = 2 µm, whereas the simulations
consider the energy measured by a receiver during the pulse duration tD, as
obtained from (2.12). Similarly, Figure 2.14 shows the pulse duration as a function
of the transmission distance. In both cases, a very good agreement between the
analytical results (blue dashed lines) and the simulations (red crosses) is observed,
thus validating the derived expressions.
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Figure 2.14: Pulse duration as a function of the transmission distance. The
dashed blue line corresponds to the analytical expression, and the red crosses
show the simulation results with 99% confidence intervals.
2.6 Scalability of detection techniques in DMC
It is of key interest to evaluate the scalability of the previously found communica-
tion metrics with respect to the transmission distance. Next, the results obtained
in both the amplitude detection and energy detection cases in DMC are compared
to their equivalent in traditional wireless communications.
Starting with the amplitude detection scenario, as observed in (2.4), the
pulse delay is proportional to the square of the transmission distance, namely,
td = Θ (d
2). The Big Theta notation means that the average propagation delay
in DMC is proportional to the square of the transmission distance, even if its
actual value will probably differ slightly due to the effect of random diffusion.
This scalability trend is due to the stochastic nature of the Brownian motion un-
derlying the diffusion process, which is fundamentally different from the constant
wave propagation speed observed in EM communications. In the latter case, the
propagation delay is obtained as the transmission distance divided by the wave
propagation speed, namely, td = Θ (d).
Equation (2.5) shows that the amplitude of a molecular pulse is inversely pro-
portional to the third power of the transmission distance, i.e., cmax = Θ (1/d
3).
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This dependence shows again a difference with respect to the behavior of waves
in traditional wireless communications, for which the free-space path loss is A =(
4pidf
c
)2
, where f is the signal frequency and c the speed of light. Therefore, ignor-
ing fading, the amplitude of EM pulses propagating in free space decreases pro-
portionally to the square of the transmission distance, namely, cmax = Θ (1/d
2),
in contrast with the behavior observed in a DMC scenario.
Furthermore, according to (2.9), the dependence of the pulse width in DMC
on the transmission distance is tw = Θ (d
2). Again, there is a clear difference
with the wireless EM channel, for which the pulse width is independent from
the transmission distance, namely, tw = Θ(1). Also, the behavior of the DMC
channel differs from that observed in optical communications, where chromatic
dispersion causes the pulse width to increase proportionally to the transmission
distance, i.e., tw = Θ(d), at a slower rate than in DMC.
With respect to the pulse energy in DMC, equation (2.10) shows that it scales
as Ep = Θ (1/d). In traditional wireless communications, since there is no signal
distortion in a free-space environment, the scalability of the pulse energy is pro-
portional to that of its amplitude, i.e., Ep = Θ (1/d
2). In this case, as opposed
to the previous ones, DMC using energy detection shows a scalability advantage
with respect to traditional wireless communications. Moreover, the pulse energy
scales better than the pulse amplitude as the transmission distance increases.
In other words, an energy detection scheme will allow successful transmissions
at longer distances than one based on amplitude detection. Intuitively, the rea-
son of this difference is that, even though the diffusion process severely reduces
the amplitude of the transmitted pulses, it also increases their width; therefore,
the energy of a molecular pulse decreases more slowly than its amplitude as the
transmission distance increases.
Finally, (2.12) shows that the pulse duration scales with the transmission dis-
tance as tD = Θ(d
2). As it happened with the pulse width, the signal duration in
traditional wireless communications is independent of the transmission distance:
tD = Θ(1). In this case, the scalability pattern of the pulse duration matches
that observed for the pulse width in the amplitude detection case. Therefore, even
though in a typical scenario the pulse duration will be higher than the pulse width
(as previously seen in Sec. 2.5.2), and thus the achievable throughput with en-
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ergy detection will be lower than with amplitude detection, both pulse detection
techniques show the same scalability trend in terms of the achievable throughput
as a function of the distance.
In consequence, both methods, energy detection and amplitude detection,
have their own advantages and drawbacks when they are used in DMC. On the
one hand, the receiver sensitivity scales better in the energy detection scenario
with respect to when amplitude detection is used. On the other hand, amplitude
detection yields in general a higher achievable throughput than energy detection,
even though they both scale identically with respect to the distance.
This guideline can be observed in Figure 2.15, which shows the reception of a
molecular pulse for transmission distances of 2 µm (left) and 3 µm (right). The
transmitted molecular pulse consists of 5 · 106 molecules released at time t = 0,
and the pulse duration is calculated as the time after which a fraction γ = 0.5
of the total pulse energy is measured by the receiver. On the one hand, in terms
of receiver sensitivity, the pulse amplitude cmax at a transmission distance of
d = 3 µm is reduced by a factor of 70% with respect to its value for d = 2 µm,
whereas the decrease in the pulse energy Ep is much less severe, at 33%. This
observation is in agreement with the prediction that energy detection scales better
than amplitude detection as the transmission distance increases. On the other
hand, the pulse width tw is found to have a lower value than the pulse duration tD
in both cases, which confirms that, for a given transmission distance, amplitude
detection will allow a higher achievable throughput than energy detection in DMC
networks.
To summarize, energy detection is envisaged as a more feasible alternative for
DMC when the signal attenuation represents the main limitation, i.e., for long
transmission distances. Conversely, amplitude detection may prove more useful in
scenarios with low signal attenuation, i.e., for short transmission distances, since
it will allow nanosystems to communicate information at a higher rate. Table 2.1
compares the scalability of the analyzed communication metrics in DMC and
traditional wireless communications.
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Figure 2.15: Molecular concentration as a function of time measured by a receiver
located at a distance of 2 µm (left) and 3 µm (right) from the transmitter. A
pulse of 5 · 106 molecules is transmitted at time t = 0. The blue dashed line
shows the analytical results and the red dots correspond to simulation results.
The impact of the transmission distance on the pulse amplitude cmax, the pulse
energy Ep, the pulse width tw and the pulse duration tD can be observed.
Metric DMC
Traditional wireless
communications
Pulse delay Θ (d2) Θ (d)
Pulse amplitude Θ (1/d3) Θ (1/d2)
Pulse width Θ (d2) Θ (1)
Pulse energy Θ (1/d) Θ (1/d2)
Pulse duration Θ (d2) Θ (1)
Table 2.1: Communication metrics in DMC and traditional wireless communica-
tions. d stands for the transmission distance.
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2.7 Summary and concluding remarks
In this chapter, the physical channel in DMC has been characterized and the per-
formance of two techniques to detect transmitted signals in the proposed scenario,
namely, amplitude detection and energy detection, has been evaluated. First, the
envisaged scenario is described, where molecules emitted by transmitter nanosys-
tems diffuse throughout the medium according to Fick’s laws of diffusion. Next,
the impulse response, the transfer function and the group delay of the DMC
channel are obtained.
A pulse-based modulation scheme has been proposed which seems particularly
well-suited to the DMC environment. Based on this scheme, the performance of
two techniques to detect transmitted signals in DMC networks, namely, amplitude
detection and energy detection, has been evaluated. For each of them, several
metrics of key importance to evaluate the performance of a DMC system from
the communication standpoint have been identified. These are the pulse delay,
the pulse amplitude and the pulse width in the amplitude detection case, and
the pulse delay, the pulse energy and the pulse duration in the scenario of energy
detection. Analytical expressions for each of these performance metrics have been
obtained and validated by simulation.
Finally, the differences in the scalability of the obtained metrics for DMC
with respect to their equivalent in traditional wireless communications have been
outlined. The comparison of the scalability of the performance metrics in the
amplitude detection and energy detection scenarios brought to the conclusion
that energy detection may be a more feasible alternative when the transmission
distances are relatively high, whereas amplitude detection will allow achieving a
higher transmission rate in scenarios with low transmission distances.
The future work in this direction might include the biological implementation
of the proposed detection mechanisms, and the design of coding schemes and
multiple access control protocols for DMC networks. Moreover, the analysis of
different sources of molecular noise, such as considering a background molecular
concentration or the interference when more than one transmitter is simultane-
ously emitting molecules, may provide further guidelines for designers of future
DMC networks.
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Chapter 3
Diffusion-based molecular
communication networks
This chapter analyzes the main challenges and principles in the design of DMC
networks. Chapter 2 outlined two alternatives for the detection of transmitted
pulses: amplitude detection [130] and energy detection [139]. In each of these
cases, several communication metrics become relevant, namely, the pulse delay,
the pulse amplitude and the pulse width in the amplitude detection scenario, and
the pulse delay, the pulse energy and the pulse duration, in the energy detection
scheme.
The analysis of these communication metrics led to the conclusion that, due to
the uniqueness of the physical channel of DMC with respect to that of traditional
wireless communications, there exist fundamental differences in the scalability
of the communication metrics in both scenarios. These differences will require
revisiting most of the protocols and techniques developed for traditional wireless
networks in order to adapt them to DMC networks. For this reason, in this
chapter a systematic analysis of the networking challenges in DMC is carried out,
identifying the principles over which DMC networks will take base. Throughout
this analysis, a significant effort is made to take very few assumptions with respect
to the biological implementation of the system; therefore, both the challenges and
the DMC principles described are as technology-agnostic as possible.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 briefly
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a multipoint-to-multipoint DMC network.
describes the scenario of DMC networks and enumerates the considered assump-
tions. Section 3.2 identifies the main aspects that make DMC networks radically
different from traditional wireless networks, and the challenges they introduce in
the design of protocols and techniques for DMC networks. Finally, Section 3.3
summarizes this chapter.
3.1 DMC network scenario
A DMC network consists of a set of nanosystems located in a fluid medium
which communicate by means of a DMC process, as described in Section 2.1. In
summary, a DMC process is composed of three main phases: first, transmitter
nanosystems release a pattern of molecules which encodes the information; sec-
ond, the emitted molecules cause a variation in their local concentration which
propagates throughout the medium due to a diffusion process; and third, re-
ceivers estimate the transmitted signal by measuring the local concentration of
molecules in their neighborhood. Figure 3.1 illustrates a scenario of multipoint-to-
multipoint DMC network with multiple transmitters and receivers, as is envisaged
in future nanonetworks.
Next, the main assumptions taken in the considered DMC network are de-
scribed, and a technique that may allow simultaneous transmissions by different
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transmitter nanosystems is briefly outlined.
3.1.1 Main assumptions
For this analysis, a DMC network scenario with the following assumptions is
considered:
1. Digital communications are contemplated. In other words, the information
to be transmitted is encoded in a bit stream. Other mechanisms could
consider analog modulation schemes, for instance similar to the traditional
AM or FM techniques [26].
2. In the envisaged scenario, the concentration of emitted molecules is much
lower than the concentration of the fluid molecules. As described in Sec-
tion 2.1, in this scenario the interactions among the emitted molecules can
be neglected. In consequence, each of the molecules released by a transmit-
ter moves according to Brownian motion, a stochastic process with indepen-
dent increments which are normally distributed with zero mean. Since the
movement of each molecule is independent, molecular diffusion can be mod-
eled by Fick’s laws of diffusion [41] with a homogeneous diffusion coefficient
both in space and time.
3. Even though nanosystems are expected to have limited memory storage
and be capable of performing only simple calculations, they are able to
reproduce the algorithmic behavior of computers and compute the same
set of mathematical operations. Indeed, the latest advances in synthetic
biology are allowing the development of small biocomputers [140].
4. Motivated by the expectedly low complexity of nanosystems, which pre-
vents the use of advanced modulations, a digital pulse-based modulation is
assumed to encode the information, such as that described in Section 2.1.
Even though most of the results derived in this work apply to any modu-
lation type, this assumption allows the quantitative modeling of the signal
propagation in DMC networks. According to this scheme, a transmitter
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nanosystem encodes the information into pulses of molecules, which are in-
stantaneously released to the environment. The release of a molecular pulse
creates a delta in the molecular concentration at the transmitter location,
and its propagation throughout the environment can be analytically mod-
eled by solving Fick’s laws of diffusion. The molecular concentration at the
receiver location as a function of time, after the transmitter has released a
pulse of molecules, is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
5. The focus is set on the application scenario of nanonetworks, where nanosys-
tems represent the nodes of the network. Therefore, a general case of
multipoint-to-multipoint communication among nanosystems, with multi-
ple transmitters and receivers communicating in a shared medium, is con-
sidered.
3.1.2 Multiple transmitters
An interesting feature of DMC that may facilitate the construction of DMC net-
works is the use of different molecule types. Given the assumption that the
emitted molecules do not interact among them, the proposed DMC scheme al-
lows for simultaneous transmissions by multiple nanosystems. Interferences may
be avoided by having transmitters use different molecule types, in a mechanism
known as Molecular Division Multiple Access (MDMA) [32]. In order to demon-
strate the feasibility of a scenario where multiple nanosystems are transmitting
simultaneously, a simulation where two transmitters emit a pulse of molecules
at the same time instant is performed. Figure 3.2 shows the concentration mea-
sured by a receiver in this scenario. The transmitter nanosystems are located at
a distance of 300 and 400 nm, respectively, and they use different molecule types
in order to avoid the collision of the transmitted pulses. Since the transmitted
molecules do not interact, the pulses are orthogonal and they can be successfully
decoded by the receiver nanosystem.
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Figure 3.2: Concentration measured by a receiver nanosystem when two trans-
mitters simultaneously emit a molecular pulse. Transmitter 1 (orange) is located
at a distance of 300 nm, and transmitter 2 (blue) at 400 nm.
3.2 Networking challenges in DMC networks
In the DMC network scenario described in the previous section, key communica-
tion metrics, such as the attenuation, the delay and the energy, scale differently
with respect to traditional wireless communications. A comparison of the scal-
ability of the communication metrics in DMC and traditional wireless commu-
nications was shown in Table 2.1. Due to these differences, the main challenges
that appear in the design of DMC networks are identified next.
3.2.1 Propagation delay
The rapid increase of the propagation delay as a function of the distance, td =
Θ (d2), will become a huge limitation in DMC networks. For instance, for trans-
mission distances of just a few tens of micrometers, the delay will be in the order
of 1 second, and given its increase with the square of the transmission distance,
it will become excessive very rapidly. This high delay will almost prevent using
handshake-based protocols, such as the TCP 3-way handshake, very common in
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traditional wireless networks. For the same reason, retransmissions will also be
very expensive in DMC. In traditional wireless communications, retransmissions,
needed when a packet is not correctly received, are often implemented by means
of negative acknowledgments. However, in scenarios where the propagation delay
is specially high, such as DMC with a relatively long transmission distance, it is
possible that even the use of acknowledgments becomes prohibitive. Therefore,
the design DMC networks should prioritize maximizing the probability of cor-
rectly receiving the transmitted information, thereby minimizing the number of
retransmissions needed.
Another particularity of DMC networks related to their expectedly high prop-
agation delay concerns the Medium Access Control (MAC). In traditional wireless
networks, the most widespread MAC protocol is CSMA, which is based in sensing
the medium in order to verify the absence of traffic before transmitting. How-
ever, the high delay in DMC prevents the use of carrier sensing; for instance, at
a given time instant, the transmitter may sense a channel free of molecules, but
the medium may be busy at the receiver location.
An alternative MAC protocol which has been proposed for DMC is Molecular
Division Multiple Access (MDMA) [32]. This technique uses different molecule
types in order to perform several simultaneous transmissions, sharing the same
medium but without interfering each other. Some concerns regarding this tech-
nique include the choice of molecule types to be used by different transmitters,
so that they do not interact among them and that receivers are able to discern
each of the received molecules from one another.
An additional related challenge is user synchronization. Synchronous com-
munication protocols require that the transmitter and receiver are synchronized.
However, the long and random propagation delay in DMC makes achieving syn-
chronization among nodes a challenging task. Quorum Sensing, a mechanism
used by bacteria and social insects to coordinate their behavior, might also be
used to achieve synchronization in a DMC scenario [141]. However, due to the
randomness of the diffusion process, there are doubts regarding the level of syn-
chronization that can be achieved with this technique.
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3.2.2 Channel attenuation
Another important bottleneck in the performance of DMC networks is the channel
attenuation, which will limit the transmission range of nodes in a DMC network.
The channel attenuation depends greatly on the method used by the receivers to
detect the transmitted pulses of molecules. As previously described in Section 2.6,
the pulse amplitude and the pulse energy scale very differently with respect to
the transmission distance: Θ (1/d3) and Θ (1/d), respectively. Therefore, in terms
of channel attenuation, energy detection seems better suited to a DMC scenario
than amplitude detection.
A complementary approach to combat channel attenuation considers using a
cooperative approach for the transmission of pulses [142], as opposed to the self-
ish approach typical in traditional wireless networks. Following this approach, a
group of nodes coordinate to simultaneously transmit a molecular pulse. As a
result, their individual contributions aggregate into a pulse with a higher ampli-
tude. Of course, this approach requires that the nodes are synchronized (e.g., by
means of Quorum Sensing, as previously described). In any case, it should be in-
vestigated whether the performance of this new signal amplification technique for
DMC outperforms that of protocols widely used in traditional wireless networks,
such as multi-hopping.
3.2.3 Channel distortion
Because of the stochastic nature of Brownian motion, the physical channel of
DMC distorts the transmitted pulses. The molecular concentration, as a function
of time, measured by a receiver nanosystem after a transmitter releases a spike of
molecules was depicted in Figure 2.1. This figure shows that the concentration
measured by the receiver no longer resembles a spike, but it has an infinite tail.
This huge distortion of the transmitted pulses presents a further challenge to
their successful detection and represents the main limitation in the achievable
throughput in DMC.
From an amplitude detection perspective, the channel distortion causes the
width of the transmitted pulses to increase with the transmission distance. The
pulse width will limit the minimum time interval between two consecutive pulses
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and, therefore, will introduce an upper bound on the achievable throughput. On
the other hand, using energy detection, it is the pulse duration which limits the
maximum bandwidth. Even though both the pulse width and the pulse duration
increase proportionally to the square of the transmission distance, i.e., Θ (d2),
the pulse duration was found to be around one order of magnitude higher than
the pulse width in a typical scenario [139]. In consequence, and as opposed to
what happened with regards to channel attenuation, amplitude detection offers
a better performance than energy detection in terms of achievable throughput in
DMC networks.
Furthermore, the pulse distortion also creates intersymbol interference (ISI).
In contrast with traditional wireless communications, where the ISI can be greatly
mitigated by means of adaptive equalization, the interference caused by the infi-
nite tails of molecular pulses in DMC is hard to avoid. Therefore, novel techniques
to minimize the effect of ISI in DMC need to be investigated, such as absorbing
the molecules from the previous transmissions by the receivers, or using degrading
molecules in order to simulate a Time To Live (TTL) mechanism in the emitted
molecules.
3.2.4 Limited capabilities of nanosystems
Due to their reduced size, in the order of a few micrometers, nanosystems are
expected to have strict limitations in terms of processing power, memory stor-
age, available energy and number of molecules they can emit. As an example, a
memory device with a record storage density of 3.6 Tbit/inch2 has been demon-
strated [143]. With this storage density, a memory device with a size of 10 µm2 (in
line with the expected size of the envisaged nanosystems) would have a capacity
of just 7 kbytes.
These constraints will not allow the use of computationally complex modula-
tions and protocols, such as the ones used in traditional wireless networks. On
the contrary, they represent the main motivation for the use of simple oppor-
tunistic techniques, such as the pulse-based modulation assumed in this work.
However, one cannot forget that the main drawback of these simple modulations
and coding schemes is that, in order to achieve a target throughput, they require
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a higher signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver than more complex techniques.
Furthermore, in order to minimize the number of retransmissions (because of
the high propagation delay in DMC), error correcting codes will be needed. Given
the limitations in terms of processing power of nanosystems, very simple error
correcting coding schemes, such as repetition codes, may be the most suitable
alternative in a DMC scenario.
3.2.5 Node mobility
In a typical scenario of DMC, such as an intra-body network [61], the network
nodes will be suspended in a fluid medium. In this case, their movement can be
modeled as Brownian motion, i.e., the node trajectory (as it happened with the
emitted molecules) will have an unpredictable pattern. Note that, even though
both the emitted molecules and the network nodes move according to Brownian
motion, the latter will have a much lower diffusion coefficient due to their larger
size, and therefore they will move at a much slower speed.
A paradigm that takes advantage of node mobility to improve the communi-
cation performance is that of Delay Tolerant Networks [144]. In these networks,
whenever some information is ready to send, it is not immediately transmitted.
Instead, the data is stored in memory and the transmission is postponed until
the transmitter detects that its location is close enough to the intended recipi-
ents. Therefore, transmitters can select their emission time in order to achieve a
successful communication.
In order to apply this technique, a mechanism to measure the distance between
nanosystems is needed. Besides its other applications, Quorum Sensing could
also be used for distance estimation in DMC. Indeed, using Quorum Sensing
bacteria are able to estimate their local population by sensing the concentration
of signaling molecules known as autoinducers, which are continuously released
by the bacteria [145]. Similarly, receiver nanosystems could release a special
type of molecules that would allow transmitters to estimate their distance to
potential receivers. Another option to estimate the distance between nanosystems
would be to measure the round-trip time of a pulse of molecules released by the
transmitter [146].
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However, as previously explained, nanosystems might not have enough mem-
ory and processing power to implement these techniques. Therefore, it seems
difficult to exploit the node mobility to improve the communication performance
of DMC networks.
3.2.6 High node density
A characteristic of most DMC networks in realistic scenarios will be the very high
number of nodes located in a small region. For instance, for a transmission range
of 100 µm, the number of nodes required to cover a volume of just 1 cm2 is in the
order of 106.
With such a high number of nodes, and given the limited capabilities of
nanosystems, setting a unique address to each network node, as is done in tra-
ditional wireless networks, will become nearly impossible. For instance, aspects
such as updating the routing tables of nanosystems or assigning a unique ad-
dress to a new node entering the network, would become very challenging in the
constantly-changing scenario of DMC networks. Instead, an alternative approach
would be setting the address to identify the nanosystem type (e.g., nanosensor,
nanoactuator, etc.), rather than the individual nanosystem. This way, the previ-
ous challenges would be greatly simplified.
Moreover, protocols where nodes compete to access a shared medium do not
seem applicable in DMC networks, for two main reasons. First, due to the high
number of nodes, it is expected that many of them would be simultaneously
competing for the channel at any time. Second, due to the high propagation
delay, after every transmission the channel would be busy for a long period of
time before it can be reused by another transmitter.
A more feasible alternative for dense networks are cooperative protocols, which
have already been proposed for dense wireless networks [147]. Another example
of a cooperative approach is the already-mentioned Quorum Sensing.
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Limitation Challenge Proposed technique
Propagation delay MAC MDMA
Propagation delay Synchronization Quorum Sensing
Attenuation Signal detection Energy detection
Distortion Bandwidth Amplitude detection
Distortion ISI TTL / Molecule absorption
Node simplicity Modulation Pulse-based modulation
Node simplicity Coding Repetition codes
Node density Addressing Nanosystem type addressing
Attenuation / density Signal transmission Cooperative amplification
Table 3.1: Main guidelines for DMC networks.
3.3 Summary and concluding remarks
This chapter has considered a DMC network where nodes transmit information
using a pulse-based modulation. Based on this scenario, some of the most relevant
design challenges and principles that will appear in future DMC networks have
been described. In order to make the obtained results general and technology-
agnostic, as few assumptions as possible have been taken.
Fundamental differences between of DMC and traditional wireless commu-
nications, such as the propagation delay, the channel distortion and the node
mobility, have been identified. Due to the uniqueness of the physical channel of
DMC, a new network architecture needs to be developed for DMC networks. In-
deed, many of the protocols and techniques used in traditional wireless networks
cannot be directly applied to this novel networking paradigm, and more suitable
alternatives for a DMC scenario have been proposed. These results, which are
detailed in Section 3.2 and summarized in Table 3.1, provide useful guidelines for
designers of future DMC networks.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of graphene RF
plasmonic antennas
This chapter presents a systematic study of graphene RF plasmonic antennas,
or graphennas [66, 148, 65]. A graphenna, shown in Figure 4.1, is modeled as a
rectangular patch made of graphene with length L and width W , supported by
a dielectric substrate of thickness D. The graphenna is illuminated by a plane
wave linearly polarized along the patch length.
As outlined in Section 1.3.2, graphennas with a size of a few µm show plas-
monic effects which allow them to radiate EM waves in the terahertz band. For
this reason, they are envisaged to allow the implementation of wireless commu-
nications among nanosystems.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, the ex-
pression used to model the electrical conductivity of graphene is presented, and
two different approaches to numerically model a graphene patch are described
and compared. Section 4.2 analyzes the propagation of SPP waves in graphene,
by means of their dispersion relation, and some of their main properties. This
model is used to obtain the resonant frequency of a graphenna both analytically
and numerically. Section 4.3 evaluates the extinction, absorption and scattering
cross sections of a graphenna. Section 4.4 contains a parametric study of the
graphenna resonances. The dependence of several key properties of graphennas
is found as a function of several parameters, such as the antenna dimensions and
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the graphenna under consideration.
the applied chemical potential. The results show that the radiation properties of
graphennas can be dynamically tuned in a wide range. In Section 4.5, the reso-
nant frequency and the radiation diagram of both antenna types are compared.
Section 4.6 describes a technique to feed an EM signal into graphennas by means
of a photoconductive source. Finally, Section 4.7 summarizes this chapter.
4.1 Electrical conductivity of graphene
The radiation properties of graphennas are mainly determined by the highly
frequency-dependent character of the graphene electrical conductivity. The con-
ductivity of graphene has been studied both for DC and for frequencies that
range from the terahertz band (0.1-10 THz) up to the visible spectrum [149, 150,
151, 152, 153]. In particular, the infrared conductivity of graphene sheets at zero
chemical potential has been found to be essentially independent of the frequency
and equal to σ0 = pie
2/2h (where e refers to the electron charge and h refers to
the Planck constant). This result has been experimentally validated by different
groups [154, 155, 156]. However, this expression is only valid for photon energies
larger than 0.5 eV [149] or, equivalently, for frequencies higher than 120 THz.
The graphene conductivity at lower frequencies has been shown to drastically
change with the frequency, the temperature or the carrier density.
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Graphennas are envisaged to have a length and width in the order of a few
micrometers [91, 66, 93]. Since it has been experimentally demonstrated that
edge effects on the graphene conductivity only appear in structures with lateral
dimensions considerably smaller than 100 nm [157], in this analysis the edge ef-
fects are disregarded and the electrical conductivity model developed for infinitely
large two-dimensional graphene sheets is used.
The surface conductivity of an infinite graphene film in the far infrared/terahertz
range can be calculated by means of the Kubo formalism [158, 151]. Within the
random-phase approximation, the surface conductivity can be represented in a
local form with a Drude-like intraband contribution. This conductivity model has
also been experimentally validated [159, 160, 161]. The graphene conductivity σ
is obtained as the addition of its intraband contribution σintra, given by [100]
σintra (ω) =
2e2
pi~
kBT
~
ln
[
2 cosh
[
µc
2kBT
]]
i
ω + iτ−1
, (4.1)
and the interband contribution σinter, which is given by [100]
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e2
4~
(
H
(ω
2
)
+ i
4ω
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0
d
H()−H (ω/2)
ω2 − 42
)
(4.2)
where ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the
temperature, µc the applied chemical potential and τ the relaxation time of gra-
phene. The relaxation time is obtained as τ = ~µg
√
pin/evF , where µg is the
electron mobility in graphene, which depends on the quality of graphene and the
dielectric substrate, amongst others, n = 4pi(µc/hvF )
2 the number of electrons
and vF = c/300 the Fermi velocity. H () is defined as
H() =
sinh (~/kBT )
cosh (µc/kBT ) + cosh (~/kBT )
. (4.3)
The electrical conductivity of graphene presents a clear dependence on two
key parameters: the relaxation time τ , which is directly related to the quality of
the graphene sample, and the chemical potential µc, which depends on the elec-
trostatic bias voltage applied to graphene. The influence of these two parameters
in the performance of graphennas is evaluated in Section 4.4.
In the frequency region of interest (below 5 THz), the intraband contribution
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Figure 4.2: Real and imaginary part of the total conductivity (solid lines) and
the intraband conductivity (dashed lines) of graphene at room temperature (T =
300 K) and zero electrostatic bias (µc = 0 eV).
(4.1) dominates [162, 65]. This is shown in Figure 4.2, where the frequency
dependence of the real and imaginary part of the intraband conductivity σintra
and the total conductivity σ are compared at room temperature (T = 300 K),
relaxation time τ = 0.1 ps and zero electrostatic bias (µc = 0 eV) [65].
4.1.1 Numerical methods
The evaluation of the radiation performance of a graphenna is performed by
means of numerical calculations with the EM simulation tool FEKO [163], based
on the method of moments with surface equivalence principle. The EM fields in
the graphenna are solved by coupling the phenomenological model of the electrical
conductivity of graphene with the Maxwell’s equations. The major challenge here
is to model an infinitesimally thin graphene layer using a finite-size discretization
of the space, as needed to perform numerical calculations.
In what follows, two methods that can be used to model a graphene sheet in
an EM simulation framework are proposed and compared. The first technique
consists in approximating a graphene layer by an equivalent thin slab with a small,
but finite, thickness. The propagation of the electromagnetic fields within the slab
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is modeled by assigning to it a normalized effective conductivity ←→σ [108, 100]
←→σ =
 σ/∆ 0 00 σ/∆ 0
0 0 0
 (4.4)
where ∆ is the thickness of the equivalent slab and the graphene sheet is located
in the x-y plane, as in Figure 4.1. The tensor structure of the conductivity (4.4)
together with the relation lim∆→0 1/∆ = δ(z) ensure that, in the infinitesimally
thin slab limit, the induced current is purely two-dimensional. The main draw-
back of this method is that a realistic model of graphene will have a length L much
larger than its thickness ∆, resulting in a very high aspect ratio (L/∆ ∼ 1000).
The numerical computation of the electromagnetic fields in such a structure will
therefore require a very high mesh density, leading to a high computational cost.
As an alternative to treat this problem with lower computational costs, the
graphene sheet can be modeled as an equivalent impedance surface [66, 164]. The
surface impedance Zs = 1/σ connects the tangential component of the electric
field on the surface with the electric surface current, Eτ |z=0 = ZsJsurf . Taking
into account that the current induced in the graphene layer is purely superficial
and it is related to the tangential component of the electric field via the surface
conductivity σ as Jsurf = σ Eτ |z=0, the boundary conditions at the graphene
interface can be defined as
nˆ× [H|z=+0 − H|z=−0] = Jsurf = 1Zs Eτ |z=0 , (4.5)
where n is the unit vector in the normal direction to the surface and H is the
magnetic field. The boundary conditions (4.5) fully determine the electromag-
netic problem and can be solved numerically using a computational scheme of
choice.
Figure 4.3 contains a comparison between the equivalent slab model and the
surface impedance model. The solid lines show the extinction cross section (see
Section 4.3 for details) of the graphenna as a function of frequency when the
antenna is modeled as a 10 µm-wide graphene patch with a length L = 5 µm and
an effective conductivity as defined in (4.4), for different antenna thicknesses:
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Figure 4.3: Extinction cross section per unit width of a 10 µm wide graphenna
with length L = 5 µm. Results of the surface impedance model (dashed black
line) and the equivalent slab model (solid lines) are shown at room temperature
(T = 300 K) and zero electrostatic bias (µc = 0 eV). The thicknesses of the
equivalent graphene slab ∆ are 500 nm, 200 nm and 5 nm, from left to right.
500 nm, 200 nm and 5 nm, from left to right. The dashed line corresponds to the
surface impedance model. It can be seen that the equivalent slab model converges
to the surface impedance model as the equivalent slab thickness is reduced, while
simultaneously requiring a denser mesh (higher computational costs) for a smaller
equivalent thickness. In what follows, the surface impedance model is used to
numerically characterize the graphene patch, due to its accuracy and efficiency.
4.2 Surface plasmon polaritons in graphennas
In order to understand the resonant behavior of graphennas, a simple Fabry-
Perot (FP) model for the graphene patch is considered. An infinite graphene
layer placed on the air-dielectric interface supports transverse-magnetic (TM)
Surface Plasmon Polariton (SPP) waves with a dispersion relation given by [107]
1√
k2SPP − ω2c2
+
ε√
k2SPP − εω2c2
= −iσ(ω)
ωε0
(4.6)
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where kSPP = 2pi/λSPP is the SPP wavenumber and ω = 2pif its angular fre-
quency. ε0 and ε are the absolute permittivity of free space and the dielectric
constant of the substrate, respectively. The graphene conductivity has a crucial
impact in the dispersion relation and, ultimately, in the relationship between
wavelength and frequency of SPP waves in graphennas.
In the case of a free-standing graphene layer (ε = 1), the dispersion relation
is simplified to the following expression [108]:
neff(ω) =
√
1− 4µc
ε0
1
σ(ω)2
(4.7)
where neff = kSPP/k0 = λ0/λSPP is known as the effective SPP index, which
denotes the relationship between the SPP wavenumber kSPP and the free-space
wavenumber k0 and, equivalently, the ratio between the free-space wavelength λ0
and the SPP wavelength λSPP. The effective mode index in graphene is in the
order of 102 [108], yielding a reduction of the size of resonant graphennas of up
to two orders of magnitude with respect to equivalent metallic antennas.
Even though the air-dielectric interface does not support SPP waves, the
termination of the graphene patch acts as a mirror and a FP type resonator can
be realized when the following condition is satisfied:
L = L′ + 2δL = m
λSPP
2
= m
pi
kSPP
(4.8)
where L is the effective antenna length, obtained from the physical antenna length
L′ and the distance of the field penetration outside the antenna δL, and m is an
integer.
Solving the dispersion relation (4.6) with the FP condition (4.8) for a given
effective antenna length L results in a set of m complex frequencies ωm (resonator
modes). The coupling of the incident radiation with those modes leads to the res-
onances of the graphenna. Taking into account that the modes of the resonator
are orthogonal, they can be modeled as a set of independent driven harmonic
oscillators with angular frequencies ω0m =
√
(Re[ωm])
2 + (Im[ωm])
2, correspond-
ing to the graphenna resonant frequencies, and damping rates γm = −2Im[ωm],
which relate to the attenuation of the SPP waves in the graphenna.
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Figure 4.4: Dependence of the first resonance of an infinitely wide graphenna as
a function of its length. The solid line is as calculated using the analytical model
and the stars correspond to the resonance frequencies obtained by simulation.
Therefore, this model can be used to estimate the spectral position of the
resonances in a graphenna. Alternatively, the antenna resonant frequency of gra-
phennas can also be obtained as the frequency at which its absorption cross sec-
tion is maximized (see Section 4.3). As an example, Figure 4.4 shows the position
of the first resonance of a graphenna as a function of its length. The analytical
expression is compared with the results of numerical simulations. The antenna is
modeled as an infinitely wide graphene patch with a physical length L′ = 5 µm
and the penetration length is set to δL = 0.5 µm. A plane wave linearly polarized
along the patch length and normally incident to the antenna is considered. The
simulation results show a very good agreement with the analytical model.
4.2.1 Properties of SPP waves in graphennas
Since the operation of the graphenna is based on the SPP resonances, it is im-
portant to analyze the properties of SPP waves in graphennas. Two important
performance metrics of plasmonic antennas are the plasmon compression fac-
tor and the plasmon propagation length. The plasmon compression factor K
is defined as the quotient between the free-space wavelength and the plasmon
wavelength: K = λ0/λSPP or, equivalently, the quotient between the real part of
the SPP wavevector and the free-space wavevector K = Re[kSPP]/k0. Moreover,
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Figure 4.5: Plasmon compression factor in a graphenna as a function of the
frequency and chemical potential.
this parameter determines the size difference between a graphenna and a metallic
antenna resonating at the same frequency, i.e., K = L0/L, where L0 is the metal-
lic antenna length and L that of the graphenna. Figure 4.5 shows the plasmon
compression factor as a function of the frequency and the chemical potential. A
graphene layer with an electron mobility of 10000 cm2/Vs over a dielectric sub-
strate with dielectric constant ε = 4 are considered. A desired high compression
factor is observed for high plasmon frequencies and a low (but non-zero) chemical
potential.
The plasmon propagation length LSPP is defined as the distance for the SPP
intensity to decay by a factor of 1/e. LSPP is usually expressed in terms of the
plasmon wavelength, yielding the expression LSPP/λSPP = Re[kSPP]/4piIm[kSPP].
Figure 4.6 shows the plasmon propagation length in units of the corresponding
SPP wavelength, with the same parameters as in the previous case. Opposite to
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Figure 4.6: Plasmon propagation length in a graphenna as a function of the
frequency and chemical potential.
the case of the plasmon compression factor, the plasmon has a longer propagation
length (of above one plasmon wavelength) in the low frequency and high chemical
potential potential region. Therefore, there exists a trade-off between the plasmon
compression factor and its propagation length: graphennas operating at a high
frequency and low chemical potential will allow a higher miniaturization with
respect to metallic antennas, whereas graphennas working a low frequency and
high chemical potential will exhibit lower losses and, in consequence, a higher
radiation efficiency.
4.3 Scattering properties of graphennas
In order to study the performance of a graphenna, it is interesting to investigate its
scattering, absorption and extinction cross sections. The scattering (absorption)
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cross section is defined as a ratio of the scattered (dissipated) power to the incident
power, namely
σsca =
∮
S
d2r Ss · n
|Sinc| , (4.9)
and
σabs =
∮
S
d2r S · n
|Sinc| . (4.10)
where the surface integration is performed over a surface enclosing the graphenna.
n is the surface normal and S, Ss and Sinc are the Poynting vectors of the total,
scattered and incident fields, respectively. The extinction cross section is given
by the sum of the scattering and the absorption cross sections:
σext = σscat + σabs. (4.11)
The cross sections of a graphenna can be obtained from its complex resonant
frequencies ωm, derived in Section 4.2. Introducing the dipole polarizabilities of
the oscillators αm as
~µm =
fm
ω20m − ω2 − iγmω
Einc = αmEinc (4.12)
with fm being the oscillator strength, the scattering and absorption cross sections
of the graphenna can be calculated as a sum of the normalized scattered and
dissipated power of N individual oscillators [115], namely
σsca =
ω4
6piε20c
4
N∑
m=1
|αm|2 (4.13)
and
σabs =
ω
ε0c
N∑
m=1
Imαm. (4.14)
Figure 4.7 shows the calculated scattering (dashed green line with dots) and
absorption (solid blue line with dots) cross sections of a graphenna with an ef-
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Figure 4.7: Scattering (dashed green line with dots) and absorption (blue line
with dots) cross sections of a graphenna on an infinite silicon substrate obtained
using the Fabry-Perot model, as compared with the scattering (dashed red line)
and absorption (black line) cross sections obtained using numerical simulations.
fective length L = 1 µm and width W = 100 µm normalized to its geometrical
area. The graphenna is supported by an infinite silicon substrate with dielectric
constant ε = 11.9. Room temperature (T = 300 K) and zero electrostatic bias
(µc = 0 eV) are assumed.
The results obtained with the analytical model are compared with the scatter-
ing (dashed red line) and absorption (solid black line) cross sections calculated by
numerical simulation. The effective length of the antenna is set to L = 1.36 µm,
where the penetration length δL = 0.18 µm has been estimated empirically. With
the oscillator strength fm used as a fit parameter, a reasonable agreement with
the numerical results can be achieved even if only the first mode of the resonator
(f1 = 0.073) is taken into account.
The results show that the interaction of the terahertz radiation with the
graphenna is dominated by the absorption, with the scattering being three orders
of magnitude weaker due to the large wavelength mismatch between the electro-
magnetic excitation in the graphene layer and in the far field. The total extinction
cross section is equal to a few percents of the graphenna area and demonstrates
a clear resonant character. The obtained absorption cross sections are consistent
with experimental results reported for graphene micro-ribbon arrays [96].
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4.4 Resonance tuning of graphennas
One of the main advantages of graphennas is the wide tunability of their resonant
behavior. Indeed, the radiation properties of graphennas can be easily controlled
by adjusting the graphenna design parameters. Next follows an analysis of how
key characteristics of graphennas, such as the resonant frequency, depend on sev-
eral design parameters. These parameters include the dimensions of the graphene
patch and the dielectric substrate supporting it, the chemical potential applied
to graphene and its relaxation time. The obtained results allow the derivation of
guidelines for the design of future graphennas.
4.4.1 Dimensions of the graphene patch
The dependence of the resonant frequency on the graphenna length is shown
in Figure 4.8 for different graphenna widths. The graphenna is modeled as a
graphene patch on infinite silicon substrate at room temperature and zero elec-
trostatic bias. For a given length, graphennas with a smaller width possess res-
onances at lower frequencies. This effect might be attributed to the higher con-
finement of surface plasmons in a narrow graphene patch, which in turn leads to
higher effective permittivity and lower resonance frequency. At the same time,
the resonance shifts towards higher frequencies for shorter graphennas, in full
agreement with the resonance condition (4.8).
These results suggest that, by adjusting the dimensions of the graphenna (in
particular its length), its radiation frequency can be tuned in a wide spectral
range.
4.4.2 Dielectric substrate
The influence of the dielectric substrate on the resonant frequency of graphennas
is considered next. The dielectric constant and thickness of the substrate are
found to influence both the spectral position and magnitude of the resonance.
In Figure 4.9 (top), the extinction cross section of the graphenna with length
L = 1 µm and width W = 0.5 µm supported by different infinite substrates is
shown: silicon (ε=11.9), silica (ε=4.0) and vacuum (ε=1). As expected from
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Figure 4.8: Dependence of the first resonant frequency of the graphenna on its
length, for different widths: W = 100 µm, W = 5 µm, W = 0.5 µm and W =
0.2 µm.
the SPP dispersion relation (4.6), an increase of the dielectric constant of the
substrate shifts the resonance towards lower frequencies, while simultaneously
reducing the extinction efficiency. For a silicon substrate, a fourfold reduction of
the total extinction cross section, and in consequence of the antenna efficiency,
can be observed in comparison to the antenna suspended in air.
This reduction can be partially compensated by adjusting the substrate thick-
ness. In Figure 4.9 (bottom), the extinction cross section is shown for the
graphenna on silicon substrate with different thicknesses. Due to constructive
interference in the substrate, the extinction cross section can restore its value
corresponding to the free-standing graphenna, while the resonant frequency re-
mains almost constant. In particular, if the resonance of the substrate coincides
with the antenna resonance (D = 37.5 µm), a fivefold enhancement of the extinc-
tion cross section can be achieved.
In a more realistic graphenna model, the graphene patch is deposited over a
finite substrate. Using this model, the dependence of the antenna extinction cross
section on the substrate size is evaluated next. The antenna is made of a graphene
patch with a size of 5x0.5 µm located on the center of a silicon substrate with
a square shape and a thickness of 1 µm. Figure 4.10 shows the extinction cross
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Figure 4.9: Top: Normalized extinction cross section of the graphenna placed on
different substrates, silicon (ε=11.9), silica (ε=4.0) and vacuum (left to right).
Bottom: Normalized extinction cross section for different thickness of silicon
substrates, D = ∞ (solid), D = 37.5 µm (dashed) and D = 5 µm (dashed-
dotted).
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Figure 4.10: Extinction cross section of a graphenna for different substrate sizes:
6x6 µm, 10x10 µm, 16x16 µm and infinite (below to above).
section of this graphenna for different substrate sizes, from 6x6 µm to infinity.
On the one hand, it can be seen that a larger substrate improves the antenna
performance, since the extinction cross section increases with the substrate size,
up to a certain limit. On the other hand, the antenna resonant frequency is shown
to remain almost constant at 0.5 THz, independently of the substrate size.
Another interesting aspect to evaluate is the influence of the position of the
graphene patch relative to the substrate in a graphenna. The considered substrate
has dimensions of 6x6 µm and a thickness of 1 µm. The graphene patch measures
5x0.5 µm and is located in three different positions, as shown in Figure 4.11: in
the center of the substrate (4.11a), at 1.25 µm from the center (4.11b) and at
2.5 µm from the center (4.11c). Figure 4.12 shows the antenna extinction cross
section as a function of frequency, for each of these three configurations. As it
can be observed, the extinction cross section increases as the graphene patch is
located closer to the side of the substrate. Moreover, the resonant frequency
becomes slightly higher when the patch is farther from the center.
These results indicate that, on the one hand, as the dielectric substrate be-
comes larger, the power absorbed by the graphenna increases up to a certain
extent. On the other hand, for a given substrate size, the optimal location for on-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.11: Different positions of the graphene patch with respect to the sub-
strate: patch in the center of the substrate (a), at 1.25 µm from the center (b)
and at 2.5 µm from the center (c).
Figure 4.12: Extinction cross section of a graphenna, for different positions of the
graphene patch: in the center of the substrate (blue solid line), at 1.25 µm from
the center (green dashed line) and at 2.5 µm from the center (red dotted line).
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chip graphennas may be near the edge of the substrate. Moreover, the width of
the dielectric substrate can be optimized in order to achieve a maximum radiation
efficiency.
4.4.3 Graphene chemical potential
Another parameter of great interest to evaluate the performance of the graphenna
is the chemical potential of the graphene patch, i.e., the level in the distribution
of electron energies at which a quantum state is equally likely to be occupied or
empty.
The results obtained so far have assumed a model of graphene with zero
chemical potential. However, as shown in equation (4.1), varying the chemical
potential of graphene will affect the electrical conductivity of the graphenna,
which is one of the main factors that determine its radiation performance. The
chemical potential of graphene can be easily controlled by means of doping and/or
by applying an electrostatic bias voltage, thereby allowing to dynamically tune
the radiation properties of graphennas. The influence of the chemical potential
of graphene on the resonant frequency of graphennas is examined next.
Figure 4.13 shows the real and imaginary parts of the frequency-dependent
graphene conductivity, calculated for different chemical potentials. A realistic
range of values for the chemical potential, from 0 to 2 eV, has been chosen
based on existing results in the literature [165, 166]. It can be observed that
the conductivity of graphene can be indeed controlled by changing the chemical
potential; in particular, increasing the chemical potential results in higher values
of both the real and imaginary parts of the conductivity.
The strong dependence of the graphene conductivity on the chemical potential
opens the possibility to tune the resonant frequency of the graphenna. Figure 4.14
shows the absorption cross section of a graphenna with length 5 µm and width
0.5 µm as a function of frequency, calculated by numerical simulation. The gra-
phene conductivity models shown in Figure 4.13, obtained varying the chemical
potential from 0 to 2 eV, were considered. Moreover, the absorption cross sec-
tion of a metallic antenna, modeled as a gold antenna with the same size as the
graphenna and a thickness of 20 nm, is shown with a dashed gray line.
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Figure 4.13: Log-log plots of the real (above) and imaginary (below) parts of the
graphene conductivity as a function of the frequency, for different values of the
chemical potential: 0 eV (blue line), 0.5 eV (purple line), 1 eV (yellow line) and
2 eV (green line).
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Figure 4.14: Absorption cross section (in logarithmic scale) of a graphenna as a
function of frequency, for different values of the chemical potential: 0 (green line),
0.5 (yellow line), 1 (red line) and 2 eV (blue line). The results are compared to
that of an equivalent gold antenna with the same size (gray dashed line).
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Chemical potential Resonant frequency
0 eV 0.918 THz
0.5 eV 3.356 THz
1 eV 4.704 THz
2 eV 6.541 THz
Table 4.1: Resonant frequency of a graphenna with length 5 µm and width 0.5 µm
as a function of the chemical potential.
As it can be observed, the maximum absorption cross section increases by
a factor of 50 as the chemical potential changes from 0 to 2 eV. Furthermore,
as shown in Table 4.1, the resonant frequency of the graphenna also increases
dramatically with the chemical potential applied to the graphene layer. However,
in any case, the resonant frequencies of graphennas remain well below that of a
metallic antenna with the same size, around 25 THz.
In summary, in terms of chemical potential, there is a trade-off between the
amount of power that a graphenna can absorb and its resonant frequency. On the
one hand, graphennas with zero chemical potential resonate at a low frequency
but with a small absorption cross section, which will limit their achievable ra-
diation efficiency. On the other hand, graphennas with a higher chemical po-
tential posses greater absorption capabilities, but their resonant frequency also
increases, which will reduce their potential transmission range. A compromise
between these two magnitudes will therefore need to be reached by designers of
future graphennas to implement wireless communications among nanosystems.
4.4.4 Temperature
The dependence of the graphenna resonances with respect to the temperature
is found to be small. As shown in Figure 4.15, graphennas possess a high tem-
perature stability. For instance, for a structure made of a graphene patch with
dimensions 1x0.5 µm over a semi-infinite dielectric substrate with dielectric con-
stant ε=11.9, a 100 K temperature variation results in a resonant frequency shift
of only 0.15 THz. A zero chemical potential (µc = 0 eV) is considered.
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Figure 4.15: Dependence of the graphenna resonant frequency on the tempera-
ture.
4.4.5 Relaxation time
The relaxation time of a material is the time that it takes for a charge distortion
as fluctuation to relax to a uniform charge density after it has been introduced
in the material. The relaxation time in graphene depends, amongst others, on
the quality of the graphene sample and it is a fundamental parameter of its con-
ductivity model (4.1). Several authors consider different values for the relaxation
time of graphene, ranging from 10−14 s to 10−11 s [167, 168, 169, 170]. Since there
does not seem to exist a common agreement for the value of the relaxation time
in graphene, its influence on the radiation properties of graphennas is considered
next.
Figure 4.16 shows the real and imaginary parts of the frequency-dependent
graphene conductivity, for different relaxation times based on values found in the
literature [167, 168, 169, 170]. The relaxation time is seen to possess a strong
influence on the graphene conductivity, whose value changes up to 3 orders of
magnitude depending on the relaxation time.
The absorption cross section of graphennas is shown in Figure 4.17 for different
relaxation times. Interestingly, the chosen value for the relaxation time τ has a
huge impact on the resonant character of the graphenna and its bandwidth. In
particular, for τ = 10−14 s, the graphenna does not resonate in the terahertz
band. When τ = 10−13 s, a wide resonance around 1 THz is observed, with
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Figure 4.16: Log-log plots of the real (above) and imaginary (below) parts of the
graphene conductivity as a function of the frequency, for different values of the
relaxation time: 10−14 s (blue line), 10−13 s (purple line), 10−12 s (yellow line)
and 10−11 s (green line).
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Figure 4.17: Absorption cross section (in logarithmic scale) of a graphenna as a
function of frequency, for different values of the relaxation time: 10−14 s (yellow
dotted line), 10−13 s (green dashed line), 10−12 s (red dot-dashed line) and 10−11 s
(blue solid line).
a -3 dB bandwidth of 1.9 THz. As the relaxation time continues to increase,
higher-order resonances appear and a more intense resonant behavior is observed.
Furthermore, the -3 dB bandwidth diminishes dramatically, to 0.16 THz in the
case of τ = 10−12 s, and to 0.019 THz for τ = 10−11 s.
Given that the main application envisaged for graphennas consists of wireless
communications among nanosystems, a bandwidth as large as possible is desired
in order to maximize the channel capacity. In conclusion, the optimal value of
the relaxation time for graphennas is around τ = 10−13 s, in order to achieve a
resonant behavior while maintaining a radiation bandwidth as large as possible.
4.5 Comparison with metallic antennas
In order to quantify the advantages of graphennas with respect to metallic minia-
turized antennas, it is of particular interest to compare their radiation properties.
In particular, two particularly relevant properties of graphennas and metallic an-
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tennas, namely, their radiation diagram and resonant frequency, are compared
next.
4.5.1 Radiation diagram
The radiation diagram of graphennas is studied next [148]. With this purpose, a
terahertz signal is driven into the antenna, modeled as a freestanding graphene
patch, by means of a pin feed. A simulation study of the transmitting graphenna
is performed, which allows obtaining its radiation pattern. The antenna has a
fixed length L = 5 µm, while its width takes the values W = 1, 2 and 5 µm (the
geometry for the case W = 1 µm is shown in Figure 4.18). The pin feed is located
at a distance of 0.1 µm from one of the shorter edges of the antenna. Figure 4.19a
shows the radiation pattern of a graphenna with the described properties, in the
plane parallel to the graphene patch.
Figure 4.19b shows the radiation pattern of an equivalent metallic antenna,
modeled as a perfect electric conductor patch of the same dimensions. The ra-
diation pattern is computed at a frequency of 1.3 THz, which approximately
corresponds to the resonant frequency of a graphenna of the previous dimen-
sions. Even though the metallic antenna is expected to resonate at a higher
frequency band, the analysis is performed at the same frequency for the sake of
comparison. As it can be seen, in both cases the radiation pattern is similar to
that of a half-wave dipole antenna, and the differences between the patterns of
graphene and the metallic antennas are minimal.
In conclusion, as it could be expected, future graphennas will not differ sig-
nificantly with respect to equivalent metallic antennas in terms of their radiation
pattern.
4.5.2 Resonant frequency
Next, the resonant frequency of metallic and graphene antennas is compared. In
particular, the focus is set on the scalability of the antenna resonant frequency
with respect to its length [171].
In order to study the resonant frequency of metallic miniaturized antennas, a
patch antenna consisting of a free-standing gold slab placed on an air-dielectric
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Figure 4.18: Schematic diagram of the graphenna in transmission. The antenna
is composed of a graphene patch with a length L = 5 µm and a width W = 1 µm,
and a pin feed located at 0.1 µm from the antenna edge. The blue circle shows
the plane in which the radiation diagram is measured.
(a) Graphenna (b) Metallic antenna
Figure 4.19: Radiation pattern of graphene (a) and metallic (b) antennas as a
function of their width. The plots show the normalized gain in dB, in the plane
parallel to the antenna patch, for an antenna with a length L = 5 µm. The results
correspond to antenna widths of W = 1 µm (blue solid line), 2 µm (green dashed
line) and 5 µm (red dotted line).
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interface is considered, a structure commonly used for plasmonic nano-antennas
in the optical range. The resonant frequency of this antenna can be found by
analyzing its dispersion relation, given by the following expression [172]:
tan
(
∆
√
1− b
)
=
n2g
n2s
√
b
1−b + n
2
g
√
b+a
1−b
1− n2s
n4g
√
b(b+a)
1−b
(4.15)
where ∆ stands for the thickness of the gold slab, ng is the refractive index of
gold, ns that of the substrate, a = (n
2
s−1)/(n2g−n2s) is defined as the asymmetry
measure and b = (k2SPP/k
2
0 − n2s)/(n2g − n2s) is the normalized mode index.
The resonant frequencies of both antennas can then be obtained by com-
bining the respective dispersion relations (4.6) and (4.15) with the resonance
condition (4.8). Furthermore, they can also be calculated by numerical simula-
tion [163], measuring the frequency at which the numerically calculated absorp-
tion cross section of the antenna is maximized.
After solving the dispersion relations of graphennas and metallic antennas,
their resonant frequencies are found to show a very different behavior in the
frequency range of interest. Figure 4.20 compares the resonant frequency of
graphene and metallic antennas as a function of their length. The antennas are
modeled as simple free-standing rectangular patches without dielectric substrate;
in the case of metallic (gold) antennas, a thickness of ∆ = 20 nm is assumed, in
agreement with experimental works [113]. The blue line shows the first resonant
frequency of a graphenna, as obtained from equation (4.6), while the yellow line
corresponds to the resonance of a metallic antenna, calculated by means of its
respective dispersion relation (4.15).
These results indicate that, in the terahertz range, not only the resonant
frequency of a graphenna is more than one order of magnitude lower than that
of a metallic antenna with the same size, but also the scalability of the antenna
resonant frequency as a function of its length is very different. It can be found by
curve fitting that the resonant frequency of a metallic antenna fRm is inversely
proportional to its length in the considered frequency range. In a graphenna,
however, a different trend is observed; its resonant frequency fRg scales inversely
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Figure 4.20: Scalability of the resonant frequency of graphene (blue line) and
metallic (yellow line) antennas as a function of their length. The simulation
results for graphene (stars) and metallic (crosses) antennas are also shown.
proportional to the square root of the antenna length:
fRm = Θ (1/L) fRg = Θ
(
1√
L
)
. (4.16)
Interestingly, the scalability of the resonant frequency seen in graphennas
is also different from the behavior observed in plasmonic nano-antennas made
of noble metals and operating in the optical domain, whose resonant frequency
is inversely proportional to the antenna length [173, 114, 112]. Their unique
scalability trend turns out to be one of the strongest factors that motivate the
use of graphennas to implement wireless communications among nanosystems.
Indeed, as the graphenna size is reduced, its resonant frequency increases at
a slower pace as compared to a metallic antenna. For instance, as shown in
Figure 4.20, metallic antennas with a length of 1 µm resonate at a frequency of
150 THz, in the short-wavelength infrared range. By comparison, a graphenna
with the same size would have a resonant frequency of only 3.8 THz, almost
two orders of magnitude below the resonant frequency of a metallic antenna. In
short, this study confirms that graphennas of micrometric size will be able to
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radiate electromagnetic waves in the terahertz band, at a much lower frequency
and therefore with a higher transmission range than equivalent metallic antennas.
Moreover, the obtained dependences for the resonances of graphene and gold
antennas have been validated by numerical simulation. A graphenna is modeled
as a free-standing graphene patch with an infinite width, whereas a metallic
antenna is modeled as a free-standing thin gold slab with an infinite width and a
thickness of 20 nm. Similar to the case of graphene, the conductivity of gold was
obtained with a Drude model.
In Figure 4.20, the crosses show the simulation results of the resonant fre-
quency of graphennas with a length ranging from 50 nm to 1 mm. The pene-
tration length δL has been estimated as a 15% of the antenna length, based on
the numerical simulations. The same results for metallic antennas are shown as
stars. As it can be observed, in both cases the simulation results show a very
good agreement with the resonant frequencies obtained by solving the respective
dispersion relations. Moreover, the simulations allow measuring the evolution of
the antenna resonant frequency in the regions where the numerical results di-
verge from the scalability trends observed by solving the dispersion relation. In
particular, as it can be seen in Figure 4.20, the scalability of the resonant fre-
quency of graphennas with a length larger than 100 µm does no longer scale as
fRg = Θ
(
1/
√
L
)
, but it tends to converge with the behavior observed in metallic
antennas. Moreover, for metallic antennas with a length smaller than 0.2 µm, as
the resonant frequency reaches the threshold at which SPP waves start appear-
ing in gold, its value starts diverging from the scalability trend fRm = Θ (1/L)
observed for lower frequencies.
Graphennas have been also modeled with a tight-binding model and their
resonant frequency has been found to scale similarly with respect to the antenna
dimensions [91], which validates the trend observed from the analysis of the plas-
monic effects in graphennas.
4.6 Photoconductive graphennas in radiation
At the time of this writing, graphennas have not been experimentally demon-
strated. One of the main challenges in the manufacture of a graphenna is that,
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because of its typical resonant frequency in the terahertz band, the antenna must
be fed with a suitable terahertz source that can contact it with a reasonable
efficiency. Significant research efforts have been devoted to push the limit of
RF sources to higher frequencies, as well as to manufacture optical sources with
longer emission wavelengths. Following the RF approach, resonance tunneling
diodes [174, 175] and chains of frequency multipliers [176] provide compact te-
rahertz sources, but they still show a poor efficiency and limited bandwidth. In
the optical domain, quantum-cascade lasers have shown a significant progress,
extending their operational frequency to 1 THz at room temperature [177] and to
higher frequencies at cryogenic temperatures [178]. Additionally, optical down-
conversion of ultrashort laser pulses by means of photoconductor materials has
demonstrated a sustained increase in performance in the last decades [179, 180].
In this approach, an ultrashort laser pulse illuminates the surface of a photocon-
ductor generating photocarriers, which move under the influence of an external
electrical bias field. The resulting photocurrent forms a picosecond pulse which,
with the help of an antenna attached to the photoconductor converts into free-
space terahertz radiation.
Among the different approaches for terahertz sources, optical down-conversion
is one of the best suited for graphennas, for two main reasons. First, such te-
rahertz sources have typically a very high impedance, in the order of several
kΩ, which lies in the same order of magnitude of the input impedance of gra-
phennas [93], thereby improving the impedance matching between both devices.
Second, ultrafast photoconductive antennas operate in pulsed mode, which is also
the proposed fundamental mechanism for EM communications among nanosys-
tems [181]. In what follows, a graphenna fed with a photoconductive source is
designed and its radiated terahertz power is estimated by means of full-wave
EM simulations [182]. The findings show that the terahertz signal radiated by
the proposed device has a power in the µW range, i.e., in the same order of
magnitude as traditional photoconductive antennas. These results validate the
proposed approach and paves the way towards the experimental fabrication of
graphennas.
Next, the proposed device is described and the photoconductive source is
modeled. Using this model together with the graphenna model introduced in
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Figure 4.21: Schematic representation of a graphenna fed with a photoconductive
material.
Section 4.2, and by means of full-wave EM solvers, the radiated terahertz power by
a photoconductive graphenna is estimated as a function of material, illumination
and antenna geometry parameters.
4.6.1 Device description
Figure 4.21 depicts a schematic representation of the proposed dipole graphenna
fed with a photoconductor. When a femtosecond laser pulse excites the biased
semiconductor –low-temperature-grown gallium arsenide (LT-GaAs) [183]– with
a photon energy greater than its bandgap, electrons and holes are produced at
the illumination point in the conduction and valence bands, respectively. The
rapid changes of the density of the photocarriers and their acceleration to the
applied DC bias produce a picosecond voltage pulse.
This picosecond pulse excites SPP waves at the interface between the graphene
layer and the dielectric material. This SPP wave propagates along the graphenna
producing a free-space terahertz radiation. As shown in Figure 4.21, the dielectric
material is boron nitride (h-BN) in order to achieve a high electron mobility [184].
A high electron mobility is an important requirement for graphennas, given its
strong dependence with the antenna efficiency, as further discussed in the results
section. Finally, the silicon lens is a common technique used to improve the
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directivity of the radiated signal [185].
4.6.2 Photoconductor model
This section presents a model of the time-dependent voltage generated by a pho-
toconductive source, based on a Drude-Lorentz model [179]. The trapping time
τc of the photocarriers in LT-GaAs is shorter than the recombination time of
electrons and holes. Then, the charge density n(t) can be obtained as
dn(t)
dt
= −n(t)
τc
+G(t) (4.17)
where G(t) is the generation rate of the carriers as a result of the laser pulse. The
excitation time of the laser pulse is typically in the order of tens of femtoseconds.
The velocity of the carriers v(t) can be expressed as
dv(t)
dt
= −v(t)
τs
+
e
m
Eloc (4.18)
where τs is the momentum relaxation time and Eloc is the local electric field,
which can be expressed as Eloc = Ebias − Psc(t)/η, where Ebias is the applied
bias field,  is the permittivity of the semiconductor material and η is a geometric
factor. Finally, the polarization Psc(t) caused by the separation of the electron
and hole has the following expression:
dPsc(t)
dt
= −Psc(t)
τr
+ j(t) (4.19)
where τr is the recombination time of electrons and holes and j(t) is the generated
photocurrent density.
Based on this fundamental principles and under the assumption that the mo-
mentum relaxation time τs is small, Khiabani et al. [186] developed an equivalent
circuit model using lumped elements that provides accurate estimates of the power
radiated by photoconductive antennas –in agreement with published experimen-
tal data– taking into account the underlying physical behavior. With this model,
the time-dependent voltage at the antenna terminals V can be expressed as:
V (t) = Za · j(t)β · Vc(t) (4.20)
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Figure 4.22: Generated voltage by the photoconductive source, in the time do-
main (above) and frequency domain (below).
where Za is the antenna input impedance (assumed independent of the frequency),
Vc is the voltage at the antenna gap (derived from its equivalent circuit [186]) and
β is the active area in the semiconductor through which the photocurrent flows.
Figure 4.22, calculated with the equation of the pulse voltage 4.20, shows the
generated voltage both in the time and frequency domain. This pulse-shaped
signal excites SPP waves at the graphenna which result in free-space radiation.
The main parameters of the photoconductive antenna are shown in Table 4.2,
which have been taken assuming realistic values from the literature [186].
4.6.3 Results
Some results of the radiated power by the photoconductive graphenna, as a func-
tion of several parameters from both the antenna and the photoconductive source,
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Parameter Symbol Value
Electron mobility for LT-GaAs µGaAs 200 cm
2V−1s−1
Average optical power Pav 2 mW
Laser frequency νopt 375 THz
Laser repetition rate frep 80 MHz
Laser pulse duration τl 100 fs
Carrier lifetime τc 1 ps
Carrier recombination time τr 100 ps
Bias voltage Vbias 30 V
Antenna gap length L 10 µm
Antenna gap width W 10 µm
Antenna impedance Za 10 kΩ
Table 4.2: Main parameters of the photoconductive antenna.
as shown next. The power of the terahertz pulse generated by the photoconduc-
tive source is obtained as P = V 2/Za, where V is calculated by solving the model
previously presented in Section 4.6.2. Then, the power radiated by the graphenna
is obtained by taking into account the two main impairments introduced by the
graphenna. First, the impedance mismatch loss between the photoconductive
source and the graphenna: ML = 1 − ρ2, where ρ is the reflection coefficient
ρ = (Za −Zs)/(Za +Zs). Second, the antenna radiation efficiency εR, calculated
numerically by simulation [163]. The power radiated by the antenna Prad is then
obtained as
Prad = ML · εR · P (4.21)
The graphennas are modeled as center-fed graphene planar dipoles with a
width of 5 µm and different lengths, over an infinite LT-GaAs substrate with a
thickness of 500 µm and a dielectric constant ε = 12.9. The electrically-thin h-BN
substrate (with a thickness of 14 nm, less than λ/1000) has a negligible impact in
the simulation results. Figure 4.23 shows a diagram of the antenna model used
in the simulations.
For this analysis, the parameters for the photoconductive source in Table 4.2
are considered, unless otherwise specified. The impedance of the photoconduc-
tive source is obtained from the source conductance as Zs(t) = 1/Gs(t) [187].
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Figure 4.23: Schematic model of the dipole graphenna considered.
Considering a photoconductive source with the described parameters, the source
impedance has a minimum value of 2.24 kΩ, consistently with typical values for
photoconductors. The antenna input impedance is obtained by numerical simu-
lation and it ranges from 0.73 kΩ to 3.15 kΩ, presenting values up to two orders
of magnitude higher than comparable metallic antennas.
Figure 4.24 shows the average radiated power as a function of frequency for
graphennas with lengths of 10, 20, 30 and 40 µm (from right to left) and width of
5 µm, fed by the previously described photoconductive source. Conservative val-
ues are taken for the electron mobility of the graphene layer, µg = 20000 cm
2/Vs,
and the chemical potential, µc = 0.4 eV. Electron mobilities of graphene over
boron nitride of up to 40000 cm2/Vs have been experimentally observed at room
temperature [184]. The spectrum of the radiated signal presents a clear resonance
due to the highly frequency-selective behavior of the graphene dipole antenna.
Similarly to the behavior observed in metallic antennas, the resonant frequency of
a graphenna decreases as its length increases, although, as shown in Section 4.5.2,
the resonant frequency of graphennas shows a unique scaling trend with respect
to the their length.
As shown in equation (4.21), the power radiated by the graphenna depends
on three main factors: the output power of the photoconductive source, the
impedance mismatch loss and the antenna radiation efficiency. The results in the
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Figure 4.24: Radiated power as a function of frequency for graphennas with
lengths of 10, 20, 30 and 40 µm (right to left) and electron mobility µg =
20000 cm2/Vs, fed by a photoconductive source.
considered scenario indicate that, on the one hand, longer antennas resonate at
lower frequencies where the power density of the pulses generated by the photo-
conductive source is mostly concentrated (see Figure 4.22), yielding a higher out-
put power. On the other hand, longer graphennas also have a higher impedance
mismatch and lower radiation efficiency than their shorter counterparts, which
reduces the final radiated power. Overall, the higher output power of photo-
conductive sources in lower frequencies dominates and, as shown in Figure 4.24,
the radiated power by graphennas increases with the antenna length, reaching a
maximum of 1 µW for an antenna length of 40 µm.
Figure 4.25 shows the average radiated power by the graphenna, with the
same conditions as in the previous case but with a lower electron mobility of
µg = 10000 cm
2/Vs. As expected, a decrease in the value of the radiated power
is observed with respect to the previous case, mainly due to the reduced radiation
efficiency of the graphennas with lower electron mobility. The maximum radiated
power is now of 0.27 µW, corresponding to a graphenna with a length of 40 µm.
The influence of the chemical potential of graphene on the power radiated by
graphennas is considered next. The application of a chemical potential to the
graphene layer results in a higher conductivity and, in consequence, the radiation
efficiency of the graphenna is greatly enhanced. At the same time, the impedance
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Figure 4.25: Radiated power as a function of frequency for graphennas with
lengths of 10, 20, 30 and 40 µm (right to left) and electron mobility µg =
10000 cm2/Vs, fed by a photoconductive source.
mismatch slightly increases and the resonant frequency moves to higher values,
where the photoconductive source has a lower output power. Overall, the in-
crease in the antenna radiation efficiency dominates and increasing the chemical
potential applied to the graphene layer yields a higher radiated power. This is
shown in Figure 4.26, which plots the radiated power by graphennas with a fixed
length of 30 µm and width of 5 µm, and an applied chemical potential with values
of 0.2, 0.4, 0.7 and 1 eV, from left to right. A radiated power of up to 1.3 µW is
obtained with a chemical potential of 1 eV.
Figure 4.27 shows how the power radiated by the graphenna scales with re-
spect to the average optical power fed into the photoconductive source. The
antenna length and width are of 30 and 5 µm, respectively, the electron mobility
µg = 10000 cm
2/Vs and the chemical potential µc = 0.4 eV. The radiated power
scales linearly with respect to the power of the laser input up to an optical power
of around 100 mW, when the radiated power begins to saturate. Increasing the
applied bias voltage to the photoconductive source (set to 10 V, 30 V and 50 V,
from bottom to top) also enhances the power radiated by the graphenna.
Finally, a different antenna geometry that is commonly used in photoconduc-
tive antennas due to its wideband behavior, the bowtie antenna, is considered.
Figure 4.28 shows the average power radiated by graphene bowtie antennas with
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Figure 4.26: Radiated power as a function of frequency for graphennas with a
length of 30 µm and chemical potentials of 0.2, 0.4, 0.7 and 1 eV (left to right),
fed by a photoconductive source.
Figure 4.27: Maximum radiated power by the graphenna as a function of the
average optical power in the photoconductive source. The bias voltage is set to
10, 30 and 50 V (bottom to top).
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Figure 4.28: Radiated power as a function of frequency for graphene bowtie anten-
nas with a width of 5, 10, 15 and 20 µm (bottom to top), fed by a photoconductive
source.
a fixed length L = 30 µm, electron mobility µg = 10000 cm
2/Vs and chemical
potential µc = 0.4 eV, and different widths of 5, 10, 15 and 20 µm, from bottom
to top. The radiated power is found to increase with the antenna width, as ex-
pected due to its larger area, whereas the antenna resonant frequency is relatively
independent of its width. Comparing the radiated power of two graphennas with
the same configuration but different geometry, one a bowtie antenna with a width
of 10 µm (Figure 4.28) and the other a planar dipole with a width of 5 µm and
(Figure 4.25), which have approximately the same area, the radiated power by
the bowtie antenna is found to be approximately twice that of the dipole an-
tenna. This result confirms that, due to its wideband nature, the bowtie antenna
is capable to radiate a higher fraction of the power generated by the photocon-
ductive source and it is therefore better suited to maximize the output power of
a photoconductive antenna.
4.7 Summary and concluding remarks
Graphene RF plasmonic antennas, or graphennas, are envisaged to allow nanosys-
tems to transmit and receive information, creating a novel paradigm known as
graphene-enabled wireless communications. In this chapter, a simple model for a
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graphenna, made of a rectangular graphene patch based on a dielectric substrate,
is considered. The propagation of SPP waves in graphene has been modeled by
means of its dispersion relation and the graphene conductvity. This study has
also allowed obtaining the scattering, absorption and extinction cross sections of
a graphenna, both analytically and by simulation.
Moreover, a numerical parametric study of the radiation properties of gra-
phennas confirmed that a graphenna with dimensions of a few micrometers res-
onates in the terahertz band, consistently with the theoretical models. Moreover,
the dependence of the antenna resonant frequency on several parameters, such as
the dimensions of the graphene patch and the dielectric substrate, the chemical
potential of graphene and its relaxation time, have been observed. The radiation
pattern of a graphenna has been found to be very similar to that of an equivalent
metallic antenna. These results show that graphennas can be tuned in a wide
range by changing their dimensions or applying an external electrostatic bias.
Furthermore, the scalability of the resonant frequency in graphennas and
miniaturized metallic antennas has been compared as a function of their length.
The results proved that the resonant frequency in graphennas increases more
slowly than in metallic antennas as their length is reduced. In particular, the
derived scaling trends have shown that, when considering submicrometer-length
antennas, the resonant frequency of graphennas is up to two orders of magnitude
lower than that of metallic antennas with the same size.
Finally, the feasibility of feeding graphennas with photoconductive terahertz
sources has been shown, achieving a radiated power in the order of 1 µW. This
approach helps overcoming the two main challenges presented by the experimental
demonstration of graphennas: the impedance mismatch between the terahertz
source and the antenna, and the low antenna radiation efficiency. The obtained
results show that graphennas radiate terahertz pulses with a power in the same
order of magnitude than traditional metallic photoconductive antennas, while
presenting a better scalability than metallic antennas when their dimensions are
reduced to the micrometer range.
The provided models, results and guidelines may be useful for designers of fu-
ture graphennas, which will allow the implementation of wireless communications
among nanosystems.
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Chapter 5
The terahertz channel in
graphene-enabled wireless
communications
Described in Chapter 4, graphene RF plasmonic antennas, or graphennas, radiate
EM waves with a frequency lying in the terahertz band, i.e., from 0.1 to 10 THz.
Thanks to this unique property, graphennas are envisaged to allow the implemen-
tation of wireless communications among nanosystems, enabling the paradigm of
GWC.
This chapter explores the wireless terahertz channel at very short transmission
ranges (below 1 meter), which is the expected operation environment of future
graphennas. First, Section 5.1 analyzes the effects of molecular absorption, an
additional attenuation process caused by the absorption of terahertz radiation
by several molecules present in the atmosphere [188]. Second, Section 5.2 eval-
uates the scaling trends of the channel capacity of wireless communications to
the nanoscale, comparing the scenario of GWC with that of traditional wireless
communications [189]. Finally, Section 5.3 summarizes this section.
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5.1 Effects of molecular absorption in short-range
terahertz communications
In the last years, the terahertz band has been widely analyzed for its applications
in the fields of imaging [190, 191] and spectroscopy [192, 193], but it is still
a relatively unexplored frequency band from the communications perspective.
A channel model oriented for ultra-short-range wireless communications in the
terahertz band has been used to calculate its information capacity [121].
In what follows, a communication channel in the terahertz frequency band
is considered, focusing on transmission distances from one centimeter to several
meters. Based on a channel model for short-range wireless communications in
the terahertz band [121], the impact of molecular absorption on the performance
of GWC is studied. In particular, several performance metrics are derived from
the impulse response of molecular absorption in the time and frequency domains,
as well as their scalability with respect to the transmission distance [188]. A
sample scenario where this study may be useful is that of Graphene Wireless
Networks-on-Chip (GWNoC) [25], a novel approach that considers GWC to share
information among the cores in a multiprocessor.
5.1.1 System model
In this work, a scenario of GWC where the transmission distance ranges from
one centimeter up to several meters is considered. The channel is modeled as a
standard medium with 10% of water vapor molecules. Moreover, given the tar-
get application, EM waves are assumed to propagate unidirectionally following a
ray tracing model [119]; therefore, the free-space propagation loss is not consid-
ered. A single point-to-point wireless link is assumed, where communication is
performed by the transmission of extremely short (subpicosecond-length) pulses.
This scheme allows using the whole terahertz frequency band and maximizes the
achievable data rate, in the order of Tbits/s.
In this context, focusing on the phenomenon of molecular absorption in the
terahertz band, the channel is analyzed from both the frequency domain and,
most importantly, the time domain. This dual analysis allows the evaluation of
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different performance metrics of molecular absorption. For instance, from the
frequency domain, the available bandwidth for transmission can be computed, de-
fined as the frequency band where the attenuation caused by molecular absorption
is below a given threshold.
As previously described in Section 1.3.2, molecular absorption can be ex-
pressed as [121]:
Aabs(f, d) =
1
τm
= ek(f)d (5.1)
where f is the frequency, d is the distance, τm is the transmittance of the
medium and k is the medium absorption coefficient. The channel transfer func-
tion of molecular absorption can be then obtained from Eq. (5.1) as H(f, d) =
1/Aabs(f, d). The impulse response of molecular absorption is the inverse Fourier
transform of the channel transfer function: h(t, d) = F−1 [1/Aabs(f, d)]. The time-
domain response of molecular absorption allows the calculation of several relevant
performance metrics [194], such as:
 Response amplitude: the amplitude cmax of the molecular absorption im-
pulse response is defined as the maximum value of its instantaneous power:
cmax = maxt |h(t, d)|2. A high amplitude value means that the energy is
highly concentrated around the response peak. In most applications, re-
ceiving a signal with a high amplitude allows for a precise detection of the
transmitted information.
 Response width: the width tw of the impulse response is defined as the
time interval during which the impulse response has a higher value than
half the response peak, i.e., tw = t0 : (h(t0, d) < cmax/2) ∧ (∀t : t <
t0 → h(t, d) ≥ cmax/2). A high response width means that the molecular
absorption distorts the transmitted pulses by increasing its width. Due to
this pulse widening effect, molecular absorption might reduce the achievable
data rate in GWC.
 Response energy: the energy Ep of the impulse response is defined as the in-
tegral of its instantaneous power over time: Ep =
∫
t
|h(t, d)|2dt. The energy
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Figure 5.1: Molecular absorption in dB as a function of frequency for transmis-
sion distances of 1 cm (blue solid line) and 10 cm (red dashed line). The top
blue (bottom red) background shows the frequency region which determines the
available bandwidth for a transmission distance of 1 cm (10 cm).
value indicates how molecular absorption affects the energy of the transmit-
ted pulses. A high pulse energy will improve the detection performance of
non-coherent receivers in GWC.
5.1.2 Results
Quantitative results which show some properties of the short-range terahertz
channel with molecular absorption as obtained next, as well as design parameters
in a GWC system. Figure 5.1 shows the molecular absorption of the terahertz
channel as a function of frequency, for transmission distances of 1 cm and 10 cm.
The molecular absorption is highly dependent on the transmission distance, de-
rived from its exponential dependence with the distance, as shown in Eq. (5.1).
In this particular case, both the number of absorption peaks and their amplitude
notably increase when the transmission distance changes from 1 to 10 cm.
As observed in Figure 5.1, molecular absorption creates several peaks of very
high attenuation. These absorption peaks will create a limitation in the available
bandwidth in GWC (defined in Section 5.1.1). In order to quantify the available
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Figure 5.2: Available bandwidth in the frequency band from 0 to 50 THz due to
molecular absorption, as a function of the transmission distance.
bandwidth as a function of the transmission distance, the range of frequencies
within the 0 to 50 THz band at which the value of molecular absorption is below
10 dB is considered. Figure 5.1 shows graphically the range of frequencies which
determine the available bandwidth for transmission distances of 1 cm (27 THz,
top blue background) and 10 cm (9 THz, bottom red background). Figure 5.2
shows a semi-log plot of the scalability of the available bandwidth with respect
to the transmission distance. A rapid decrease of the bandwidth as the distance
increases, with several steps of different sizes corresponding to the molecular
absorption peaks, is observed. For instance, molecular absorption has a negligible
effect at short transmission distances and the whole 50 THz band is usable for
distances up to 2.5 mm. On the other hand, for distances greater than 5 m, less
than 6 THz are available for a molecular absorption-free transmission.
As mentioned in the previous section, the expression of the frequency-dependent
molecular absorption can be used to obtain the channel impulse response due to
molecular absorption. Figure 5.3 shows both the channel transfer function and the
impulse response of molecular absorption for two transmission distances: 10 cm
and 1 m. For a transmission distance of 10 cm (red dashed line), the channel
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Figure 5.3: Channel transfer function H(f, d) (top) and channel impulse response
h(t, d) (bottom) of the molecular absorption for transmission distances of d =
10 cm (red dashed line) and d = 1 m (blue solid line).
transfer function shows a significant spectral content throughout most of the fre-
quency band; whereas, when the distance is increased to 1 m (blue solid line), the
molecular absorption blocks almost all the frequency components above 25 THz
of the transmitted signal. Furthermore, this attenuation of the high-frequency
components of the signal causes the channel impulse response to lower peak am-
plitude, a larger width and a smoother shape for the higher transmission distance.
Assuming that the transmitted signals consist of subpicosecond pulses [91], the
main implication of the dispersive behavior of the channel impulse response is that
molecular absorption distorts the transmitted pulses, decreasing their amplitude
and increasing their width. These effects are studied in more detail next.
Figure 5.4 shows a semi-log plot of the width of the molecular absorption im-
pulse response tw as a function of the transmission distance d. A clear dependence
of the width of the impulse response on the distance between transmitter and re-
ceiver is observed, with a scaling trend of tw = Θ
(
5
√
d
)
(notice the logarithmic
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Figure 5.4: Semi-log plot of the width of the channel impulse response due to
molecular absorption, as a function of the transmission distance.
horizontal axis in Figure 5.4). In particular, in order to achieve a communication
throughput in the order of 1 Tbit/s, the received pulses will need to have a width
of less than 1 ps. This result shows that, for instance, for a transmission distance
of 3 m, the distortion introduced by molecular absorption is limited to 0.05 ps,
thereby reducing the maximum achievable throughput by around 5 %. In short,
the width of the impulse response allows, given a target throughput, to derive
the maximum transmission distance, as limited by molecular absorption.
The amplitude of the channel impulse response cmax is related to the atten-
uation caused by molecular absorption to a signal propagating in the terahertz
channel. Figure 5.5 shows that, as expected, the amplitude of the impulse re-
sponse decreases as the transmission distance increases, with a scaling trend of
cmax = Θ
(
1/
√
d
)
. For instance, the amplitude decreases by a factor of 10 when
the transmission distance changes from 1 cm to 1 m. This substantial decrease
indicates that the amplitude of the transmitted pulses will be highly attenuated
by molecular absorption, thereby potentially impairing their detection by the
receiver.
Another important metric to consider is how molecular absorption affects the
energy of the transmitted signals. Since molecular absorption has been found to
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Figure 5.5: Semi-log plot of the amplitude of the channel impulse response due
to molecular absorption, as a function of the transmission distance.
attenuate the transmitted signals (Figure 5.5) but also to increase their width
(Figure 5.4), it is not clear how the signal energy measured by the receiver will
scale with the transmission distance. Figure 5.6 shows that the energy of the
channel impulse response due to molecular absorption decreases with respect to
the distance, with a scaling trend of Ep = Θ
(
1/ 3
√
d
)
. This result shows that the
reduction of the signal energy occurs at a lower pace than that of its amplitude;
by comparision, the energy decreases only by a factor of 4 when increasing the
transmission distance by two orders of magnitude, from 1 cm to 1 m. As a
consequence, an non-coherent detection scheme based on the signal energy may be
better suited than a coherent detector in GWC affected by molecular absorption.
For the sake of comparison, in a scenario of an ideal free-space wireless com-
munication channel with no molecular absoprtion, the channel impulse response
would be a delta function independently of the transmission distance. To summa-
rize the results of this section, Table 5.1 compares the scalability of the analyzed
performance metrics of molecular absorption in GWC to the case of ideal free-
space wireless communications, as a function of the transmission distance d.
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Figure 5.6: Semi-log plot of the energy of the channel impulse response due to
molecular absorption, as a function of the transmission distance.
Metric
Molecular
absorption
No molecular
absorption
Width of the impulse response Θ
(
5
√
d
)
Θ (1)
Amplitude of the impulse response Θ
(
1/
√
d
)
Θ (1)
Energy of the impulse response Θ
(
1/ 3
√
d
)
Θ (1)
Table 5.1: Scalability of the performance metrics of molecular absorption in
GWC.
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5.2 Scalability of the channel capacity in GWC
to the nanoscale
The scalability of the channel capacity is next analyzed in a scenario of GWC [189],
such as the one shown in Figure 5.7. In particular, the dependencies between key
scale parameters when the system size shrinks to the nanoscale are investigated.
The main contributions of this section can be summarized as follows:
1. Analytical expressions for the scalability of the channel capacity of wireless
communications towards the nanoscale are derived as a function of three key
scale parameters: the antenna length L, the transmission distance d and the
transmitted power PT (see Figure 5.7). The case in which the radiating element
is a graphenna is compared to that of a metallic antenna. The obtained results
show important differences, giving graphennas a scalability advantage over
metallic antennas.
2. Based on the previous analytical model, quantitative values of the capacity
expressions are obtained by assuming realistic parameters, comparing the cases
when a graphenna and a metallic antenna are used to transmit the information.
3. Design guidelines which indicate how the antenna transmission distance and
the transmitted power need to scale as a function of the antenna length in
order to keep the network feasible are derived. These results establish a general
framework which may serve as a guide for designers of future GWC networks.
5.2.1 Graphene-enabled wireless communications
GWC exhibit several important differences with respect to traditional wireless
communications techniques. Three of the most relevant features of GWC are
described next. First, the propagation of SPP waves in graphennas, which cause
them to resonate in the terahertz band, is examined. Second, the effects of
molecular absorption and noise, two novel characteristics of the wireless channel
in the terahertz band, are described. Finally, the potential impact of the huge
available bandwidth in GWC is discussed.
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Figure 5.7: Schematic diagram of a GWC network (right) and a magnified indi-
vidual nanosystem (left). The scale parameters, namely the antenna length L,
the transmission distance d and the transmitted power PT , are shown.
Antenna resonant frequency
The propagation speed of EM waves in commonly-used metallic antennas is re-
lated to the speed of light c. For instance, the wave propagation speed in reso-
nant metallic patch antennas is vp = c/
√
εr, where εr is the dielectric constant
of the substrate, and the antenna length is typically around half a wavelength:
L ≈ λ/2. As a consequence, the resonant frequency of such an antenna, given by
fR = vp/λ ≈ c/
(
2
√
εrL
)
, is inversely proportional to its length. This relation-
ship imposes a limit in the minimum size of a RF antenna (i.e., with a resonant
frequency up to the terahertz band), in the order of 100 µm, which prevents the
possibility of integrating them into nanosystems just a few µm in size.
In order to overcome this issue, nanomaterials such as graphene offer the pos-
sibility of building much smaller antennas due to their novel plasmonic properties.
Indeed, graphene has been shown to support the propagation of SPP waves at
frequencies as low as the terahertz band. In particular, as previously described in
Section 4.5.2, the dispersion relation of SPP waves in graphene causes graphennas
to have not only a much lower resonant frequency than their metallic counterparts,
but their resonant frequency also scales better as the antenna length is reduced.
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The results depicted in Figure 4.20 showed that, whereas the resonant frequency
of gold antennas is inversely proportional to their length: fRm = Θ (1/L), the
resonant frequency of graphennas scales inversely proportional to the square root
of the antenna length: fRg = Θ
(
1/
√
L
)
. In consequence, graphennas just a few
µm long resonate in the terahertz band, at a much lower frequency than metallic
antennas with the same size.
Throughout this section, the subindex m denotes the parameters correspond-
ing to a metallic antenna, and the subindex g the case in which a graphenna is
considered.
Molecular absorption and noise
As previously introduced in Section 1.3.2, molecular absorption and molecular
noise are processes by which part of the energy of EM waves in the terahertz
band is converted into internal kinetic energy of the excited molecules in the
medium. As a consequence, these two phenomena need to be taken into account
when analyzing the physical channel in a scenario of GWC.
Bandwidth and channel capacity
Since a graphenna is able to radiate EM waves in the terahertz band, the cor-
responding bandwidth associated to this frequency and, ultimately, the capacity
of the GWC will be extremely high (up to Tbits/s). One may think that such a
large capacity will not be needed, since it is envisaged that a single nanosystem
will have low throughput requirements. However, that network designers may
take advantage of this large channel capacity in order to design novel protocols
specifically adapted to GWC networks.
In traditional wireless networks, the channel capacity is usually the bottle-
neck that limits the network throughput. In consequence, many networking pro-
tocols are designed to require a low bandwidth in order to maximize the network
throughput. In contrast, the envisaged huge channel capacity in GWC opens
the door to new protocols that take advantage of a virtually unlimited available
bandwidth to optimize other performance metrics which may be more relevant
in GWC networks, such as reducing the energy consumption or the complexity
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of the nanosystems.
5.2.2 Channel capacity at the nanoscale
The goal of this section is to find analytical expressions for the scalability of the
channel capacity of wireless communications towards the nanoscale, as a function
of three key scale parameters: (i) the antenna length L, (ii) the transmission
distance d, and (iii) the total transmitted power PT . This analysis is performed
for two scenarios: (i) when the transmitters use metallic antennas to radiate
the EM signal, and (ii) when graphennas are used (with their unique features
introduced in Section 5.2.1). The first scenario is taken as a reference in order to
evaluate the results obtained in the latter case.
As previously outlined, a graphenna is able to radiate EM waves in the tera-
hertz band. In consequence, the physical channel in GWC in the very short range
will have a very large bandwidth [121] and a highly frequency-dependent behav-
ior. In order to compute its capacity, the channel needs to be divided in narrow
sub-bands so that, in each sub-band, the channel attenuation and the noise power
spectral density can be considered locally flat. The total channel capacity is then
obtained as the combined capacity of all its sub-bands. The capacity of a single
sub-band Ci is expressed using the Shannon limit theorem [195]:
Ci = Bi log2
(
1 +
Si
AiNi
)
(5.2)
where Bi is the width of the frequency band, Si the power radiated by the trans-
mitter in this band, Ai the sub-band attenuation and Ni the noise power in the
frequency band.
The total channel capacity C [196] can be obtained by taking the limit of
the sub-band capacity when Bi → 0 and integrating it over the whole frequency
band, which leads to the following expression [197]:
C = max
S(f):
∫
B S(f)df≤PT
∫
B
log2
(
1 +
S(f)
A(f)N(f)
)
df (5.3)
where S(f) is the transmitted power spectral density, A(f) stands for the channel
attenuation, N(f) is the noise power spectral density at the receiver and B is the
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system bandwidth. Note that (5.3) also applies when the noise is not white but
frequency-dependent, such as molecular noise.
In order to find an expression for the channel capacity C as a function of the
scale parameters, the magnitudes that determine the channel capacity according
to (5.3) are first considered: the transmitted power spectral density S(f), the
channel attenuation A(f), the noise power spectral density N(f) and the sys-
tem bandwidth B. Next, each of them is expressed as a function of the scale
parameters L, d and PT , for the two previously mentioned scenarios, consider-
ing a graphenna and a metallic antenna, respectively. Finally, these results are
combined to find an analytical expression for the channel capacity C.
Transmitted power spectral density
An expression for the spectral density of the radiated power by the transmitting
antenna is derived next. Assuming that the transmitter had a full knowledge
of the wireless channel, the optimal power allocation would be achieved through
waterfilling. However, since that knowledge would require a feedback loop to send
this information from the receiver back to the transmitter, it is conservatively
assumed that the transmitter does not have any knowledge of the channel. In
this case, the optimal modulation is known as flash signaling, an asymptotic form
of on-off signaling where the on level has unbounded power and the duty cycle
is vanishingly small [198]. In this case, the input signal has a flat power spectral
density over the entire frequency band:
S(f) =
PT/B if 0 < f < B,0 otherwise. (5.4)
where PT is the total power radiated by the transmitting antenna.
A modulation scheme based on very short Gaussian pulses specially suited
for GWC [181] is a promising candidate to modulate the EM waves radiated
by graphennas because of the simplicity to generate and detect pulses (there is
no carrier) and its high spectral efficiency (a very short Gaussian pulse virtually
occupies the whole frequency band). This approach actually constitutes a realistic
implementation of flash signaling for GWC and it is accurately approximated by
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the previous model.
Channel attenuation
The most promising applications of GWC, such as WNSN and GWNoC, have
expected transmission distances in the order of several millimeters. This value,
although low compared to traditional wireless communication systems, is around
one order of magnitude larger than the wavelength of terahertz EM waves. In con-
sequence, graphennas will operate in far field conditions and, therefore, macroscale
physical channel models can applied to analyze GWC. The total attenuation, or
path loss, in a GWC system can be expressed as [121]:
A = AspreadAabs (5.5)
where Aspread is the spreading loss and Aabs is the molecular absorption loss.
The molecular absorption loss, introduced in Section 5.2.1, can be modeled
by the following analytical expression [121]:
Aabs =
1
τm
= ek(f)d (5.6)
where τm is defined as the transmittance of the medium and k is the medium
absorption coefficient. In the targeted scenario, where the transmission distance
tends to zero, the value of the molecular absorption loss tends to 1:
lim
d→0
Aabs = lim
d→0
ek(f)d = 1 (5.7)
Therefore, the molecular absorption loss will have a negligible effect in the
envisaged scenarios of GWC. The total attenuation is then obtained consider-
ing only the spreading loss, given in the Fraunhofer region by the well-known
expression for the free-space path loss:
A = Aspread =
(
4pifd
c
)2
(5.8)
The antenna gain is expressed as a function of the effective area and the
wavelength as G = 4piAeff/λ
2. Since, in a resonant patch antenna, both Aeff
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and λ2 are proportional to the squared antenna length L2, the gain is a constant
with respect to the scale parameters. Therefore, the values of the gain of the
transmitting and receiving antennas will not influence this scalability analysis.
Noise power spectral density
Finally, there are two main contributors to the ambient noise in the terahertz
channel: thermal noise and molecular noise (introduced in Section 5.2.1) [121].
The total noise power spectral density N(f) is obtained in the general case as
N(f, d) =
2Rhf
e
hf
kBT − 1
(5.9)
where R is the resistor value, h the Planck’s constant, kB the Boltzmann constant
and T the total temperature. For frequencies below a few terahertz (hf  kBT ),
this expression can be approximated by the following:
N(f, d) = kB(Tsys + Tmol(f, d)) (5.10)
where the total temperature is expressed as T = Tsys + Tmol(f, d), corresponding
to the system temperature and the molecular noise temperature, respectively.
The molecular noise temperature can be expressed as follows [121]:
Tmol(f, d) = T0ε = T0(1− τm) = T0(1− e−k(f)d) (5.11)
where T0 is the standard temperature, ε is known as the emissivity of the medium,
τm is the transmittance of the medium and k the medium absorption coefficient.
As it happened with molecular absorption, molecular noise tends to disappear
when the transmission distance is small:
lim
d→0
Tmol(f, d) = lim
d→0
T0(1− e−k(f)d) = 0 (5.12)
In consequence, the main contributor to the noise power spectral density in
the terahertz channel at the nanoscale is the thermal noise. Approximating the
system temperature by the standard temperature T0 = 293 K, a constant noise
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power spectral density in the whole frequency band, denoted by N0, is obtained:
N(f, d) = kBTsys = kBT0 = N0 (5.13)
Bandwidth
As just observed, when the transmission distance is sufficiently small, molecular
absorption and noise become negligible and the channel bandwidth is the whole
terahertz band. Therefore, the total available bandwidth will be limited by the
antenna bandwidth, which can be obtained as B = fR/Q, where fR is the antenna
resonant frequency and Q its quality factor. The resonant frequency of metallic
and graphene antennas, previously derived in Section 5.2.1, can be expressed as:
fRm =
k′1
L
(5.14)
fRg =
k′2√
L
(5.15)
where k′1 and k
′
2 are proportionality constants and L is the antenna length. The
quality factor of metallic and graphene antennas does not depend significantly
with the antenna size [65]. Therefore, new proportionality constants can be de-
fined as k1 = k
′
1/Q and k2 = k
′
2/Q to obtain an expression of the system band-
width as a function of the scale parameters:
Bm =
k1
L
(5.16)
Bg =
k2√
L
(5.17)
Expression of the channel capacity
Now, the expressions obtained in (5.4), (5.8) and (5.13) are combined with the
definition of the channel capacity (5.3) to obtain the capacity of a nanoscale
wireless communication channel:
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C(B, d, PT ) =
∫ B
0
log2
(
1 +
PT/B(
4pifd
c
)2
N0
)
df
=
B
log 2
log
(
1 +
c2PT
(4pid)2B3N0
)
+
c
√
PT
2 log(2)pid
√
N0B
arctan
4pidB3/2
√
N0
c
√
PT
(5.18)
Recalling the previous expressions for the bandwidth (5.16) and (5.17), the
channel capacity C can be expressed as a function of the three key scale param-
eters: the antenna length L, the transmission distance d and the transmitted
power PT (c, N0, k1 and k2 are constants):
Cm(L, d, PT ) =
k1
log(2)L
log
(
1 +
c2L3PT/d
2
(4pi)2N0k31
)
+
c
√
LPT/d2
2 log(2)pi
√
N0k1
arctan
4pi
√
N0k31
c
√
L3PT/d2
(5.19)
Cg(L, d, PT ) =
k2
log(2)
√
L
log
(
1 +
c2L3/2PT/d
2
(4pi)2N0k32
)
+
c 4
√
L
√
PT/d2
2 log(2)pi
√
N0k2
arctan
4pi
√
N0k32
cL3/4
√
PT/d2
(5.20)
where the factor PT/d
2 has been isolated in both expressions. The capital impor-
tance of this quotient on the scalability of the channel capacity to the nanoscale
will be seen in Section 5.2.3.
Quantitative results
In order to obtain quantitative results of the channel capacity as a function of
L and d, realistic values are assigned to the parameters in equations (5.19) and
(5.20), considering an envisaged scenario of GWC. Next follows a description of
these values and the rationale behind the choices made.
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First, the values of the constants k′1 and k
′
2 are obtained from the results of the
antenna resonant frequency in Figure 4.20 as k′1 = 1.7 ·108 and k′2 = 4 ·109. Unity
gain antennas and a quality factor Q = 5 are considered [171]. In consequence,
the proportionality constants will be k1 = 3.4 · 107 and k′2 = 8 · 108.
Regarding the transmitted power, a power spectral density of 10−10 W/Hz
over a bandwidth of 1 THz is considered. With respect to molecular absorption
and noise, the medium absorption coefficient of a standard atmosphere has been
found to have a maximum value of approximately kmax = 3.5 m
−1 [121]. Then,
considering typical transmission distances for GWC of up to dmax = 1 cm, the
maximum value of molecular absorption in a realistic GWC scenario is Aabs =
ekmaxdmax ≈ 1.036, which is negligible in comparison with the attenuation due
to the much larger spreading loss. This result confirms that molecular absorp-
tion will not have a significant effect on communication in short-range wire-
less communications, as previously obtained analytically. Similarly, the contri-
bution of molecular noise is also negligible in comparison with thermal noise:
Tmol = T0(1− e−kmaxdmax) ≈ 0.034T0. With respect to thermal noise, its spectral
density has a value of N0 = kBT0 ≈ 1.38 · 10−23 · 293 W/Hz.
Finally, a realistic range of values for the antenna length L and the transmis-
sion distance d are selected. For the former, the interval between 0.05 and 5 µm
is chosen, and from 1 to 10 mm for the latter. In both cases, the chosen values
are inspired by the range of envisaged values for nanosystems. A summary of
the selected parameters is shown in Table 5.2. The resulting quantitative values
for the channel capacity are shown in Figure 5.8 for a metallic antenna, and in
Figure 5.9 for a graphenna.
The results obtained when evaluating equations (5.19) and (5.20) show that
the behavior of the channel capacity at the nanoscale differs significantly depend-
ing on whether the use of graphennas or metallic antennas is considered. On
the one hand, the absolute value of the channel capacity is up to one order of
magnitude higher when metallic antennas are used. On the other hand, while
metallic antennas show a peak in the channel capacity for a value of L of a few
µm, when considering graphennas the channel capacity increases monotonically
as L decreases. This observation indicates that, thanks to the unique properties
of plasmonic EM waves in graphene, the channel capacity in GWC scales bet-
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Parameter Symbol Value
Antenna length L 0.05–5 µm
Transmission distance d 1–10 mm
Total power radiated by
the transmitter
PT 100 W
Proportionality constant
in metallic antennas
k1 3.4 · 107
Proportionality constant
in graphennas
k2 8 · 108
Boltzmann constant kB 1.38 · 10−23 J/K
Standard temperature T0 293 K
Table 5.2: Values chosen for the parameters in a typical scenario of GWC.
Figure 5.8: Quantitative values of the channel capacity C as a function of the
antenna length L and the transmission distance d, when a metallic antenna is
considered.
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Figure 5.9: Quantitative values of the channel capacity C as a function of the an-
tenna length L and the transmission distance d, when a graphenna is considered.
ter as the dimensions shrink than what is observed when conventional metallic
antennas are considered.
Finally, note that these results assume that the transmitted power has a con-
stant value, which might not be realistic in some scenarios. For this reason, an
analytical approach is taken next and the limits of the channel capacity of wire-
less communications are computed when the values of the three considered scale
parameters, L, d and PT , all tend to zero.
5.2.3 Limits of the channel capacity
The objective here is to find closed-form expressions for the channel capacity
expressions given by (5.19) and (5.20) in the limit when all three scale parameters
tend to zero, i.e., L → 0, d → 0 and PT → 0. Unfortunately, these limits are
not unique, but they depend upon the relationships among L, d and PT . Thus,
in order to find an analytical expression for the capacity of a nanoscale wireless
channel, a given relationship among the scale parameters needs to be assumed.
Following an approach as general as possible, d and PT are expressed as a function
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of L as follows:
d = k3L
α (5.21)
PT = k4L
β (5.22)
where k3 and k4 are constants and α and β are real positive exponents. In other
words, when the antenna length L decreases, both the transmission distance d
and the transmitted power PT are assumed to shrink as well, at relative rates
α and β, respectively. Under these assumptions, the channel capacity can be
expressed as a function of a single scale parameter, in this case L, obtaining the
following expressions:
Cm(L) =
k11
L
log
(
1 + k12L
β−2α+3)+ k13Lβ−2α+12 arctan(k14L−β−2α+32 ) (5.23)
Cg(L) =
k21√
L
log
(
1 + k22L
β−2α+ 3
2
)
+k23L
β−2α+1/2
2 arctan
(
k24L
−β−2α+3/2
2
)
(5.24)
where kij, i ∈ [1, 2], j ∈ [1, 4] are constants w.r.t. L. The limits when L → 0 of
the previous expressions are functions of the parameters α and β:
lim
L→0
Cm(L) =

∞ if β − 2α > −1,
constant if β − 2α = −1,
0 if β − 2α < −1.
(5.25)
lim
L→0
Cg(L) =

∞ if β − 2α > −1/2,
constant if β − 2α = −1/2,
0 if β − 2α < −1/2.
(5.26)
where the term β−2α in the expressions above stems from the quotient PT/d2 =
Θ
(
Lβ−2α
)
that appears repeatedly in the capacity expressions (5.19) and (5.20).
The feasible region of the network is defined as the scenario in which the chan-
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Figure 5.10: Feasible area of the channel capacity as a function of α and β. The
blue solid line corresponds to the case in which a metallic antenna is considered,
and the red dashed line to a graphenna.
nel capacity does not tend to zero when the network shrinks, i.e., the conditions
under which limL→0C(L) > 0. When the feasible regions in the cases of metallic
antennas and graphennas are compared, three clearly differentiated regions as a
function of α and β are identified, as shown in Figure 5.10:
 The region β − 2α ≥ −1/2 is feasible both when metallic antennas and
graphennas are used.
 The region −1 ≤ β−2α < −1/2 is feasible only when graphennas are used.
 The region β − 2α < −1 is never feasible.
The following conclusions can be extracted: (i) the quotient PT/d
2 will be a
key parameter in the scalability of GWC, since it will determine the feasibility
of the network, (ii) the unique propagation properties of plasmonic EM waves in
graphennas yield a larger feasible region as compared to when metallic antennas
are used, and (iii) this scalability advantage of graphennas allows a reduction of
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the quotient PT/d
2 up to a factor Θ
(
L1/2
)
with respect to metallic antennas as
the network dimensions shrink.
5.2.4 Scalability guidelines
Several enormous challenges need to be faced by the scientific community when
designing wireless communications among nanosystems. First, as it occurs in
traditional wireless networks, power consumption is envisaged to become a bot-
tleneck in the performance of GWC networks. Hence, one of these challenges is
the fabrication of nanoscale power sources able to provide energy to nanosystems.
In this direction, researchers have started working on novel nanomaterials and
techniques to create nanobatteries [199], as well as nanoscale energy-harvesting
modules [200].
Besides the power source, another important challenge of GWC networks is
the expectedly large density of nanosystems required to cover a certain region.
Indeed, because of the very limited transmission range of nanosystems, and since
the number of nodes N needed to cover a fixed 3-dimensional space scales with
their transmission range as N = Θ (d−3), it seems likely that a huge number of
nodes will be required to build a GWC network. The cost of manufacturing such
a large quantity of nanosystems may compromise the feasibility of the network.
With this concern in mind, an additional condition for the network feasi-
bility is established. Besides the constraint introduced in the previous section
that the channel capacity does not tend to zero when the network shrinks, i.e.,
limL→0C(L) > 0, the total number of nanosystems N is restricted to be inversely
proportional to the volume of a single nanosystem V , i.e., N ∝ 1/V . The rationale
behind this choice is that, in this scenario, the combined volume of all the nanosys-
tems NV (and thus their cost) will be constant. Since the volume of a nanosystem
scales as V = Θ (L3), this condition results in Θ (d−3) = Θ (L−3). From this ex-
pression, the necessary condition for the network feasibility is d = Θ(L). In other
words, all the network dimensions, i.e., the nanosystem size and the transmission
distance, must shrink proportionally. Note that the same condition would be
obtained assuming a 2-dimensional scenario, where the number of nanosystems
is inversely proportional to the area of a single nanosystem.
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Figure 5.11: Log-log plot comparing the scalability of the transmitted power by
a metallic antenna (PTm , blue solid line), compared to a graphenna (PTg , red
dashed line), as a function of the antenna length L. The transmission distance
scales as d = Θ(L).
In this scenario, which corresponds to α = 1, the feasible region of the net-
work corresponds to the values β ≤ 1 when a metallic antenna is considered,
and β ≤ 3/2 with a graphenna. In other words, with a metallic antenna, the
transmitted power needs to scale at most linearly with the antenna length, as
PTm = Ω(L); however, graphennas allow a faster decrease in the transmitted
power, at a rate PTm = Ω
(
L3/2
)
. Both cases are compared in Figure 5.11. In
consequence, graphennas achieve a scaling advantage of Θ
(
L1/2
)
with respect to
metallic antennas. The following scalability guideline is extracted: the use of
graphennas allows relaxing the requirements for nano-batteries and nano-energy
harvesting modules that will power nanosystems; for instance, when the antenna
size is reduced by two orders of magnitude, the required energy is one order of
magnitude smaller when using graphennas instead of metallic antennas.
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5.3 Summary and concluding remarks
The operation range of graphennas lies in the terahertz range, a frequency band
which has not been widely explored for short distances of up to a few meters. In
this chapter, two important aspects of the terahertz wireless channel at the very
short range are explored.
First, at the small scale of GWC, the phenomenon of molecular absorption will
have a key impact on the atmospheric propagation of electromagnetic waves and,
in consequence, in the communication performance of GWC. Molecular absorp-
tion is analyzed from both the frequency and the time domain, and in particular
how its effects scale with respect to the transmission distance. The results show
that, on the one hand, for short transmission distances (below one meter), the
effects of molecular absorption in the communication performance of GWC are
reduced and can in most cases be neglected. On the other hand, for transmission
distances greater than a few meters, molecular absorption presents a noticeable
impairment in the propagation of terahertz wireless signals and its effects should
be considered in order to achieve the target throughput rates of Tbits/s. More-
over, several performance metrics of GWC affected by molecular absorption are
evaluated and they are found to show unique scaling trends with respect to tradi-
tional wireless communications, with implications in the design of GWC networks.
For instance, the results show that in GWC receivers using an energy detection
scheme may scale better with respect to the transmission distance than receivers
based on amplitude detection.
Second, the scalability of the channel capacity in wireless communications to
the nanoscale is analyzed. The focus is set on the unique characteristics of GWC,
which affect their performance with respect to traditional wireless communica-
tions with minituarized metallic antennas. In this chapter, the impact of three of
the novel properties of GWC is identified and analyzed: the propagation of SPP
waves in graphennas, molecular absorption and molecular noise. The results show
that, while the influence of the two latter effects tends to disappear as the trans-
mission distance shrinks, the unique plasmonic properties of graphennas have a
great impact on the channel capacity in GWC. This impact is evaluated both
graphically, by plotting quantitative values of the channel capacity as a function
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of the antenna length and the transmission distance, and analytically, by com-
puting the limits on the channel capacity when the network size tends to zero.
In both cases, the channel capacity is found to scale better as the dimensions
shrink when graphennas are used with respect to the case of metallic antennas.
By deriving conditions to ensure the feasibility of GWC networks, the scalability
advantage derived from the use of graphennas is quantified as a function of the
transmitted power and the transmission distance.
Finally, guidelines are derived which indicate how network parameters need
to scale in order to keep the network feasible. Two necessary conditions for the
network feasibility are found: (i) the transmission distance needs to scale as Θ(L),
and (ii) the transmitted power needs to scale as Ω(L) when metallic antennas are
used, and as Ω
(
L3/2
)
when graphennas are used. Therefore, graphennas present
a scalability advantage in the transmitted power of Θ
(
L1/2
)
. In other words,
when the antenna length is reduced by two orders of magnitude, the required
energy is one order of magnitude smaller when using graphennas with respect to
the metallic case.
These results provide a general framework for the design of modulations, pro-
tocols and architectures for future GWC networks that take advantage of the
unique characteristics in the physical channel of GWC, while minimizing its im-
pairments in order to optimize the communication performance of these networks.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
In this thesis, the scalability limits of communication networks to the nanoscale
have been explored with the objective of determining the feasibility of wireless
communications among nanosystems. The focus has been set in the two main
paradigms that have been proposed so far to implement nanonetworks, namely,
Diffusion-based Molecular Communication (DMC) and Graphene-enabled Wire-
less Communications (GWC).
For each of these paradigms, a simple modulation based on the transmission of
very short pulses has been defined. Under this modulation scheme and following
a general model with as few assumptions as possible, several performance metrics
were analyzed. Furthermore, their scalability trends to the nanoscale, i.e., when
the system dimensions and the transmission distance tend to zero, were derived.
In the case of DMC, two detection schemes were proposed in Chapter 2: am-
plitude detection and energy detection. The identified performance metrics were
the pulse delay, amplitude and width in the amplitude detection scenario, and
the pulse delay, energy and duration in the energy detection case. The scalabil-
ity of these metrics with respect to the transmission distance d, summarized in
Table 6.1, was found to differ significantly from the case of traditional wireless
communications.
These results show that DMC networks present novel challenges and principles
with respect to traditional wireless networks, as described in Chapter 3. For
instance, the amplitude of the transmitted pulses in DMC decreases faster with
respect to the transmission distance than in traditional wireless communications,
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Performance metric DMC
Traditional wireless
communications
Pulse delay Θ (d2) Θ (d)
Pulse amplitude Θ (1/d3) Θ (1/d2)
Pulse width Θ (d2) Θ (1)
Pulse energy Θ (1/d) Θ (1/d2)
Pulse duration Θ (d2) Θ (1)
Table 6.1: Scalability of relevant performance metrics in DMC compared to tra-
ditional wireless communications, with respect to the transmission distance d.
but their energy does so at a slower pace. Given these results, the proposed
energy detection scheme seems the most suitable to combat the high attenuation
of the DMC channel. However, even though the pulse width and duration show
the same scaling trend with respect to the transmission distance, the value of
the pulse duration is always higher than the pulse width in a given scenario. In
consequence, the reception of a pulse with energy detection will take a longer time
than with amplitude detection. Therefore, in terms of achievable throughput,
amplitude detection represents a more advantageous choice than energy detection.
These unique scaling trends of DMC networks will require the design of novel
networking protocols and schemes specially adapted to DMC network scenarios.
For instance, the high propagation delay of the DMC channel will prevent the use
of the common handshake-based synchronization protocols; instead, innovative
solutions such as the bio-inspired quorum sensing approach will be needed.
An evaluation of the scalability of these performance metrics in DMC with
respect to the nanosystem size would require a profound analysis of the capabil-
ities of the nanosystems themselves. An initial approach considered the process
of calcium signaling among living cells [201], a similar communication system oc-
curring in an actual biological scenario. In this scenario, several parameters have
been measured, including the molecular concentration inside cells as well as in the
extracellular environment, the size of transmitters and receivers, and the average
distance among them. This type of study may allow the accurate modeling of
an artificial DMC network and the evaluation of its performance. However, de-
spite the advances in synthetic biology, it is still unknown how nanosystems with
molecular communication capabilities will be engineered. The design of these en-
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Performance metric GWC
Traditional wireless
communications
Resonant frequency Θ
(
1/
√
L
)
Θ (1/L)
Amplitude of h(t, d) Θ
(
1/
√
d
)
Θ (1)
Width of h(t, d) Θ
(
5
√
d
)
Θ (1)
Energy of h(t, d) Θ
(
1/ 3
√
d
)
Θ (1)
Channel capacity Θ
(
L3/4/d
)
Θ (L/d)
Table 6.2: Scalability of relevant performance metrics in GWC compared to tra-
ditional wireless communications, with respect to the antenna length L and the
transmission distance d.
gineered nanosystems will require the joint work of biologists, chemists, engineers
and computer scientists to define their parameters and operating principles. This
endeavor, which represents an interesting direction for future work, will allow
deriving the scalability of the performance metrics in DMC with respect to the
nanosystem size.
Chapter 4 analyzes the physical principles which govern the propagation of
SPP waves in graphennas. The study of the unique plasmonic properties of gra-
phene in the terahertz band allows determining the radiation performance of
graphennas. Of particular interest is the scalability of the antenna resonant fre-
quency as its size shrinks to the nanoscale. As depicted in Figure 4.20, whereas
the resonant frequency of metallic antennas scales inversely proportional to their
length, graphennas show a distinct scalability advantage with a resonant fre-
quency which scales inversely proportional to the square root of the antenna
length. This result is shown in Table 6.2. In other words, when the antenna
size is reduced by a factor of 4, a metallic antenna will resonate at a frequency 4
times higher, whereas the resonant frequency of a graphenna will only increase by
a factor of 2. Due to the reduced free-space attenuation for lower frequencies, this
property will allow graphennas to reach longer transmission ranges than metallic
antennas with the same size.
Furthermore, in Chapter 5, the effects of molecular absorption in the short-
range terahertz channel, which corresponds to the expected operating scenario
of graphennas, are analyzed. Due to molecular absorption, molecules present in
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the standard atmosphere absorb part of the energy of the terahertz EM waves
radiated by graphennas, causing impairments in the performance of GWC. The
study of the channel impulse response of molecular absorption h(t, d) allows quan-
tifying this loss by deriving several performance metrics, namely, the amplitude,
width and energy of the impulse response. A comparison of the scalability of
these metrics in GWC with the case of ideal free-space wireless communications
(see Table 6.2) shows how the performance of GWC will degrade due to the
phenomenon of molecular absorption.
Finally, Chapter 5 includes a study of the scalability of the channel capacity
of GWC to the nanoscale. Starting from the Shannon–Hartley theorem, an ana-
lytical expression of the channel capacity of GWC is derived and compared to its
equivalent in traditional wireless communications. In both scenarios, the channel
capacity is found to depend on three key design parameters: the antenna length
L, the transmission distance d and the transmitted power PT . Under the assump-
tion that the transmitted power scales proportionally to the antenna length, i.e.,
PT = Θ(L), the scalability limits of the channel capacity to the nanoscale in
GWC and traditional wireless communications are found as Cg = Θ
(
L3/4/d
)
and
Cm = Θ (L/d), respectively.
Two main conclusions can be extracted from these results. On the one hand, a
key difference in the scalability of the channel capacity with respect to the antenna
length is observed. While in both GWC and traditional wireless communications
the channel capacity becomes smaller when the antenna shrinks, the capacity
reduction in GWC is slower. Therefore, the channel capacity of GWC shows a
scalability advantage with respect to traditional wireless communications as the
antenna size is reduced. This result is derived from the unique scaling trends
observed in the resonant frequency of graphennas due to their novel plasmonic
properties in the terahertz band.
On the other hand, as expected, the dependence of the channel capacity on
the transmission distance is the same in GWC and traditional wireless commu-
nications. Despite the unique properties of the the propagation of SPP waves in
graphennas, the wireless propagation of EM waves is analogous in both scenar-
ios, and the effects of molecular absorption and noise tend to disappear when the
transmission distance tends to zero.
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Naturally, the antenna length is not the only dimension which will affect the
performance of GWC networks. Nanosystems are composed of a number of com-
ponents, such as nano-processor, nano-memory and nano-battery, as shown in
Figure 1.1. For instance, tiny supercapacitors have been proposed to implement
the energy unit of nanosystems [202]. The energy that can be stored by a super-
capacitor scales as a function of its dimensions, which depend on the nanosystem
size. Another example concerns the trade-off between readout speed and storage
density of memories. Indeed, as the size of memories shrinks to the atomic scale,
the data rate at which their information can be read drops dramatically [203].
Therefore, a thorough study of all the components of nanosystems is required to
find the scalability trends of GWC as a function of the size of the whole nanosys-
tem. This study is left for future work.
In summary, this thesis examines the scalability of wireless communication
networks to the nanoscale. The focus is set in the two main communication
paradigms which have been proposed to implement nanonetworks, namely, DMC
and GWC. Key performance metrics are defined in each scenario and their scala-
bility as a function of the nanosystem size and the transmission distance is eval-
uated. These results establish a general framework which may serve designers as
a guide to implement wireless communication networks among nanosystems.
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Appendix A
N3Sim, a simulation framework
for diffusion-based molecular
communication
In order to validate the analytical results derived in this thesis, the simulation
framework N3Sim [204, 205, 206, 207] was used. This tool allows the simulation
of DMC networks molecule-by-molecule, with multiple transmitters and receivers
suspended in a 3-dimensional fluid medium.
In what follows, Section A.1 briefly describes how a model of DMC is imple-
mented in the simulator and Section A.2 reviews the related work. Section A.3
outlines the architecture of the simulation framework N3Sim and Section A.4
describes the collision detection implemented in N3Sim. In Section A.5, some
sample results are presented in order to illustrate its functionalities. Finally, Sec-
tion A.6 summarizes this appendix and points to future work directions in this
area. The interested reader can find more details about N3Sim, as well as a
complete user manual and the freely available source code, in the website of the
research group N3Cat [208].
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A.1 Diffusion-based molecular communication
Diffusion is the process by which particles suspended in a fluid experience a
random endless movement. The basic diffusion process is based on Brownian
motion, which is due to interactions among the fluid particles and the suspended
particles. The microscopic dynamics of this process are extremely complex. It
was Einstein in 1905 who first suggested equations to describe this process from
a macroscopic point of view. Einstein showed that the concentration of Brownian
particles c(x, t) satisfies the diffusion equation:
∂c(x, t)
∂t
= D
∂2c(x, t)
∂x2
(A.1)
where D = KbT/6piRν is the diffusion coefficient, which depends on the Boltz-
mann constantKb, the temperature T , the particle radiusR and the fluid viscosity
ν. Assuming that Q particles start from the origin at the initial time t = 0, the
3-dimensional diffusion equation has the following solution:
c(x, t) =
Q
(4piDt)3/2
e−x
2/4Dt (A.2)
The first moment of the particle movement is zero, meaning that the Brownian
particle is equally likely to move to the left as it is to move to the right. The
second moment, which expresses the mean squared displacement of the Brownian
particles, is given by
x2 = 2Dt (A.3)
The same equation can be applied to obtain the displacement in the y and z
axes, since each dimension has an independent contribution to the displacement.
By means of these equations, the stochastic movement of a particle affected by
Brownian motion can be accurately modeled.
Diffusion-based Molecular Communication (DMC), previously introduced in
Section 1.3.1, aims to characterize the previously-described scenario of molecular
signaling. In DMC, the evolution of the molecular concentration throughout space
and time is modeled as a diffusion process. Depending on the scenario, different
diffusion models may be used, which can be grouped into two categories: normal
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diffusion and anomalous diffusion [39].
On the one hand, normal diffusion refers to the case when the movement
of the emitted molecules can be modeled by Brownian motion [40], which is
valid when viscous forces dominate the motion of the emitted molecules and
the interactions among them can be neglected. In this case, the movement of
each of the molecules is uncorrelated and the diffusion process can therefore be
macroscopically modeled with Fick’s laws of diffusion [41].
On the other hand, anomalous diffusion appears when interactions among
the emitted molecules affect their diffusion process. For instance, in a particular
case of molecular signaling known as calcium signaling [36], based on the use of
positive-charged calcium ions (Ca2+), the electrostatic forces among these ions
impact their diffusion process. Another example of anomalous diffusion includes
the case when the concentration of emitted particles is very high and the collisions
among them affect their movement, a scenario known as collective diffusion [42].
These effects may increase or reduce the displacement of suspended particles,
processes known as superdiffusion and subdiffusion, respectively. In these cases,
the diffusion process can no longer be modeled by Fick’s laws of diffusion and it
needs to be analyzed with other methods, such as correlated random walk [43].
The signal propagation in the scenarios of normal diffusion and anomalous
diffusion is compared in Section A.5.1.
A.2 Related work
Several authors have developed analytical models of the physical channel of
DMC [209, 49, 135, 210]. However, to the best of our knowledge, a validation
of these models is missing. In order to validate these theoretical models, either
an experimental study or simulations are needed. Despite the latest advances in
synthetic biology, an experimental setup of molecular communication is still very
challenging to build; consequently, simulation currently seems the most feasible
choice. A simulator would allow to recreate an environment of DMC and measure
the relevant metrics to evaluate its performance, such as channel attenuation, de-
lay and throughput. The simulator outputs could be then compared with the
results from the analytical models in order to assess their validity and to create
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novel, more accurate models.
The field of molecular dynamics considers the simulation of the physical move-
ments of atoms and molecules in a given scenario. Molecular dynamics simula-
tors typically consider very accurate models of atoms and molecules and they
are highly scalable to run in supercomputers with thousands of computing cores.
Some popular simulators include NAMD [211], a parallel molecular dynamics code
designed for high-performance simulation of large biomolecular systems; GRO-
MACS [212], able to simulate the Newtonian equations of motion for systems
with hundreds to millions of biochemical molecules like proteins, lipids and nu-
cleic acids with complicated bonded interactions and LAMMPS [213], a classical
molecular dynamics code that can model atomic, polymeric, biological, metallic,
granular, and coarse-grained systems using a variety of force fields and boundary
conditions.
Of particular note is the Green’s Function Reaction Dynamics (GFRD) al-
gorithm [214], based on the decomposition of the the many-body problem of a
reaction-diffusion system into one- and two-body problems that can be solved
analytically via Green’s functions. These Green’s functions are then used to set
up an event-driven algorithm which can be up to 5 orders of magnitude faster
than using Brownian Dynamics, while modeling the stochastic character of the
interactions among particles.
Despite the numerous capabilities and high efficiency of these simulators, they
have not been designed with the application of DMC in mind. As a consequence,
they are not able to compute fundamental magnitudes from a communication
perspective such as signal amplitude, delay, throughput or noise. Therefore, some
authors have developed new simulation frameworks specifically oriented for DMC.
Several early molecular communication simulators are restricted to very simple
scenarios where the transmitter releases a single particle [215, 216]. Moreover,
diffusion is only modeled by means of Brownian motion (i.e., only normal diffusion
is considered).
Funnycells [217] simulates populations of infected and antibody cells which
compete with each other to infect/immunize as many cells as possible by releasing
molecules into the environment. The medium is assumed to be sufficiently viscous
so that the molecules stay immobile; the diffusion process is not implemented.
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NanoNS [218] is an interesting simulation framework which has been built as
a module of the well-known network simulator ns-2. This is a useful approach
in order to facilitate the future study of the higher layers of a molecular commu-
nication network. However, some aspects of NanoNS restrict its applicability to
a general case of molecular communication. First, it is based on Fick’s laws of
diffusion to determine the flux of particles between adjacent volume cells. This
is a useful abstraction of the diffusion process, but it does not allow the simula-
tion of anomalous diffusion or other effects, such as the noise due to Brownian
motion [135]. Second, NanoNS models the diffusion process and the reception
process with a single equation in the simulator algorithm, which makes it diffi-
cult to analyze separately these two key processes in a molecular communication
system.
Another interesting simulator [63] models a generic set of nanosystems in a
given environment. Communication may occur by means of a number of tech-
niques, such as electromagnetic waves or calcium ions. Several configuration pa-
rameters allow to recreate different types of biological environments. The mobility
model of both nanosystems and information carriers can also be personalized.
N3Sim (available for download at www.n3cat.upc.edu/n3sim) is the first
open-source simulation framework for DMC which includes both the cases of
normal and anomalous diffusion. N3Sim has allowed the identification of impor-
tant properties of DMC [219], the evaluation of modulation techniques and the
validation of a physical channel model for DMC [130]. More recently, N3Sim en-
abled the simulation of scenarios of molecular harvesting and resource-constrained
DMC [201].
In what follows, a high level overview of N3Sim, including a detailed descrip-
tion of the design choices and the implementation of its main features, is provided.
Furthermore, simulation results in several simple scenarios are presented to illus-
trate the capabilities of the simulator.
A.3 Simulator architecture
N3Sim was designed in order to simulate a set of nanosystems which communicate
among them through molecular diffusion in a fluid medium [49]. The informa-
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tion to be sent by the transmitter nanosystems modulates the rate at which they
release molecules, modeled as particles (see Section A.3.2), to the medium. For
instance, the transmission of a logical bit ‘1’ may be represented by the emission
of a set of particles, and the transmission of a bit ‘0’ by the absence of emission.
These emissions create variations in the local concentration of particles, which
propagate throughout the medium due to the Brownian motion and to interac-
tions among themselves. The receivers are able to estimate the concentration of
particles in their neighborhood by counting the number of particles in a volume
around their location. From this measurement, they can decode the transmitted
information.
Figure A.1 shows a block diagram of the steps needed to run a simulation.
First, the user specifies the values of the simulation parameters in a configura-
tion file. These parameters include the number and location of transmitters and
receivers, the signal to be transmitted, the size of the emitted particles and the
diffusion coefficient of the medium, amongst others. A script file allows the user
to run multiple simulations automatically using only one configuration file, which
is useful to easily evaluate the influence of a specific parameter (e.g., the num-
ber of transmitted particles) in the system output. Next, the diffusion simulator
takes the configuration file and the automation scripts as input, and performs the
actual simulation of the DMC scenario. The diffusion simulator computes the po-
sition and velocity of each particle in every time step of the simulation. When the
simulation ends, its outputs are stored in receiver files (one per receiver), which
contain the concentration measured by each receiver as a function of time. Last,
another set of scripts may be used to organize the results from several receivers
and graphically represent them into a single plot.
A.3.1 Node models
A basic structure in the simulation framework is the node. A node is a generic
agent which can be specialized into different categories depending on its func-
tion within the system. N3Sim currently implements three basic node types:
transmitters, receivers and harvesters.
The transmitter is defined by its location in the simulation space and its size,
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Figure A.1: Block diagram of the simulation framework N3Sim.
which determines its influence space (i.e., the region where it may release parti-
cles). Every transmitter modulates the information to be sent into an associated
waveform, which defines its particle release pattern. This waveform may be cho-
sen among a number of predefined waveforms, such as a square pulse, a Gaussian
pulse or a pulse train. A custom waveform may be defined by the user as well.
The receiver can be modeled as a sphere or cube able to measure the in-
stantaneous number of particles within its detection range, from which the local
concentration can be estimated. This model is an idealization of the ligand-
receptor binding mechanism found in nature [220]. Many receiver parameters are
customizable; for instance, after the receiver has detected a group of particles, it
can either absorb them or be completely transparent to the particles.
N3Sim also allows the user to place multiple transmitters and receivers in the
simulation field, thereby simulating a multipoint-to-multipoint communication.
The user just needs to define the characteristics of each transmitter and receiver,
namely, its position, shape and size, which can be different for each of them.
This allows the study of several communication aspects, such as the feasibility
of broadcast molecular communication, or the nature of interferences when more
than one transmitter emits at the same time.
Finally, the third type of nodes in N3Sim is the harvester node. Molecular
harvesters have the ability of collecting molecules from their local neighborhood.
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These molecules are then stored into a molecule reservoir with a fixed capacity,
and they may be used in future transmissions [201]. Three main harvesting
methods have been implemented in N3Sim:
1. Standard harvesting is the basic method, in which a node harvests molecules
from the environment at the highest possible rate until the molecule reser-
voir is full. The reservoir is emptied after an emission of molecules, after
which the harvesting operation can resume.
2. Rate-limited harvesting requires to specify a harvest rate up to which a
node can harvest particles within its reception area. For instance, if a
harvester is limited to a 80% rate, only 80% of the molecules present in the
neighborhood of the harvester will be collected at each time. This allows
controlling the rate at which molecules in the environment will be absorbed
due to the harvesting operation.
3. A node using the unlimited harvesting method is assumed to have an un-
limited reservoir and to harvest every particle within its reception area.
Therefore, unlimited harvesting can be considered as a special case of the
rate-limited harvesting with a harvesting rate of 100%.
A.3.2 Particle model
The emitted particles are modeled as indivisible spheres. The main reason for this
choice is the simplicity of the collision detection algorithm (see Section A.4) for
this shape. Collisions between the emitted particles and the fluid molecules cause
them to diffuse throughout the medium. It would be computationally infeasible
to model each of these collisions individually, since the number of collisions be-
tween each particle and the fluid molecules is in the order of 1020 per second [221].
Fortunately, the seemingly random movement of the suspended particles caused
by collisions between the particles and the smaller fluid molecules can be math-
ematically modeled as Brownian motion. Assuming that the particles have no
inertia, Brownian motion allows to statistically calculate their movement, which
can be modeled as a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and whose root
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mean square displacement in each dimension after a time t is
√
2Dt, where D is
the diffusion coefficient of the medium [222].
The high-level effect of the particles moving with a Brownian pattern is their
diffusion throughout the medium, according to Fick’s laws of diffusion [41]. How-
ever, Fick’s laws do not take into account the influence of interactions among the
particles themselves (such as collisions and electrostatic forces), and thus they
are only valid when the particle concentration is very low and these interactions
are neglected.
In order to simulate environments with anomalous diffusion, which cannot be
modeled by Fick’s laws of diffusion, N3Sim is able to account for the inertia of
the emitted particles and the interactions among them. The most relevant inter-
actions which affect the particle diffusion process are collisions and electrostatic
forces. For simplicity, collisions among particles are considered elastic (i.e., the
total kinetic energy is conserved). Electrostatic forces appear when the emitted
particles are ions, which have a non-zero electric charge. Since collisions among
particles only have an effect on their diffusion when the concentration is high, and
electrostatic forces only appear when the emitted particles have electric charge,
both interactions may be disabled in order to increase the speed of the simulation.
A.3.3 Simulation space
N3Sim can be configured to simulate either a 2-dimensional or a 3-dimensional
space. One of the parameters of the simulation space is the initial particle concen-
tration in the medium. If it is zero, both a bounded and an unbounded space can
be simulated. However, if the initial particle concentration is greater than zero,
the simulation space needs to be bounded, in order to avoid having an infinite
number of particles.
When a bounded space is simulated, a cuboidal simulation space is assumed
where particles rebound on the space limits. This model is considered to be
the most realistic for prospective applications of molecular communication. For
instance, in a set of communicating nanosystems located in a blood vessel, when-
ever a particle collides with the vessel wall (known as tunica intima), it will
rebound. In order to avoid that the particles released by the transmitters cause
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Parameter name Units Description
time ns Total time of the simulation
timeStep ns Duration of each time step
boundedSpace true/false A rectangular bounded / un-
bounded space is simulated
xSize nm Horizontal size of the simulation
space
ySize nm Vertical size of the simulation space
bgConcentration particles/10000 nm2 Initial background concentration
emitters integer Number of emitters in the simula-
tion
emitterRadius nm Radius of the influence area of the
emitter
emitterType integer (1 to 5) Emitter type (determines the emis-
sion pattern)
receivers integer Number of receivers in the simula-
tion
emitterRadius nm Radius of the influence area of the
emitter
emitterType integer (1 to 3) Receiver type (determines the de-
tection area shape)
Table A.1: Main parameters of N3Sim
the background concentration to increase over time, N3Sim includes an optional
mechanism which lets some particles disappear when they reach the limits of the
simulation space, according to the laws of diffusion.
Moreover, objects can also be set within the scenario in order to simulate
obstacles between the transmitters and the receivers. This allows recreating, for
example, a scenario where a group of bacteria is crossing the medium and it
obstructs the way between transmitters and receivers.
Table A.1 outlines some of the most relevant parameters that need to be
configured to configure a simulation with N3Sim. A complete list of all the
simulation parameters and their detailed description can be found in the website
http://www.n3cat.upc.edu/tools/n3sim/ParameterList
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A.4 Collision detection
The problem of detecting collisions between n bodies with random movement
is well-known and widely studied in the algorithmic domain. Due to their high
computational cost, these algorithms represent a bottleneck in most of the appli-
cations that have to implement it.
Besides dealing with the n-body interaction, which is in itself a problem with a
computational cost of O(n2), the problem of collision detection has an additional
requirement. Collisions must be solved sequentially in time, since each collision
changes the trajectory of the particles involved and may cause new potential
collisions. In consequence, the collision detection process is mostly sequential.
Since it is not possible to find a collision until the previous one has been solved,
it is difficult to parallelize any significant part of the algorithm.
A.4.1 State of the art
A naive solution for the collision detection problem is to iterate through all pairs
of objects, testing possible collisions, choosing the first one, solving it, move all
particles to the time of this collision and repeat the process until end time is
reached. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(nc ∗ n2), where nc is the
number of collisions and n is the number of objects. This high computation
cost would cause the collision detection algorithm to become a bottleneck for the
application performance.
There are algorithms that try to reduce this the computational cost of col-
lision detection by leveraging the temporal and spatial coherence of collisions.
Spatial coherence is the property that objects are more likely to collide with
other objects in their neighborhood; as a consequence, the number of colliding
object pairs at any time is much smaller than the total number of pairs. Tem-
poral coherence means that the particles positions changes relatively little over
small time intervals; therefore, calculations from previous frames can be reused
to avoid unnecessary recomputation.
A well-known collision detection algorithm is Baraff’s algorithm, also known
as sweep and prune [223], which detects collisions a posteriori, i.e., after they have
occurred. Baraff’s algorithm takes advantage of spatial coherence as follows. For
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Figure A.2: Schematic description of Baraff’s algorithm for collision detection.
The position of an object is given by its lowest x coordinate.
each frame, the algorithm first sorts the objects by their lowest x coordinate, as
shown in Figure A.2. Then, performing an appropriate iteration over the objects
list (each object must be checked with all the others), most of the pairs of objects
can be easily dismissed. As it can be seen in Figure A.2, for two objects to
overlap (which means they have collided) it is necessary (but not sufficient) that
their projections on each axis overlap. When looking for collisions, each object is
compared only with the following ones in the sorted list. It is easy to see that, if
the current object in consideration does not overlap with a given object, it will
not overlap with any of the following objects in the sorted list. This way, a large
number of object pairs can be ruled out a priori, saving a significant time.
Baraff’s algorithm also takes advantage of the temporal coherence in the fol-
lowing way. After solving the collisions of a frame, the objects list must be sorted
again, since objects may have changed their positions. Since the position changes
are small, the list will be almost sorted and the sorting algorithm will be more
efficient.
A.4.2 Algorithm implemented in N3Sim
The algorithm implemented in N3Sim is a variation of Baraff algorithm, which
allows using it as an a priori algorithm to ensure that no collisions will be missed.
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Figure A.3: Schematic description of the algorithm used for collision detection in
N3Sim. Objects are sorted by the minimum x coordinate of their trajectories.
The modification of Baraff’s algorithm has two parts. First, instead of searching
the overlap between two objects, the overlap between their trajectories will be
considered. Second, it will be necessary to save all possible collisions found,
sorted by time, into a data structure in order to take advantage of the temporal
coherence.
Figure A.3 shows that for two particles to collide it is necessary (but not suffi-
cient) that the projections of their trajectories overlap on each axis. It follows the
same reasoning than Baraff’s algorithm, substituting objects by their trajectories.
Following this analogy, the first step is to sort the objects list by the minimum
x dimension of their trajectories. As in Baraff’s algorithm, each object is tested
against the next ones in the list, discarding all of the following when the tra-
jectories of two objects do not overlap. Collisions are stored in a data structure
known as collisions queue, sorted by collision time. This way, the cost to obtain
the next collision is always O(1).
Once the collisions queue has been created, the algorithm consists in obtaining
the next collision and solving it until the queue is empty. Once a collision is solved,
one must consider that the trajectories of the objects involved in the collision will
have changed. As a consequence, two effects need to be taken into account:
first, the objects list will no longer be sorted, and second, the previous collisions
involving the objects of the recently solved collision are no longer valid.
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To solve the first problem, it is evident that the objects list must be sorted
again. As in Baraff’s algorithm, an insertion sort algorithm is used because the
list is almost sorted (just two objects are unsorted and they are almost at the
right position in the list). Regarding the second problem, all collisions involving
the objects of the solved collision must be deleted from the collisions queue.
Searching through the collisions queue to delete such collisions would have a high
time cost; instead, a tag system is used. Each object has a tag, an integer that
is incremented each time the object is in a collision that is solved. On the other
hand, each collision has two tags, one per object. These tags take the value of the
object tag when the collision is created. Then, when a collision is retrieved from
the collision queue to be solved, if the collision tags and the object tag do not
match, it means that these objects have been in a previous collision; then, the
current collision must be discarded and the next one must be solved. Following
this procedure, the cost of discarding collisions is O(1).
Finding the new collisions for the objects involved in a collision means to
compare the object with the rest of the objects in the sorted list (as it is done in
the first part of the algorithm) and to save the new collisions into the collisions
queue. The cost of this step is O(n log(n)), O(n) to compare the object with the
object in the list and O(log(n)) to save each collision in the collisions queue.
Finally the data structures that store collisions have been modified to improve
the memory costs. The problem that leads to these changes was that in simula-
tions of large time steps and high number of collisions there were too many false
collisions (collisions with invalid tags as explained in the previous section). These
produced that the collisions queue grew too much. To avoid this problem, a list
of collisions is associated with each object. This list is deleted and recalculated
when a particle has a collision. This way, the memory cost is kept constant.
A.4.3 Cost analysis
This collision detection algorithm implemented in N3Sim is summarized in the
following table, where n is the number of objects and nc is the number of collisions:
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Stage Operation Time cost
1 Pre-processing
1a Sort objects list O(n)
1b Create collisions queue O(n2 log(n))
2 Processing
2 While collisions queue is not empty nc times
2a Obtain first collision O(1)
2b Solve collision O(1)
2c Sort objects list O(n)
2d Delete invalid collisions O(1)
2e Find new collisions O(n log(n))
In conclusion, the total computation cost of the collision detection algorithm
for each time step is:
C = O(n2 log(n)) + ncO(n log(n)) (A.4)
Similarly to the original Baraff’s algorithm, there is a high pre-processing
cost of O(n2 log(n)), but then the cost of detecting each collision is reduced from
O(n2) (for a naive algorithm) to O(n log(n)).
The number of collisions nc is approximately:
nc ≈ O(n · c · t) (A.5)
where c is the concentration of particles and t is the simulation time. If a fixed
space is considered, the particle concentration is proportional to the number of
particles, then
nc ≈ O(n · c · t) = O
(
n · n
area
· t
)
= O(n2 · t) (A.6)
and
C = O(n2 log(n)) + ncO(n log(n)) = O(n
2 log(n)) + t ·O(n3 log(n)) (A.7)
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The memory cost depends on the number of collisions. As outlined earlier, the
number of collisions depends linearly on the number of particles, concentration
and time. The relevant time in terms of memory is a time step ts, which is the
time during which the algorithm will store the collisions. Therefore, the memory
cost in N3Sim has the following expression:
Cmem = O(n · c · ts) = O(n2 · ts) (A.8)
A.4.4 Cost evaluation
Some sample simulations performed to validate the previously calculated expres-
sions of the scalability of collision detection, as a function of the number of par-
ticles, are described next. In particular, the computational cost of the collision
detection algorithm used in N3Sim (explained in Section A.4.2) is compared to
a naive algorithm following a brute force approach. The closed simulation space
has a square shape, dimensions of 100x100 nm and contains a number of particles
ranging from 1000 to 10000, in intervals of 1000 particles. The simulation time
is 10 µs. All tests have been performed on an Intel i7-920 CPU with 8 GB of
RAM running Java (OpenJDK) version 1.7.0 25 on a Linux kernel version 3.8.0-
29. Figure A.4 shows a comparison of the total duration of the simulations as
a function of the number of particles present in the environment. As expected,
the N3Sim collision detection algorithm (blue stars) shows a significant improve-
ment in the simulation time with respect to the naive algorithm (green dots).
Moreover, Figure A.4 confirms the scalability advantage of the N3Sim algorithm,
which improves the cost to detect a collision from O(n2) (for a naive algorithm)
to O(n log(n)).
A.5 Simulation results
As previously mentioned, N3Sim can simulate a broad range of scenarios, from
very simple ones, consisting of a single receiver and a transmitter which releases
defined patterns of particles, to more complex ones containing multiple nodes with
particle harvesting capabilities and with different particle release patterns. These
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Figure A.4: Comparison of the computational cost of the collision detection al-
gorithm used in N3Sim (blue stars) and a brute force approach (green dots) as a
function of the number of particles.
scenarios can be run inside a bounded or an unbounded space, with or without
a background concentration of particles. In order to illustrate the capabilities of
the simulator, the results of several simple simulations of a point-to-point DMC
in a 2-dimensional space are shown.
A.5.1 Normal and anomalous diffusion
A simple modulation for DMC is considered, based on the transmission of molec-
ular pulses consisting in the release of a number of molecules at the same time
instant [130]. A simulation is performed in which N3Sim computes the particle
concentration measured by the receiver when a pulse of 105 particles is transmit-
ted, with the purpose of comparing the cases of normal diffusion and anomalous
diffusion (described in Section 1.3.1). A transmission distance of 50 µm, a receiver
radius of 5 µm and a diffusion constant D = 1 nm2/ns are considered.
Figure A.5 shows a scenario of normal diffusion, where interactions among the
emitted particles are neglected. When the transmitted signal reaches the receiver
location, it is distorted and has a long tail due to the effects of diffusion. As
expected in a scenario of normal diffusion, the particle concentration measured
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Figure A.5: Received signal when a molecular pulse is transmitted in a scenario
of normal diffusion. The red dots show the particle concentration at the receiver
as measured by N3Sim, and the blue dashed line shows the analytical results of
Fick’s laws of diffusion.
by the receiver (red dots), matches the analytical result of Fick’s laws of diffusion
(blue dashed line).
Figure A.6 shows the results of a simulation with the same parameters, but
in an environment of anomalous diffusion. In this case, N3Sim simulates the
collisions among the emitted particles and their inertia. As observed in the figure,
the measured particle concentration (red dots) no longer matches the results of
Fick’s laws of diffusion (blue dashed line). In conclusion, the collisions among
the emitted particles and their inertia yield a scenario of superdiffusion, i.e., the
particles diffuse faster than predicted by Fick’s laws.
A.5.2 Pulse shapes
Figure A.7 shows the transmission of a Gaussian pulse and the received signal,
defined as the number of particles detected by a receiver as a function of time,
at 500 and 1000 nm from the transmitter location, respectively. A scenario of
normal diffusion is considered. As it happened in the previous case, the molecular
channel alters the shape of the transmitted pulse. As the transmission distance
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Figure A.6: Received signal when a molecular pulse is transmitted in a scenario of
anomalous diffusion. The red dots show the particle concentration at the receiver
as measured by N3Sim, and the blue dashed line shows the analytical results of
Fick’s laws of diffusion.
increases, the received pulse has a lower amplitude, a wider shape and a longer
tail, due to the effect of diffusion.
Figure A.8 depicts the molecular channel response to a square pulse. In this
case, the distortion of the pulse shape by the molecular channel is even more
pronounced. At a distance of 1000 nm, the square pulse is indistinguishable from
the Gaussian pulse. This suggests that, in this environment, a modulation based
on Gaussian pulses might be more suitable than one based on square pulses.
A.5.3 Train of pulses
Using the previously-described pulse-based modulation scheme, a stream of in-
formation may be sent by transmitting a train of molecular pulses (e.g., different
molecule types may be used to encode bits ‘0’ and ‘1’). Figure A.9 shows the
received signal when a train of pulses is transmitted from a distance of 50 µm,
with the same parameters than in the previous simulations. Again, the particle
concentration measured by the receiver is plotted as a function of time. Since
the DMC channel is linear and time-invariant [219], the received signal corre-
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Figure A.7: Transmission of a Gaussian-shaped molecular pulse.
Figure A.8: Transmission of a square-shaped molecular pulse.
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Figure A.9: Received signal when a train of molecular pulses is transmitted, in a
scenario of normal diffusion.
sponds to a train of pulses such as that shown in Figure A.5. The minimum
time among pulses is determined by the pulse width, which in its turn solely
depends on the medium diffusion coefficient and the transmission distance [130].
Therefore, the medium characteristics and the distance between transmitter and
receiver nanosystems will ultimately determine the achievable throughput with
this modulation scheme.
A.5.4 Molecular harvesting
The implementation of nodes with particle harvesting capabilities is an important
feature of N3Sim. With their internal reservoirs, harvesting nodes can accumu-
late particles for future usage. Figure A.10 represents the consecutive charge and
drain operations of the particle reservoir of a harvesting node. In this scenario,
the harvesting node is continuously capturing particles from the environment
during the execution of the simulation using the standard harvesting method.
A pulse containing 1000 particles is released whenever the reservoir has enough
particles. Figure A.10 shows that the first harvesting operation (corresponding
to the first peak) requires a longer charge time than the consecutive harvesting
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Figure A.10: Charge/drain operations of the reservoir of a harversting node.
Figure A.11: Schematic diagram of a setup containing a transmitter, a receiver
and a harvesting node.
operations. The reason for this behavior is that the following harvesting opera-
tions are able to collect remaining particles from the previous pulse transmissions,
thereby achieving a higher harvesting rate.
The impact of harvesting operation over the particle reception performance
of a distant receiver is an interesting subject which can be easily evaluated using
N3sim. A basic setup containing a transmitter, a receiver and a harvesting node,
as shown in Figure A.11, can be utilized for this purpose. A two-dimensional
bounded space is used with dimensions of 5000 nm by 5000 nm. The center-to-
center distance between the transmitter and harvester node is 400 nm. Similarly,
the distance between the receiver and harvester nodes is also 400 nm. The radius
of all three nodes is 100 nm.
In this scenario, how the harvesting operation affects the signal at the receiver
location can be measured by observing the maximum number of particles mea-
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Figure A.12: Amplitude of the signal measured by the receiver, when a molecular
pulse with an amplitude ranging from 25000 particles (bottom line) to 100000
particles (top line) is transmitted, as a function of the harvesting rate.
sured by the receiver during the simulation, after a pulse with a given amplitude
is transmitted. This metric is illustrated in Figure A.12, which evaluates the
reception performance of the receiver when the transmitter emits a pulse with
an amplitude ranging from 25000 particles (bottom line) to 100000 particles (top
line), in intervals of 25000 particles. The harvesting node collects particles from
the environment at a rate ranging from 10% to 100%, in 10% intervals. The aver-
aged results of 10 simulation runs, along with the 95% confidence intervals, show
that, independently of the amplitude of the transmitted pulse, increasing the
harvesting rate causes the received signal to decrease. This decrease, due to the
absorption of part of the transmitted signal by the harvesting node, is particularly
significant when the harvesting rate changes from 10% to 40%, after which the
amplitude of the received signal remains relatively constant. In any case, there
is a trade-off between the received signal and the harvesting rate; higher pulse
amplitudes along with low harvesting rates result in the highest signal amplitude
at the receiver location.
Figure A.13 shows the same experiment using an unlimited harvesting node.
Therefore, the observed results are similar with those in the previous simulation
for a harvesting rate of 100%. As expected, the signal measured by the receiver
increases almost linearly with respect to the amplitude of the transmitted pulses.
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Figure A.13: Amplitude of the signal measured by the receiver, as a function of
the transmitted pulse amplitude, when using an unlimited harvesting node.
Next, two important metrics that can be also observed using N3Sim, namely,
the maximum pulse frequency and the achievable throughput, are analyzed. The
considered scenario in this case is slightly different than that of the previous simu-
lations. In particular, the transmitter node is enhanced with standard harvesting
capabilities, so there are two nodes with harvesting capabilities in total. There
exists an initial background concentration of particles homogeneously distributed
over the bounded simulation space. Having no particles inside its reservoir at
the beginning, the transmitting node continuously harvests particles, and emits
a pulse of 1000 particles as soon as its reservoir charge reaches this level. Anal-
ogously to the scenario depicted in Figure A.11, a harvesting node, using the
rate-limited harvesting method, is located between the transmitter and receiver
nodes.
In this context, the maximum pulse frequency is defined as the number of
pulses that the transmitter node can emit per unit of time, which is mainly
limited by the rate at which the transmitter is able to harvest particles from
the environment. The achievable throughput is defined as the number of pulses
that are successfully detected by the receiver node per unit of time. The receiver
decodes the received pulses by means of amplitude detection [131]; i.e., a pulse
is correctly detected if the maximum particle concentration measured by the
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Figure A.14: Maximum pulse frequency at the transmitter (blue solid line) and
achievable throughput at the receiver (green dashed line), for different harvesting
rates.
receiver exceeds a given threshold. The main difference between these two metrics
is that, in some cases, not all transmitted pulses will be correctly detected by the
receiver, due to the random diffusion noise or to the absorption of particles by
the harvesting node. Therefore, the achievable throughput will always be lower
or equal to the maximum pulse frequency.
Figure A.14 shows the maximum pulse frequency of the transmitter (blue
solid line) and the achievable throughput as measured by the receiver (green
dashed line), as a function of the harvesting rate. The harvesting operation has
a devastating impact on both of these metrics, as they sharply decrease when the
harvesting rate changes from 0% to 25%. As a consequence, the harvester node
should have a low harvesting rate (below 25%) in order to allow for a successful
communication in the considered scenario.
A.6 Summary and concluding remarks
N3Sim is a simulation framework which allows the design and evaluation of
physical-layer protocols, modulations, resource management schemes and nanosys-
tem components, amongst others, in a DMC scenario. In the considered scenario,
transmitters encode the information by releasing particles into the medium, thus
causing a variation in their local concentration. The movement of these particles
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is modeled as Brownian motion, taking into account their inertia and the inter-
actions among them. Receivers decode the information by sensing the particle
concentration in their neighborhood.
Several results of simple simulations of a point-to-point DMC have been shown
to illustrate the capabilities of the simulator. Of particular importance is the
ability of N3Sim to simulate DMC environments with molecular harvesting, where
nodes are able to collect molecules from the environment in order to use them in
future transmissions.
N3Sim does not scale well to large scenarios with a high background concen-
tration, since it needs to compute the motion and the interactions among every
single particle in the simulation space. Therefore, in order to design higher-level
protocols (such as MAC or routing schemes) for complex scenarios, there may be
the need for a higher-level simulator (which could be integrated into a network
simulator, such as ns-3) with a better scalability at the cost of precision. This
simulator would not account for every individual particle, but for the distribution
of the particle concentration throughout time and space, in a scenario of either
normal or anomalous diffusion. A comparison of the computational efficiency of
N3Sim with respect to state-of-the-art simulators would also be useful.
Another future research line considers modifying N3Sim in order to simulate
other scenarios of molecular communication. Examples include medium-range
communications based on flagellated bacteria [224, 28], which move following the
concentration of attractants diffused in the medium by nanosystems, and taking
into account the electrostatic forces among particles.
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Derived publications and theses
B.1 Publications derived from this thesis
B.1.1 Journal publications
 I. Llatser, A. Cabellos-Aparicio, E. Alarco´n, J. M. Jornet, H. Lee and
J. Sole´-Pareta, “Scalability of the Channel Capacity of Graphene-enabled
Wireless Communications to the Nanoscale”, submitted to IEEE Transac-
tions on Communications.
 I. Llatser, A. Mestres, S. Abadal, E. Alarco´n, H. Lee and A. Cabellos-
Aparicio, “Time and Frequency Domain Analysis of Molecular Absorption
in Short-range Terahertz Communications”, submitted to IEEE Antennas
and Wireless Propagation Letters.
 I. Llatser, D. Demiray, A. Cabellos-Aparicio, D. T. Altilar and E. Alarco´n,
“N3Sim: Simulation Framework for Diffusion-based Molecular Communica-
tion Nanonetworks”, submitted to Simulation Modelling Practice and The-
ory (Elsevier).
 A. Cabellos-Aparicio, I. Llatser, E. Alarco´n, A. Hsu and T. Palacios, “Use
of THz Photoconductive Sources to Characterize Graphene RF Plasmonic
Antennas”, submitted to Journal of Applied Physics.
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 I. Llatser, A. Cabellos-Aparicio, M. Pierobon and E. Alarco´n, “Detection
Techniques for Diffusion-based Molecular Communication”, to appear in
IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications (JSAC).
 I. Llatser, C. Kremers, D. N. Chigrin, J. M. Jornet, M. C. Lemme, A. Cabe-
llos-Aparicio and E. Alarco´n, “Radiation Characteristics of Tunable Gra-
phennas in the Terahertz Band”, Radioengineering Journal, vol. 21, no. 4,
pp. 946–953, December 2012.
 I. Llatser, A. Cabellos-Aparicio and E. Alarco´n, “Networking Challenges
and Principles in Diffusion-based Molecular Communication”, IEEE Wire-
less Communications, vol. 19, no. 5, pp. 36–41, October 2012.
 I. Llatser, C. Kremers, A. Cabellos-Aparicio, J. M. Jornet, E. Alarco´n and
D. N. Chigrin, “Graphene-based Nano-patch Antenna for Terahertz Radi-
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vol. 10, no. 4, pp. 353–358, May 2012.
 I. Llatser, I. Pascual, N. Garralda, A. Cabellos-Aparicio and E. Alarco´n,
“N3Sim: A Simulation Framework for Diffusion-based Molecular Commu-
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B.1.2 Conference publications
 I. Llatser, C. Kremers, A. Cabellos-Aparicio, E. Alarco´n and D. N. Chigrin,
“Comparison of the Resonant Frequency in Graphene and Metallic Nano-
antennas”, in AIP Conference Proceedings, vol. 1475, pp. 143-145, Bad
Honnef (Germany), October 2012.
 I. Llatser, S. Abadal, R. Go´mez Cid-Fuentes, J. M. Jornet, A. Cabellos-
Aparicio, E. Alarco´n, J. Sole´-Pareta and I. F. Akyildiz, “Prospects of
Graphene-enabled Wireless Communications”, in Proc. of GRAPHENE
2012, Brussels (Belgium), April 2012.
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2011.
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